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ABSTRACT
It is widely believed that the recorder declined in use in the late eighteenth century and 
then lay dormant until the early twentieth century when its revival took place largely 
under the influence of Arnold Dolmetsch in England.
The thesis seeks to explore the history of the recorder between 1800 and 1905, focussing 
on the organology of the instrument and on the history of the earliest years of its revival. 
Preliminary chapters review the classification of duct flutes, previous literature and the 
reasons for the decline of the instrument. An inventory of recorders made between 1800 
and 1905 contains details of 140 instruments classified into those whose makers are 
identified, those of anonymous manufacture, a number made at the turn of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries and also instruments about which there is uncertainty regarding 
their location, type, or date. The inventory forms Volume II of the thesis. A commentary 
discusses aspects of the recorder’s existence in the period, including its various sizes, 
geographical distribution, and attempted development. The commentary contains 
controversial material not previously highlighted in the literature and draws attention to 
the recorders from Berchtesgaden where an unbroken tradition of recorder making has 
existed from the sixteenth century to the present day. Consideration is given to music for 
the recorder, its use and appearance in works of art and literature.
As a background to the recorder revival, a brief study is made of the origins of the early 
music movement. The revival of the recorder is examined and it is shown that, far from 
being confined to England, an interest in the recorder became apparent across northern 
Europe during the closing years of the nineteenth century.
It is demonstrated that the hypothesis that the recorder became extinct in the nineteenth 
century is no longer valid.
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INTRODUCTION
The recorder reached the zenith of its popularity in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 
early eighteenth centuries, declining in use as the baroque era gave way to the 
classical period. Textbooks of musical history relate that the recorder became extinct 
during the nineteenth century, only to be revived (almost single-handed) by Arnold 
Dolmetsch in the early years of the twentieth century. The present thesis sets out to 
explore the continued existence and manufacture of recorders throughout the period 
1800 to 1905, and to explore the revival (and reasons underlying that revival) of the 
instrument in the closing years of the nineteenth and opening years of the twentieth 
century. To the present author’s knowledge, neither has the organology of the 
recorder between 1800 and 1905 been adequately explored, nor has a coherent 
exploration of the instrument’s revival been published in international musicological 
literature.
The methodology applied to the research is indicated in the introductory paragraphs of 
successive chapters, the initial sources of information being derived from a critical 
study of extant literature and from the author’s previous work on the topic.
The thesis is essentially divided into three sections, the first forming a preliminary 
background to the study, discussing the terminology of duct flutes in general and the 
recorder in particular. Two other duct flutes in use during the nineteenth century (the 
csakan and the flageolet) are described, as confusion has arisen in the past on matters 
of terminology relating both to these instruments and to the recorder itself. A critical 
appraisal of previous literature on the topic is followed by a chapter which examines 
the reasons for the waning popularity of the recorder in the second half of the 
eighteenth century.
The second section of the thesis (the inventory [volume II], chapters IV and VI) deals 
principally with organology, and forms the core of the entire work, for without the 
recorders there would be no case to advance. The inventory gives particulars of each 
of 140 recorders believed to have been made in the period of study: when relevant, 
each recorder is discussed individually. A few instruments made at the turn of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are included, together with seventeen instruments
which are atypical, or of which details of location and (particularly) date of 
manufacture are the subject of uncertainty. A commentary on the inventory seeks to 
give a collective overview of the instruments and contains observations and 
discussions on matters of geographical, historical, and organological interest.
The Bavarian town of Berchtesgaden has been a centre of recorder production from 
the late sixteenth century to the present day: a chapter is devoted to the 
Berchtesgadener Fleitl (Berchtesgaden small flute), for this instrument is of singular 
and hitherto unrevealed importance in the centuries-long history of the recorder.
Little music from the nineteenth century specifying the recorder has come to light 
during the study. However, a few pieces scored for the recorder are documented and 
mention is made of treatises (self-instruction methods) published early in the century. 
Occasional reports of the use of the recorder in the nineteenth century are presented, 
attention is drawn to an error in the literature, and speculative conclusions are drawn.
Evidence for a continued awareness of the instrument on the part of artists during the 
nineteenth century is demonstrated in a chapter on iconography and literature, this 
chapter leading to the final part of the thesis concerning the revival of the recorder.
As the decline of the recorder in the late eighteenth century was related to changes in 
musical culture, so also was its revival in the latter years of the nineteenth. The 
revival of the recorder (and other ‘early’ instruments) has to be considered not in 
isolation but in the overall context of the growing early music movement and so 
possible reasons for the emergence of the early music culture are explored together 
with a brief commentary on authenticity and the historical performance movement. 
The place of the recorder in this movement is described prior to a detailed exploration 
of the recorder revival in several European states, notably England, France, Germany, 
and Belgium. In this context the influence of particular musicians will be outlined 
and their work placed within a background of exhibitions, performances, and early 
attempts to build copies of historical instruments. The revival of the recorder up to 
the year 1905 is summarised in Chapter XIV ‘The recorder -  played and displayed’ 
which also touches briefly on the subsequent history of the instrument.
Appendices contain, in addition to source materials and bibliographical information, 
descriptions of paintings listed in the iconography chapter, and also some items of 
information about the recorder between 1800 and 1905 which are either of 
insignificant importance or of sufficiently doubtful veracity to justify their inclusion 
in the main chapters of the thesis.
A brief concluding chapter gives an overall perspective of the research which has 
been presented, and makes suggestions for future study which might resolve enigmas 
at present unanswered in the history of the recorder, 1800 -  1905.
CHAPTER I
DUCT FLUTES -  CLASSIFICATION AND TERMINOLOGY
There are many ‘recorder type’ instruments in use throughout the world in both art 
and folk music and many repose in organological and ethnological collections. 
Academic study demands a precise (and ideally concise) description of the instrument 
under discussion and to this end methods of classification have been devised. 
Although the subject of the present study is the recorder, the instrument has to be 
viewed in its context as a member of the duct flute family.
THE CLASSIFICATION OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
The earliest classification of musical instruments was attempted by the Belgian 
organologist Victor-Charles Mahillon (1841-1924), whose work in connection with 
the nineteenth century recorder will be outlined in subsequent chapters of the present 
thesis. The classification in current use is that of Hombostel and Sachs, which was 
published in 1914: it is both comprehensive and complex.^ Wind instruments 
(aerophones) are divided into free aerophones and wind instruments proper, the latter 
group comprising edge instruments (flutes, recorders), reed pipes (oboes, etc.) and 
trumpets. The later classification of Carse divides woodwind instruments into those 
with reed and those without, the latter comprising those with free air-reed (flutes) and 
those with confined air- reed (recorders).^ The term ‘duct flute’ was introduced by 
Balfour in the late nineteenth century to cover the latter class of instruments wherein 
air is directed to the sound-producing edge (the ‘labium’ of the recorder) via a duct 
from the player’s mouth.^ The recorder is formally classed as an internal duct flute, 
conflating Balfour’s term with Hombostel and Sachs’ classification (Montagu)."^
The recorder-type instruments will be generically referred to as ‘duct flutes’ 
throughout the present work, the specific names of the instruments being employed as
^New Grove Dictionary o f  Musical Instruments s.v. ‘Classification’ (Wachsmann, K.)
Carse, A. M usical wind instruments New York: Da Capo Press 1963 p3 
 ^Baines, A. The Oxford companion to musical instruments 
Oxford: Oxford University Press 1992 p99
 ^New Grove II s.v. ‘ Flute (2) Classification and Distribution’ (Montagu, J.)
appropriate. Although the recorder -  perhaps the most familiar duct flute in the 
western world -  is the subject of the thesis, it is nevertheless necessary to examine 
(albeit briefly) a number of other duct flutes which impact on the history of the 
recorder in the nineteenth century.
THE RECORDER
The recorder is an internal duct flute with seven finger-holes and one-thumb hole: it 
has a contracting conical bore from the head to the foot of the instrument, and is 
usually built in three pieces (occasionally one, two, or four). Its history can be traced 
back to the middle ages, the earliest known specimen being the Dordrecht recorder 
(currently in the Gemeentemuseum in The Hague) which dates from the early 
fifteenth century, with the instrument enjoying its greatest popularity (at least before 
its modem revival) in the renaissance and baroque periods. The instrument underwent 
a certain amount of development in the course of its history, the major changes 
coming about towards the end of the seventeenth century when, in the hands of the 
Hotteterres of La Couture-Boussey in France, the renaissance recorder was 
transformed into the more familiar baroque instmment with its characteristic bulges at 
the joints.^ Although most small and medium-sized recorders are keyless, keys are 
often found on the larger instmments, especially bassets and basses. On most modem 
recorders the lower two tone-holes are subdivided to facilitate intonation of the 
lowermost semitones. It is, however, the presence of seven finger-holes and one 
thumb-hole which is the most distinguishing feature of the recorder, although other 
instmments may possess a similar layout.
In addition to the orthodox recorder, the instmment also appeared in the form of the 
double recorder and the cane flute (walking-stick recorder): these instmments were 
used essentially by dandies and dilettantes and are not discussed in the present work.
 ^Hunt, E.H. The recorder and its music
Hebden Bridge: Peacock Press edition 2002 p38
THECSAKAN
This duct flute made its first appearance in Vienna around the year 1807: the 
Hungarian word czakany means walking-stick and it is in the form of a walking-stick 
or cane flute that the instrument was first described. A number of instruments (flute, 
oboe, clarinet, recorder, and violin among them) were made in walking-stick form 
during the early nineteenth century to cater for the needs of dilettante amateurs 
embracing the notions of early Romanticism. The csakan as a separate instrument 
appears to have been invented by Anton Heberle (111806-1816) and it was he who 
first played it in public in Vienna around 1807. Although the csakan shared with the 
recorder the presence of seven finger holes and one thumb hole it was effectively a 
new instrument, built usually in the key of A flat and treated as a transposing 
instrument: in size it therefore lies between the alto and soprano recorders. Initially 
keyless, the csakan acquired a number of keys in the course of its development and by 
1821 the instrument came in two distinct forms, the simple csakan with one key and 
the complicated csakan with seven.^ The compass of both types of the instrument was 
two octaves and a fourth. Prominent in the development of the csakan at this time 
was the player and composer Ernest Krâhmer, who also published a tutor for the 
instrument: a number of his compositions have been edited for recorder and are 
currently in print. A characteristic feature of the csakan is the presence of a very 
small thumb-hole, designed to facilitate playing the highest register of the instrument 
and avoiding the ‘thumbing’ required on the recorder: some csakans had plain foot 
joints, others possessed a clarinet-like bell.
The use of the instrument was confined to a small area of eastern Europe (centered on 
Vienna) but it may have also been used in Russia. The only evidence of knowledge 
of the instrument in more western areas of Europe is the presence of a stop marked 
‘csakan’ on an organ in Lübeck (north western Germany). By the middle of the 
nineteenth century the instrument was passing into obscurity but the name ‘csakan’ 
lingered on in Germany and was applied to simple duct flutes, either keyless or with 
one to eight keys but no thumb-hole, as late as the 1930s: similar instruments are also
 ^Betz, M. D er Csakan und seine Musik ( PhD Diss., Heidelberg 1991) 
Tutzing:Hans Schneider 1992 p l9
designated ‘Schulflôten’ but the terminology applied to these duct flutes is far from 
precise.
A repertoire of some 400 pieces was composed for the csakan between 1806 and 
1849.  ^ Much of this music is for solo csakan or csakans in duet but not infrequently 
the guitar (in scordatura tuning) is employed: the use of piano and strings is less usual. 
The complex transposition required would have posed difflculties for amateur players 
and this may be one of the reasons why much of the repertoire consisted of solos or 
duets, these often being arrangements of contemporary Lieder and operatic arias but a 
few concerti exist (notably by Heberle) and these illustrate the complexity of the 
csakan’s transposition. In Heberle’s concerto, the solo part is written in the key of G 
with the strings in E flat: a pair of horns ad libitum are also notated in E flat.^
The csakan declined in use before the recorder arose again from its period of 
obscurity and it is difficult to agree with Rayne and Thalheimer (see Chapter II, 
‘Previous literature relating to the recorder in the nineteenth century’) that the csakan 
is ‘the romantic recorder’ as the recorder continued (albeit sporadically) in use during 
the romantic period. Certainly the csakan had its roots in the dilettante world of the 
early romantics but it had disappeared from common use long before the era of 
romanticism in music had ended. The period when gentlemen amused themselves 
(and their ladies) on walking-stick instruments had passed: the few great csakan 
player/composers had died, and an instrument in A flat was hardly likely to endear 
itself to an amateur who could learn the rudiments of flute playing and so join with 
other musicians without the need to transpose his or her part down a minor sixth or up 
a major third.
The csakan, however, has left a question mark in the controversial matter of 
terminology. A number of pieces were published for csakan ou/oder flûte douce and 
it is pertinent to consider whether the term flûte douce in this context equates with the 
csakan or whether it refers to the recorder (frequently called flûte douce in the French 
language) as an alternative instrument to be used in place of a csakan. Betz
’ Betz, M. D er Csakan und seine Musik p i l l  
* Petri, M. Preface to Concerto in G major fo r  Csakan by A. Heberle 
Copenhagen: W. Hansen 1985
8believes that flûte douce in this context was a term applied to the csakan by the 
educated Viennese who would have been familiar with the French tongue, although 
Tarasov considers that they were separate instruments.^ The csakan players 
Krâhmer and Klingenbrunner both support Betz’ hypothesis, the latter using the term 
flûte douce as an alternative appellation for the csakan in a tutor for the instrument 
published in 1815." Krâhmer’s virtuosity on the flûte douce oder csakan was praised 
in a newspaper review of 1822.'^ Some of Heberle’s works (including the concerto 
mentioned above) are written for csakan ou flûte douce whereas another source refers 
to the composer playing on several instruments in one concert -  the flute, the csakan, 
and the ‘English Flute’. B e t z  suggests (on no specific evidence) that this latter 
instrument was an English flageolet rather than a recorder, despite the fact that the 
recorder was often designated ‘English Flute’ at this point in history. It should be 
noted in passing that a Viennese Flageolet was popular at the time and this 
observation lends support to the theory that Heberle probably did play a recorder -  if 
not, one would have expected the newspaper Der Sammler Wien to have written 
‘flageolet’ rather than ‘English flute’ since a specific Wiener Flageolet existed.
Against the argument that flûte douce implies the csakan must be set the above 
observation of Heberle specifically playing both csakan and English flute. C.F.D. 
Schubart, writing in 1784, refers to the recorder as Die Flauto doulce [sic], and an 
illustration in Clemencic’s Old Musical Instruments copies a print in the 
Kunthistoriches Museum in Vienna which clearly illustrates an eighteenth century 
recorder player with the caption Floute douce[s\c\}^ The Viennese composer 
Michel-Joseph Gebrauer published a piece for Csakan, Flûte anglaise und Flote early 
in the nineteenth century, implying that the csakan and flûte anglaise are separate 
instruments, the flûte anglaise being almost certainly a recorder. A German 
encyclopaedia of music published in 1835, under the heading ‘Blockflote’ gives
’ Betz, M. Personal electronic communication 11.07.02 
Tarasov, N. Personal electronic communication 11.01.02 
" Betz, M. D er Csakan und seine Musik p33-34 
D er Sammler Wien 1822 p560 
(quoted in Betz, D er csakan und seine Musik, p i 80)
Betz, M. D er Csakan und seine Musik p i 73 
Schubart, C.F.D. Ideen zu einer Aesthetik der Tonkunst 
Hildesheim: Georg Oluns ( modem edition) 1990 p322 
Clemencic, R. O ld M usical Instruments 
London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson 1968 p84 
Betz, M. Der Csakan und seine Musik p l78
“Blockflote also known as Flûte douce” and observes that the instrument is also called 
“Flûte à bec” because of its mouthpiece: on account of its soft tone it is also known as 
Flauto dolce or Flute douce” In 1855 (when the csakan was passing into 
obsolescence) von Gunterhausen (quoted by Betz) distinguished between the recorder 
and csakan “noch die stille [soft, quiet] oder Plochflote (Flauto douce [sic], Flûte à 
bec) und die Stockflote (csakan).” In his catalogue of the instruments in the 
Historisches Museum, Basel, published in 1906, Nef (discussing the recorders in the 
collection) refers to the recorder as “Flûte douce” on account of its sound.
There is no definitive answer to the question “Is la flûte douce a csakan or a 
recorder?” Betz, using contemporary evidence, believes flûte douce may be an 
alternative name for the csakan: other contemporary evidence lends support to the 
theory that the flûte douce is a different instrument from the csakan and an alternative 
name for the recorder. Both instruments exhibit a similar tessitura and with 
appropriate transposition most csakan music may be played upon the recorder and 
vice versa. Further research into the realms of the sociology of music in early 
nineteenth century Vienna would be required to provide a definitive answer to the 
question as to whether or not the flute douce is a csakan or recorder: meanwhile 
recorder players continue to play csakan music on their instrument regardless of 
whether or not this practice represents an authentic realization of this particular 
repertoire.
THE FLAGEOLET
The flageolet (in its several forms) is an instrument of both greater antiquity and 
greater popularity than the csakan, being distributed from the west to the east of 
Europe during a period of some three centuries. Some authorities consider that the 
instrument was invented by Sieur Juvigny of Paris in 1581, and the instrument is
Encyclopédie der gesammten musikalischen Wissenschaften oder Universal Lexicon der Tonkunst 
Stuttgart: Verlag von Franz Heinrich Kôhler 1835 
von Gunterhausen, H.W.
Neu eroffnetes M agazin musikalisher Tonwerkzeuge
Frankfiut am Main: 1855 p398
(quoted in Betz, M. D er Csakan und seine Musik p32)
Nef, K. Musikinstrumenten Katalog Historisches Museum, Basel 
Basel: Birkhauser 1906 p l2
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described in Mersenne’s Harmonie Universelle of 1636 as a very small duct flute with 
a contracting bore and possessing four finger and two thumb-holes?^ These features 
are characteristic of the French flageolet: the English version of the instrument (dating 
from the period of the Restoration in the latter half of the seventeenth century) 
initially having six finger-holes and subsequently seven, often with a single thumb- 
hole. The instrument was later fitted with keys and during the eighteenth century the 
flageolet acquired its characteristic feature, the sponge chamber. The mouthpiece 
(often a narrow tube-like structure of bone or ivory) led to a small chamber containing 
a sponge in order to absorb moisture from the player’s breath, condensation being a 
significant problem in the duct flute instruments. A Viennese flageolet (similar to the 
English instrument) was in use at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
In the eighteenth century the flageolet was essentially an amateur’s instrument 
(several tutor books were published for it) but it was occasionally used in the 
orchestra (by Handel, Rameau, and possibly Mozart) as a flautino, an octave flute 
with a pitch similar to the sopranino recorder or piccolo. Welch refers to its use in 
Handel’s Acis and Galatea in this role during a discussion following Bridge’s 1901 
paper on the Chester recorders.^'
During the nineteenth century the flageolet underwent considerable development both 
in England and in France. The English maker William Bainbridge (fll803-1834) was 
largely responsible for developing the double and triple flageolets: in order to permit 
the solo player to play in harmony, two (or three) ‘flageolets’ led from the same 
mouthpiece and sponge chamber and were connected by an intricate set of keys to 
allow the player to play on one or more barrels of the instrument.^^ Many of these 
instruments survive, but they were essentially amateur’s instruments and their 
production dwindled by the middle of the century although the standard single 
flageolet continued in use in England, acquiring more complex keywork. In France 
the flageolet (of the French variety) also acquired additional keys and rings in the 
manner of the Boehm flute, and also the cylindrical bore of that instrument. It was 
used in salon and dance music (the quadrille flageolet) and even found a place in
N ew  Grove Dictionary o f  Musical Instruments s.v. ‘Flageolet’ (Mayer Brown, H.) 
Bridge, J.C. ‘The Chester ‘Recorders”
Proceedings o f  the Musical Association  XXVII 1901 pp 109-120 
^  N ew  Grove II s.v. ‘Flageolet 2 ’ (Waterhouse, W.)
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military bands wherein it was used as a substitute for the piccolo. Unlike the English 
flageolet, the French instrument had a number of virtuoso players such as Collinet and 
Bousquet: some of their repertoire is currently available in arrangements for the 
recorder.^^
The flageolet declined in popularity at the end of the nineteenth century: although a 
significant duct flute for three centuries it was essentially an amateur’s instrument. Its 
small repertoire has been bequeathed to recorder players, whose instrument shares a 
similar compass of some two octaves.
OTHER DUCT FLUTES
Many types of duct flute have been described in textbooks of organology: three are 
worthy of brief comment in relation to the present study:
Walking-stick (or cane) flutes -  of both vertical and transverse varieties -  have been 
mentioned above: like the rare double recorders, they are not of significance in serious 
music.
The galoubet, a three-holed pipe played with the fingers of one hand (the other hand 
playing a drum slung from the player’s waist) originated in Provence. In England, 
this combination was known as pipe and tabor. Its use is confined to folk music.^ "^
The Tin Whistle, beloved of Irish folk musicians, is a six finger-holed duct flute 
without-thumb hole. It is also known as the penny whistle and was invented by one 
Robert Clarke in 1843.^^
^  Bousquet, N, 12 Grands Caprices 
Celle: Moeck Verlag 1986 ed. Reyne, H.(foreword p2,3)
New  Grove II s.v. ‘Galoubet’ (Cyr, M.)
^  N ew  Grove II s.v. "Flageolet 2: tin whistle’ (Kenyon de Pascual, B.)
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TERMINOLOGY OF THE RECORDER
The recorder has been endowed with many names throughout its long history and 
wide dispersion across the countries of Europe. The terms given relate to its sound, 
its construction, its appearance and the position in which it is held by the player, the 
term often varying from country to country and century to century. Particular changes 
occurred in England during the eighteenth century, a matter of note for the student of 
the recorder in the following century.
In England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the instrument was known as 
the recorder but by the time of Handel (1685 -  1759) it was known simply as the 
flute. A consort (or concert) flute was an alto in f , a sixth flute a soprano in d” : at 
this period in England the transverse flute was referred to as the German flute. As the 
century progressed the recorder was often known as the common flute, and it is 
described as ‘flute’ or ‘common flute’ in many treatises of the late eighteenth century. 
Dolmetsch pointed out that the term common flute was not one of derision but of 
description, for it implied current or normal (cf. The Book of Common Prayer).^^
In France the instrument was called flûte à bec (beaked flute), flûte douce (sweet 
flute) or flûte d’Angleterre (English flute) in contradistinction to the transverse 
instrument called the flûte d’Allemagne. The use of the term flûte douce in relation to 
the csakan has been described above. The common Italian term was flauto dolce and 
in Spain the recorder was called the flauto de pico (peaked flute).
In Holland the recorder was known as fluit (or fluyt) early in the eighteenth century, 
subsequently acquiring the name fluit does and in modem times blokfluit.
In the German language Langsflote implies a flute blown vertically, whereas a 
transverse instrument is known as Querflote. Langsflote, Schnabelflote (beaked 
flute), and Plockflote (stake flute) are occasionally encountered in older German 
literature in reference to the recorder but these terms are no longer in use, the term
Dolmetsch, C.F. ‘The Recorder and German flute during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’ 
Proceedings o f  the Royal Musical Association  LXXXIII 1956 pp49-63
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Blockflote being preferred. The term ‘FleitT (a Bavarian word meaning little flute) is 
applied to the small recorders emanating from Berchtesgaden.
The word ‘flute’ is today synonymous with the transverse instrument but, when 
studying organological history, care must be taken to ascertain the precise nature of 
any instrument bearing this name.
SUMMARY
The most commonly used terms are given in capital letters: dates are also given in 
respect of the English nomenclature.
ENGLISH
RECORDER
FLUTE
COMMON FLUTE
Common flute 
English flute
FRENCH
FLUTE A BEC
Flûte douce
Flûte d’Angleterre
ITALIAN 
FLAUTO DOLCE 
DUTCH 
BLOKFLUIT 
Fluit does 
Fluit (fluyt)
C16/17 
C l8 (early)
C l8 (late)
Cl 8/ earlyC19
GERMAN
BLOCKFLOTE
Schnabelflote
Langsflote
Plockflote
SPANISH
FLAUTO DE PICO
SWEDISH
BLOCKFLOJTE
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RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE RECORDERS
The recorder most familiar today is the baroque instrument with its three joints, 
contracting conical bore and small (and often undercut) tone-holes. Acoustically, this 
instrument is strong in its higher harmonics, making it ideal for the concerto, sonata, 
and obbligato roles of baroque music. The renaissance recorder has a less-tapered 
bore, larger tone-holes, with the smaller instruments often being made in one piece: 
the design favours the fundamental as opposed to the higher harmonics, making the 
sound of the instrument less penetrating and better suited to the consort music of the 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The larger instruments often have one or 
more keys for the lowest tone-holes, the key mechanism being covered by a 
perforated barrel known as a fontanelle.
SIZES OF RECORDERS
The European/American terminology will be applied in the present work: the 
traditional English terms ‘descant’ and ‘treble’ are replaced by ‘soprano’ and ‘alto’ 
respectively, and the instrument commonly designated ‘bass’ (one octave below the 
alto in f  ) is known as ‘basset’. The lowest notes of the respective recorders are listed 
below, the pitch being notated in terms of the Helmholz convention.
(occasionally exilent, g” )Sopranino f ’
Sixth flute d”
Fifth flute c”
Fourth flute b flat’
Third flute a’
Alto f
Voice flute d’
Tenor c’
Basset f
Bass c
(occasionally g’, e flat’)
(sometimes called great bass)
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Great/contrabass F
The term ‘fourth flute’ is also applied by some authorities to the tenor recorder in c’ 
pitched a fourth below the alto in f .
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CHAPTER II
PREVIOUS LITERATURE RELATING TO THE RECORDER 1800-1905
In the year 1970 Walter and von Huene published a paper on the subject of the 
recorders in the Steams collection of musical instruments, noting, in their concluding 
paragraphs, the existence of instruments made in the nineteenth century by Colas and 
Kruspe?^ The authors commented that “such well-made instruments, along with 
similar hybrids, are numerous enough to merit more research than they have hitherto 
been accorded”.
In the succeeding 35 years little work has been published on the topic beyond 
occasional paragraphs in textbooks and dictionaries of music: there also exists a small 
number of published papers which are very limited in scope with regard to the true 
recorder, many dealing essentially with the csakan. A search of the literature 
including:
Répertoire international de la littérature musicale (RILM)
Répertoire international de la presse musicale (RIPM)
Doctoral Dissertations in Music 
The Music Index
Bath Information and Data Services (BIDS electronic database)
was undertaken, together with a review of recorder, early music, and organological 
journals and appropriate websites. Griscom and Lasocki’s The Recorder -  a 
Research and Information Guide^  ^also yielded citations which are discussed below. 
In addition to these papers, comment will be made on relevant dissertations, two of 
which are of recent origin. The references will be examined in chronological order.
Warner, R.A. and von Huene, F. ‘The baroque recorders in the Steams collection o f  musical 
instruments’
Galpin Society Journal XXIII 1970 pp69-81 
Griscom, R. and Lasocki, D. The recorder - a research and information guide 
N ew  York and London: Routledge 2"‘*. Edition 2003
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SCHMIDT 1959^’
This extensive thesis makes a significant contribution to the study of the recorder, 
discussing many facets of the history of the instrument from the Middle Ages to the 
twentieth century. Schmidt discusses the instrument, its history, its music, its 
technique, and its place in art and literature. On the subject of the instrument in the 
nineteenth century, he writes:
For all practical purposes the recorder ceased to exist during the nineteenth 
century: however, occasional glimpses of the instrument are evident, 
particularly in its altered form with added keys, mouthpiece extension and 
sponge chamber.
In this description, the present author believes that Schmidt is confusing the true 
recorder "with the flageolet, about which he writes more extensively. The csakan is 
given a brief mention as “being found in most major collections”.
Regarding the revival of the recorder, Schmidt writes:
The mainspring of the early recorder movement was Arnold Dolmetsch. This 
unusual man practically single-handed brought the recorder to life again, 
nurturing it with a whole family of early instruments, until, finally awakened, 
it soon made its own progress unaided.
Modem scholarship casts considerable doubt on Schmidt’s perception of the recorder 
in the nineteenth century and its subsequent revival but the thesis is a mine of 
information unparallelled in the literature of the late 1950s.
Schmidt L.J. ‘A practical and historical source book for the recorder’ 
PhD diss. Northwestern University 1959
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MOECK 197830
1978 saw the publication of Moeck’s extensive discussion on the late history and 
renaissance of the recorder. He gives a brief commentary on the important duct flutes 
of the nineteenth century (the flageolet and the csakan) and reproduces copies of the 
fingering charts for these instruments. He notes that Goethe (1749-1832) talks of a 
youth playing a ‘Flote’ (although not specifying the type) and of the use of the 
Langsflote (a vertically blown flute, probably a recorder) in romantic portrayals of 
idyllic scenes. Moeck touches on the Berchtesgaden school of recorder making 
(which began in the baroque period) and on the making of small recorders which were 
employed in Alpine folk music. Weber’s (1786-1826) use of the recorder in his 
youthful opera Peter Schmoll und seine Nachbar of 1801 is mentioned, as is the same 
composer’s encounter with ‘two badly played recorders’ in 1806 at a concert in which 
his Kleiner Tusch for twenty trumpets was performed.
SCHWARZ 1982”
Schwarz submitted her thesis on the topic of the renaissance of the recorder in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries in 1982. A summary in RILM reads “As an 
orchestral instrument the recorder did not survive past the baroque period (with a few 
exceptions). At the end of the nineteenth century there was a revival of the 
instrument, the impetus for which came from England.”^^  It should here be noted -  
although the matter will be discussed in detail in subsequent chapters on the revival of 
the recorder -  that the earliest revival of the instrument began in Europe rather than 
England.
Unfortunately it has not been possible to obtain a copy of this thesis.
Moeck ,H. ‘Zur “Nachgeschichte “ und Renaissance der Blockflôte.’
Tibia 1978 I/II pp 13, 79 
Schwarz,R. ‘Der Renaissance der Blockflôte in der 19 und 20 Jahrhunderts’ 
Unpublished MA diss. Graz 1982 
RJLM abstract 1982 1429dm
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MACMILLAN 198333
The present author published on the topic of the recorder in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries in 1983, his paper being a summary of a thesis submitted 
for the diploma of Fellow of Trinity College, London, in 1981. The paper comments 
on recorders made in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, including twenty- 
five which appeared to date from the nineteenth century. Modem scholarship 
(particularly as a consequence of the easy exchange of knowledge brought about by 
information technology) casts doubt on the nineteenth-century origin of some of these 
recorders but most are included in the inventory contained in the present work. 
MacMillan also commented on music composed for the recorder in the nineteenth 
century, citing works by J.C.Schultze (dl813) and works written for csakan ou flûte 
douce. The compositions by Schultze are probably not of nineteenth century origin 
(see Chapter VI, ‘Music for the recorder’): the terminological problems of the csakan 
ou flûte douce were poorly comprehended in the 1981/83 writings, and have been 
addressed in the first chapter of the present thesis. A tutor for the recorder by Swayne 
(1818) is mentioned in the paper, but in a subsequent number of The Consort Higbee 
proposed that this tutor was for the flageolet. "^  ^ This tutor is further considered in 
Chapter VI of the present work. MacMillan’s paper also makes isolated references to 
literary and iconographie evidence for the continued existence of the recorder during 
the period he studied. The paper does not deal with the revival of the recorder in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century but it is concluded that the time interval between 
the extinction of the recorder and its subsequent revival is shorter than was hitherto 
assumed.
REYNE 198533
This paper is essentially concerned with the history, development, and repertoire of 
the csakan, the author considering that instrument to be the romantic duct flute: he 
makes no specific reference to the true recorder in the nineteenth century. The
MacMillan, D. ‘The recorder in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries’ 
The Consort XXXIX 1983 pp489-497 
Higbee D. Letter to the editor 
The Consort X L  1984 p45 
Reyne, H. ‘La flûte â bec romantique existe -  je  l’ai rencontrée’
Flûte à bec et instruments anciens XV 1985pp4-5
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nineteenth century was the supreme period of romanticism in music and Reyne 
conceptualizes the csakan as the romantic recorder. He is seemingly unaware that a 
number of recorders were built in his country (France) during the nineteenth century.
KOHLER 198?33
Die Blutezeit der Blockflôte deals mainly with the flowering of the recorder (hence the 
title) in the baroque period, the author observing that the instrument ceased to be of 
significance after 1750. He comments that the recorder was revived in the late 
nineteenth century as part of the reaction against the late romantic style of the period.
BETZ 199233
This book is a publication of the author’s dissertation submitted to the University of 
Heidelberg in 1991 and remains the definitive work on the csakan: the author makes 
several references to the recorder, which are cited under appropriate headings in the 
present text. Betz’s work details the development of the csakan from the walking- 
stick instruments (cane flutes) of the early nineteenth century and describes its makers 
and the lives of those who wrote for it and played upon it. The extant csakan 
repertoire (around 400 pieces) is examined and a list of surviving csakans appended.
A further chapter deals with the musical culture (particularly in Vienna) during the 
time during which the csakan enjoyed its brief popularity.
Although a thesis centered upon the csakan, Betz’s work must be included in the 
literature appertaining to the recorder, for it not only makes reference to that 
instrument but also relates substantially to the role posited for the csakan as ‘the 
romantic recorder’ by Reyne (above) and Green and Thalheimer (below). A number 
of references in the text are relevant to the debate as to whether flûte douce refers 
solely to the csakan or implies an alternative choice of instrument in the form of the 
recorder.
Kohler, W. ‘Die Blutezeit der Blockflôte’ 
Tibia 1987 2 pp421-425 
Betz, M. Der Csakan und seine Musik 
Tutzing: Hans Schneider 1992
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GREEN 19933*
This article headed Tn search of the nineteenth century recorder and its literature’ 
speaks of "a brief but fascinating revival of the recorder during the early nineteenth 
century in Vienna”. The author gives a short description of the csakan, referring also 
to tv^ o of its virtuosi (Heberle and Krahmer) and the style of music played upon it. He 
commends the solo repertoire to recorder players, suggesting that the most suitable 
instrument would be the soprano, and lists some of the pieces currently in print. The 
paper fails to appreciate that the csakan and recorder are two separate (although 
closely related) instruments and does not comment on the existence of true recorders 
built in the nineteenth century: the author appears to consider the csakan to be the 
nineteenth century recorder.
DENEKER 199?3’
Deneker observes the importance of the recorder in the history of music, and relates 
that it was almost forgotten in the nineteenth century. He does, however, comment on 
the recorder-making tradition of the Berchtesgaden area where (he states) recorders in 
B flat, c, d, and B flat [sic] were built until the 1930s: these instruments were used in 
the folk music tradition. Deneker also refers to the late composer of recorder music 
J.C.Schultze (1733-1813) and to the use of the recorder by English amateur players 
into the nineteenth century. Over and against the decline of the recorder he sets the 
csakan, which instrument he views as the duct flute of the nineteenth century.
Deneker describes the origin of the csakan as a cane flute (mentioning other 
instruments which enjoyed a brief vogue in similar form) and describes the various 
types of csakan, its construction, makers, players, repertoire, and points of technique. 
The author lists methods for the csakan and illustrates fingering charts for both the 
simple and complicated forms of the instrument. As has been mentioned above, 
confusion has arisen regarding the expression csakan ou flûte douce: Deneker quotes 
contemporary authors to demonstrate that flûte douce is an alternative term for the 
csakan and not a description of an alternative instrument (the recorder). Herein lies
Green, D.H. ‘The Romantic Recorder’ 
Chrestologia  XVIII 3 pp7-8 
Deneker, P. ‘De Blokfluit in de 19de eeuw’ 
Musica Antiqua XIV 4 1997 pp 167-172
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the greatest importance of this paper for the student of the recorder in the nineteenth 
century.
THALHEIMER 2000“'“
Thalheimer, writing in the wind players’ journal Tibia, refers to the recorder as the 
klassisch-romantische Blockflôte (the classical-romantic recorder), quoting Degen’s 
comment of 1939 that the last period in musical life when the recorder had some 
significance in musical life was the mid-eighteenth century. It was no longer found as 
an orchestral instrument, its gentle sound having given way to the stronger traversa.'^’ 
Thalheimer outlines the history and repertoire of the csakan (in considerably more 
detail than Reyne) and discusses the use of the recorder in the performance of the 
csakan repertoire. He concludes that the recorder of the romantic era is the csakan, 
but surprisingly (for a German author) makes no comment on the Berchtesgaden 
school of recorder-making which flourished in southern Germany in the nineteenth 
century.
LANDER 200l"3
Lander’s comprehensive website on the recorder contains paragraphs on both the 
csakan and the recorder in the nineteenth century. He refers to recorders made in that 
century (notably by the Walch family in Berchtesgaden and by Goulding in London). 
He copies information given in Waterhouse"*  ^and Young"*"* regarding the recorders in 
the Heimatmuseum in Berchtesgaden, quoting the existence of three recorders by 
Lorenz Walch II: a visit to this collection by the present author in October 2002 
revealed only two such instruments (This error was indicated and subsequently 
corrected on Lander’s website in May 2003). Lander also discusses the csakan and its
Thalheimer, P. ‘Csakan-Musik: eine Nische in heutigen Blockflôten-repertoire’ 
Tibia 2000 4 pp288-293 
Degen, D. Zur Geschichte der BlocJcftote in den germanischen Landern 
Kassel: Bârenreiter 1939 p i04 
Lander, N. The recorder home page: instrument o f  torture or instrument o f  music? 
http://members.iinet.au/~nickl/torture2.html 
Waterhouse, W. The New Langwill Index 
London: Tony Bingham 1993 
Young, P. T. 4900 Historical Woodwind Instruments 
London: Tony Bingham 1993
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role but in his comments about the csakan ou flûte douce controversy he makes the 
dubious statement that “The last v a^s simply a recorder, like those made by the Walch 
family”. Lander refers to early attempts to revive the recorder, describing early 
lectures and recitals on the instrument. He notes that the Bogenhauser Künstler- 
kapelle (see Chapter XIII, ‘The revival of the recorder in Germany’) visited London 
in 1900 but omits the source of this information. The site provides a comprehensive 
bibliography on many aspects of the recorder: of particular importance to the 
organologist is his database of over 1000 original recorders in collections throughout 
the Avorld. The above summary only refers to the portions relevant to the nineteenth 
century.
BARNES 200l"3
Barnes’ M.Mus. dissertation ‘The Recorder 1740 -  1900: obsolete and eclipsed?’ is a 
summary of the history of the recorder in the defined period. She discusses in some 
detail the important changes in terminology which befell the instrument and 
comments on the confusion often engendered by these changes in the early days of the 
recorder’s revival. The remarks of Burney and Hawkins (important contemporary 
observers of the musical environment in the late eighteenth century) about the 
recorder and its players together with its progressive decline in importance in 
professional music are presented, with supporting evidence in the form of a 
commentary on the changes in musical culture during the Enlightenment. The chapter 
on surviving instruments includes a discussion of the four-jointed tenor recorder by 
Stanesby junior in La Cité de la Musique in Paris and of the Goulding tenor recorder 
in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London (NI 5 in the present study). In 
connection with the latter instrument, Barnes comments on Chappell’s, Engel’s, and 
Welch’s perception of the recorder, and she includes a checklist of surviving 
instruments made in her period of study, including csakans, cane flutes, and flageolets 
as well as recorders. There is no detailed commentary on the instruments and the list 
is far from comprehensive (at least as far as recorders are concerned) but nevertheless 
gives a useful indication of the scope of the duct flute family between 1740 and 1900. 
Twenty-six of the recorders are of nineteenth century origin.
Bames, R. ‘The recorder from 1740 -  1900: obsolete and eclipsed?’ 
Unpublished M.Mus diss. University o f  London 2001
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There is a discussion in the thesis of a number of methods for the recorder but only 
one (Swayne, 1818) dates from the nineteenth century. A concluding chapter on the 
nineteenth century deals with the csakan together with Weber’s and Berlioz’s 
involvement with the recorder. There is a useful bibliography. Bames concludes that 
the recorder continued in sporadic use throughout the nineteenth century and that 
further research on the organology of the recorder is required.
WILLIAMS 2005"*
Williams’ recent thesis on the revival of the recorder in England 1879-1941 is an 
extensive account of the events leading to the current popularity and availability of 
the recorder in this country: as the title suggests, she does not discuss the revival in 
other European countries although, of necessity, she alludes to the German recorder 
movement of the 1930s and the problems of German fingering on the recorder. She 
also discusses the bamboo pipe movement in England.
The bulk of the work deals with the events in England during the 1930s, when the 
recorder emerged from an élite and esoteric instmment made and played by few to an 
instmment of increasing popularity both amongst schools and amateur musicians. In 
successive chapters she discusses the recorder in schools and the advent of 
inexpensive wooden and plastic instruments, amateurs and the recorder, the raising of 
standards of recorder playing through the examinations of Trinity College and also the 
beginnings of a contemporary repertoire for the instmment. Appendices give 
(amongst other material) Haslemere Festival programmes from between the wars, 
publications of bamboo pipe and recorder music in the 1930s, the publications of 
Edgar Hunt, and the early history of the Society of Recorder Players. The dissertation 
makes an eloquent tribute to the pioneering work of Edgar Hunt and Carl Dolmetsch, 
but it is the early chapters which relate most closely to the present thesis.
46 Williams, A. ‘The Dodo was a Phoenix: the Renaissance and Revival o f  the Recorder in England 
1879-1941’
Unpublished PhD diss. University o f  Melbourne 2005
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William’s first two chapters are entitled ‘The Recorder as Dodo: The Beginning of its 
Renaissance in England’ and ‘The Recorder as Phoenix: A Live Instrument Once 
More’. Four of the fourteen appendices are of relevance: no.2 (Canon Galpin’s 
recorders), no.3 (Programmes of the earliest known recorder performances of Arnold 
Dolmetsch 1900), no.4 (Issues in the literature pertaining to Arnold Dolmetsch’s early 
recorders), and no.5 (Arnold Dolmetsch’s use of the recorder in Britain: 1900-1930). 
An overall summary and discussion will be presented here: several references to the 
work are included in Chapter X, ‘The recorder revival in England’.
The first chapters of the thesis discuss the beginnings of the revival of both early 
music and the recorder, emphasizing the concept that England was considered an 
unmusical nation and the attempts made to remedy that situation by reviving the 
Elizabethan repertoire, which was perceived to represent the golden age of English 
musical activity. Williams discusses some of the first exhibitions to include 
recorders, early performances upon the instrument and a fine description of the work 
of early scholars including Welch and Bridge. Her second chapter alludes to the work 
of Galpin and Dolmetsch, contrasting their attitudes to early music and the revival of 
early instruments: Galpin (a clergyman) emphasized the cultural aspects of the 
revival, concerned with musical activities to meet his parishioners’ aesthetic and 
moral needs, whereas Dolmetsch took a more pragmatic approach, interested in the 
music for its own sake. Williams gives a description of both men and their work. In 
fairness to Galpin, the present author wishes to comment that Williams rather negates 
Galpin’s significant work as a pioneer organologist.
Of particular interest in the story of the revival of the recorder are Williams’ 
appendices relating to the work of Arnold Dolmetsch, information for these being 
largely compiled from a study of the Dolmetsch family archives in Haslemere, 
England. In appendix 3 she describes previously unknown performances on the 
recorder by Dolmetsch in the year 1900, some five years before he purchased his 
Bressan alto in 1905. Various controversies surrounding Dolmetsch’s recorder and 
his recorder performances are discussed. As has been noted, the thesis continues 
beyond 1905 to the time of the Second World War, but, within the context of the 
present work, it is not relevant to comment on the later years of Williams’ period of 
study.
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Williams has shed new light on the early days of the recorder revival -  particularly 
with regard to early performances by Arnold Dolmetsch -  and these matters will be 
addressed more fully in Chapter X, ‘The recorder revival in England’.
CONCLUSION
Despite the challenge issued by Walter and von Huene in 1970, little work has been 
published on the recorder in the nineteenth century. Many of the papers cited above 
deal substantially with the csakan, the authors proposing that the csakan be regarded 
as ‘the recorder of the nineteenth century’. Thalheimer’s comment that the csakan is 
the ‘classical-romantic recorder’ summarises this train of thought. Several papers 
refer -  albeit in very little detail -  to the continued existence of the true recorder.
The papers cited are only those whose titles suggest that they deal substantially with 
the recorder in the nineteenth century, or at least relate to that topic: other publications 
giving relevant information will be cited in the course of the text.
There remain gaps in the historical musicological and organological literature for a 
substantial account of the true recorder in the nineteenth century -  the period when it 
appeared to lapse into disuse prior to its renaissance a little over a century ago. 
Although Williams gives an eloquent account of the recorder revival in England, the 
literature does not as yet contain a wider view of the recorder revival, and the present 
thesis sets out to attempt to remedy both these deficiencies.
As Rachel Bames eloquently summarised the situation, was the recorder obsolete and 
eclipsed?
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CHAPTER III
THE DECLINE OF THE RECORDER IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
It is widely believed that the recorder declined into oblivion from the middle of the 
eighteenth century until its revival early in the twentieth century. Lasocki, writing in 
2001, stated that the use of the recorder was rare between 1750 and the modem 
revival and, in an earlier publication. Hunt commented that “By 1800 the recorder 
was virtually obsolete except possibly in amateur circles”."*^ A similar perception 
existed in the German literature: von Gunterhausen, writing in the middle of the 
nineteenth century, observed that the recorder was seldom heard."*^
During the latter half of the eighteenth century the recorder certainly declined in 
popularity, with fewer instruments being made and fewer pieces of music being 
written with the recorder specifically required. Curiously, many of these later pieces 
called for the use of small recorders as obbligato instruments in vocal music 
(particularly by English composers such as Ame and Shield) but the last documented 
use of the instmment in opera was an accompaniment (for alto recorder) of the aria 
Rien ne me peut calmer ma peine in Giovanni Paisiello’s Barber o f Seville of 1782. 
In parallel with the decline in popularity of the instmment, fewer treatises (‘self- 
tutors’) were published as the century waned.
Those giants amongst eighteenth century musical historians Dr. Charles Bumey 
(1726-1814) and Sir John Hawkins (1719-1789) both made interesting reference to 
the recorder in the 1770s. Bumey heard a recorder player in Florence in 1770:
After dinner, went to a great accademia at Mr. Hampson’s, an old English 
Gent, where I heard Nardini... little Linley, the master of the house who plavs 
the Common Flute in a peculiar manner, blowing it through a spunge [sic].^
N ew  Grove II s.v. ‘Recorder’ (Lasocki, D.)
New  Grove Dictionary o f  Musical Instruments s.v. ‘Recorder’ (Hunt, E.H.) 
D ie Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart s.v. ‘Blockflôte’ (Harrass, M.H.) 
ed. Pinscher, L.
Kassel: Bârenreiter 2"^ *. Edition 1994 
Bumey, C. Men, music and manners in France and Italy 
London: Eulenberg (for The Folio Society) modem edition 1969 p i 16
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This instrument was most probably a flageolet, but capped recorders (the cap 
containing a sponge) are not entirely unknown. It is reasonable to expect a musician 
of Dr. Burney’s erudition to know the difference between recorder and flageolet, but 
not all flageolets had sponge-caps at this time and the term ‘Common Flute’ certainly 
infers recorder. Hawkins noted that the recorder (‘flute’ in his terminology) was a 
popular instrument amongst gentlemen in the early eighteenth century, the fashion for 
its use coming from France, and he illustrates a peruked gentleman playing a recorder 
from a book of instructions which was published around the year 1700. Hawkins 
continues:
And to come nearer to our own time, it may be remembered by many now 
living, that a flute was the pocket companion of many who wished to be 
thought fine gentlemen.
but he goes on to say:
the practice of the flûte à bec descended to the young apprentices of 
tradesmen, and was the amusement of their winter evenings.^'
Hawkins (who displayed a somewhat caustic,attitude to wind players) here indicates 
that the recorder is passing out of the realms of serious art music.
In 1801 Thomas Busby published his Complete Dictionary o f Music, a search through 
its pages yielding three entries of relevance:^^
RECORDER
An old wind instrument somewhat resembling a flute; but of a smaller bore 
and of a shriller tone. It is said to have had six holes, and to have answered to 
the tibia minor*, or flajeolet [sic], of Mersenne. This instrument has by some 
musical authors been confounded with the flute; and we meet with old books
Hawkins, J. A general history o f  the science and practice o f  music 
N ew  York: Dover Publications Inc. Modem edition 1963 pp338-9 (first edition 1776)
Busby, T. A Complete Dictionary o f  Music. To which is prefixed a fam iliar introduction to the f ir s t 
principles o f  that science 
London: R. Phillips 1801
* tibia  is a Latin word for a flute made from a hollow bone
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of instruction for the flute, the directions of which are also professedly given 
for the recorder.
FLUTE A EEC
A common flute. See flute, common.
FLUTE, COMMON
A wind instrument consisting of a tube about 18” in length with eight holes. 
Formerly called “Flûte à bec” from the old Gaulish word ‘Bee’ signifying the 
beak of a cockerel. Now indifferently called the Common Flute or English 
Flute to distinguish it from the German Flute.
The degree of uncertainty displayed in these dictionary descriptions suggests that 
Busby was not overtly familiar with the recorder, probably because it was not in 
common use at the time he compiled his dictionary. His description of ‘recorder’ 
could fit with the French flageolet of Mersenne, which had four-fmger holes and two 
thumb-holes. The description of the Common Flute fits perfectly with the recorder 
and its various appellations.
Despite the widespread decline of the recorder, it continued to be played sporadically. 
Corcoran, writing in 1965, tells of the use of a recorder by Steenbergen (1676-1752):
The instrument belonged to his [Harold Coates] grandfather, Thomas Davies, 
of Halkwin, Flintshire, who was bom in 1830 and played it from his boyhood 
days throughout his life: Mr. Coates himself remembers him playing it in 
1914. It seems that at any rate one recorder was being played during the 
period of musical history when we thought it was silenced.
On the other side of the English Channel the encyclopédiste Framèry regretted the 
passing of the recorder in his Encyclopédie méthodique of 1791 (quoted by 
Marcuse^ "*) but a recorder is illustrated in the great Encyclopédie of Diderot et 
d’Alembert which was published between 1751 and 1765. The German composer
Corcoran, R.E. ‘Did the recorder really die out in England?’ 
Recorder and Music M agazine I 9 1965 p2 
Marcuse, S. A Survey o f  Musical Instruments 
Newton Abbot: David and Charles 1975 p 565
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and author C.F.D. Schubart, in his Ideen zu einer Aesthetik der Tonkunst of 1784, 
described the Flauto doulce [sic] as possessing a soft and melancholy tone, suitable 
for sad and night music. He added that it was seldom used on account of its soft tone 
and might be heard in church but not in concerts.^^
In England in the latter half of the nineteenth century, Engel wrote that not many 
people would have seen a recorder as the instrument had become very scarce.^^ Well 
into the days of the recorder’s revival, Macauley Fitzgibbon, writing in 1934, made an 
interesting observation:
it [the recorder] began to die out in France about 1750 but it survived in 
Germany to a later date and is said to have been played in a concert in England 
in 1800.3’
Unfortunately he gives no source for his tantalizing comment about the use of the 
recorder in a concert in England in 1800. Current evidence (in the form of extant 
recorders) does not entirely substantiate his claim about the recorder dying out in 
France as early as 1750 and it is now known that the instrument survived in parts of 
Germany well into the latter half of the nineteenth century (see Chapter V, ‘The 
Berchtesgadener Fleitl’).
The perception in the literature is that the recorder virtually ceased to exist after the 
middle of the eighteenth century. However, it is seldom that any artefact of mankind 
passes suddenly into oblivion: the process of extinction is more often one of a period 
of obsolescence preceding obscurity; the lute, for example, (whose heyday was in the 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries) lingered on in occasional use long enough 
for J.S.Bach to have composed for it. In 1957 Dolmetsch summarised the situation 
with regard to the recorder:
The recorder is supposed to have become obsolescent during the 1760s. I am 
inclined to think that the process was more gradual and that it lingered on here
Schubart, C.F.D, Ideen zu einer Aesthetik der Tonkunst p322  
Engel, C. M usical instruments in the South Kensington museum 
London: Eyre and Spottiswoode 2"*^ . Edition 1874 p l22  
Macauley Fitzgibbon, H. ‘O f flutes and soft recorders’
M usical Quarterly XX 2 1934 pp219-229
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and there until it and the ‘German flute’ (i.e. the transverse flute) tvere 
definitely superceded by Boehm’s ‘modem’ flute.^^
In his paper in The Consort MacMillan, observed that recorders continued to be made 
well into the nineteenth century and that both music and treatises for the recorder 
continued to appear (albeit in rapidly diminishing quantity) until the last years of the 
eighteenth century. Before studying the history of the recorder in the nineteenth 
century it is pertinent to examine the causes of its decline: two strands of the 
discussion become apparent, the first relating to the changes in musical culture in the 
eighteenth century, the second to the nature of the recorder in relation to these 
changes.
CHANGES IN MUSICAL CULTURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, Europe gloried in the splendour of the late 
baroque: by the end of the century, revolution and romanticism pervaded European 
culture. Substantial philosophical, sociological, theological -  and consequently 
aesthetic -  changes occurred and it is during the course of these changes that the 
recorder passed from being a commonplace instmment to one of obscurity.
The underlying philosophical changes were those of the Enlightenment, a movement 
led by such philosophers as Voltaire and Rousseau, authors such as Goethe and 
Schiller, a movement which placed reason and experience above superstition and 
inherited prejudice. The philosophy of the Enlightenment led to the overturning of 
many traditional stmctures (exemplified by the French Revolution, which became 
apparent vdth the storming of the Bastille in 1789), the rise of the bourgoisie and 
middle classes, and a scourging of much aristocratic privilege. The aesthetic 
principles of the Enlightenment (led by the philosopher, critic, and composer Jean- 
Jacques Rousseau, 1712-1778) placed an emphasis on nature and feeling over and 
against the rigid conventions of the baroque era.^ ** Musically, the statuesque grandeur
Dolmetsch, C.F. T h e  recorder and flute in the eighteenth century’
The Consort XIV 1957 pp 18-23 
MacMillan, D. T h e recorder in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries’ p496 
^  Ottaway, H. in The Pelican History o f  Music ed. Robertson, A., Stevens, D.
London: Penguin 1968 vol. 3 p l l
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of Bach had given way to the emotional turbulence of Beethoven, passing on its 
journey through the classical era of Haydn and Mozart.
Baroque music -  the music of the zenith of the recorder’s popularity -  is characterized 
by a non-dramatic formal style in which the long-term use of key change (essentially 
between movements) involves little tonal conflict within each individual movement 
although there may well be episodes of rhythmic conflict such as syncopation: each 
movement expresses its own emotions. Webster comments that movements written 
before 1750 tended to be based on a single idea and governed by a single Affekt, 
contrast only occurring between opposing planes (such as loud/soft) whereas 
movements written after 1750 tend to contain contrast within themselves.^* Formal 
conventions (for example, the da capo aria) abounded in the baroque era, the use of 
instrumental obbligato accompaniment was common (of considerable relevance to the 
recorder repertoire), and the entire harmonic structure was supported by a basso 
continuo played on organ or harpsichord with ‘cello, bass viol, or bassoon. The term 
style galant described this type of music -  music which was modem, current, and in 
fashion, appealing to the widest audience because of its innate simplicity over and 
against the complex polyphonic contrapunctal styles of previous generations.^^
As the eighteenth century progressed the unchallenging style galant of the late 
baroque gave way to the Empfindsamer Stil, a movement originating in north 
Germany, and whose principal exponent was C.P.E.Bach. Empfindsamkeit represents 
a style of sensitivity and sensibility, a showing of an increased emotional and 
expressive trend in musical culture.^  ^ In the 1770s the Sturm und Drang (storm and 
stress) style emerged, portraying yet more violent emotion in musical composition. 
The progression from the style galant towards romanticism was becoming 
increasingly apparent: the age of Enlightenment may have been the age of reason but 
the arts were beginning to break free from the constricts of pure reason to portray the 
depths of human emotional experience, the encyclopédiste d’Alembert commenting 
that “music not only aims to please, but also to excite the emotions”. Elegant
New  Grove II s.v.’ Sonata Form’ (Webster, J.)
Downs, P.G. Classical music: the era o f  Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven  
N ew  York and London: W.W.Norton and Company 1992 p34 
^  Downs, P.G. Classical music: the era o f  Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven  p58
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simplicity was giving way to emotional turbulence, the Sturm und Drang movement 
being sometimes described as ‘proto-romanticism’. Blume summarises the position:
The imitation of nature or of its affects which is the esthetic of the baroque 
and still is that of the Enlightenment was held to be the principal subject 
matter of music, is now totally rejected.^ "*
During the latter part of the eighteenth century. Sonata Form (described by Mellers as 
“more of a principle than a form”^^ ) came into being and formed the foundation for 
the classical symphonies, quartets, and sonatas of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and of 
many lesser masters. It became the dominant form in the field of instrumental music 
and may be contrasted directly with baroque formality in that tonal development and 
contrast occur within the movement itself, leading to a deeper sense of emotional 
conflict. Abrahams vrites:
The baroque concept of the single emotion sustained through each movement 
was superseded by a conflict of emotional state within the movement.^^
In parallel with the development of Sonata Form, the keyboard sonata, the string 
quartet and the symphony expanded both in length and in complexity. The 
development of the symphony is of particular relevance to the study of the decline of 
the recorder for classical symphonies increasingly called for larger and more powerful 
orchestras, typified by the famous Mannheim orchestra. The instruments themselves 
had become louder (the Tourte bow was developed in the mid-eighteenth century) and 
dynamic contrasts greater. The recorder’s cousin and rival the transverse flute began 
to acquire more keys to improve its range and intonation and the previously conical 
foot-joint became cylindrical in order to increase the power of the lower register, a 
process which was to culminate in the fully-keyed and fully-cylindrical Boehm flute 
of the mid-nineteenth century. The basso continuo and counterpoint had largely been 
replaced by an homophonie texture with oboes and horns supporting the harmony:
Blume, F. Classical and romantic music: a comprehensive survey 
London: Faber and Faber 1979 plO 
Mellers, W. Man and his music part III ' the Sonata Principle ’ 
London: Barrie and Rockcliffe 1962 reprinted 1977 pi 
^  Abrahams, G. The Age o f  Enlightenment 1745-1790 
in The N ew Oxford History o f  Music vol. VII 
ed. Wellesz, E. and Stemfield, F.
London: Oxford University Press 1973 pxix
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lengthy obbligato passages for wind instruments were seldom written. Musical 
practice seldom undergoes sudden change, and older (and often lesser) composers 
continued to write in the old style while the more forward-thinking men introduced 
changes, but only the more wealthy organizations could afford to employ larger 
orchestras. Sociologically, there was a shift from the small court concert room or 
theatre to the larger concert halls and opera houses, for the Enlightenment had paved 
the way for a new ‘middle class’ with sufficient money and leisure time to enjoy what 
were hitherto aristocratic privileges -  art, theatre, and music.
As the consort music of the renaissance gave way to the sonatas and concerti of the 
baroque, the recorder developed in both timbre and compass: as the baroque period 
gave way to the emotionally more expressive and musically larger forces of the 
classical and early romantic periods, the gentle recorder -  with its limited dynamic 
range and limited potential for development -  found itself displaced by the ever- 
evolving transverse flute.
THE RECORDER EXAMINED
It is appropriate to examine the decline of the recorder both in relation to its own 
nature and also in relation to the changes in musical culture of the late eighteenth 
century.
Peter, writing in 1953, gives the classic explanation for the decline of the recorder:
After the middle of the eighteenth century hardly any music makes a serious 
use of the recorder. The age in which an instrument like the recorder had its 
friends and lovers had now passed. There was a general striving after a 
greater volume of sound with its appeal to man’s emotions rather than to the 
timeless being that reigns over him. Recorders were superseded by flutes, 
viols by violins, harpsichords by pianos. So the instrument fell into almost 
complete oblivion for more than 150 years.^^
Peter, H. The recorder, its tradition and tasks 
trans. Godman, S.
London: Hinrichsen Edition Ltd. 1953 p59
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MacGillivray concurs:
The main reason why it was superseded was the increasing preoccupation with 
nuance and dynamic range. With its fixed sound generator the recorder 
belonged to a vanishing world of simple formal phrasing and level organ-like 
dynamics.^^
In 1967 the American author and recorder player Daniel Waitzman challenged this 
seemingly cogent explanation -  based as it is on the changing character of the music 
and the unchanging character of the recorder -  with six propositions which are worthy 
of examination:^^
1. The recorder lacked a significant class of professional players.
There were many amateur players, but Waitzman suggests (no doubt correctly) 
that most professional recorder playing was accomplished by men who were 
players of other instruments. Waitzman notes the technical difficulty of some 
eighteenth-century recorder music (such as Bach’s Brandenburg concerti and the 
concerti of Telemann) but observes that most recorder music was not of great 
difficulty and could be played by amateurs who often studied from treatises 
which themselves reached only a moderate standard of technical ability. He 
comments upon the greater flexibility of the flute and oboe and suggests that 
recorder players of the period could have acquired a better messa di voce had 
they been so inclined. The present author believes these comments to be entirely 
realistic.
2. The recorder’s true nature was not generally appreciated, even at the height of its 
popularity.
Waitzman believes that most composers saw the recorder as a gentle and 
‘pastoral’ instrument, rather than considering it a more passionate one when its
MacGillivray J.A. in Musical instruments throughout the ages 
ed. Baines, A.
London: Penguin 1961 p243 
Waitzman, D. ‘The decline o f  the recorder in the eighteenth century’ 
The American Recorder VIII 2 1967 pp47-51
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higher register is exploited. In contrast, he regards the recorder as a ‘clarino 
flute’. However, on close examination there are relatively few pieces in the 
whole corpus of the baroque recorder repertoire that exploit the instrument in a 
clarino role and the present author considers that composers in the baroque 
would have used the instrument for purposes for which they considered it most 
appropriate in the light of its tessitura and timbre. To assert that a common 
instrument was not appreciated tends to belittle the composers who wrote for it, 
and the rather melancholy sound of the lower ranges of the alto recorder were 
certainly utilized for their unique sonority. The high register of the alto recorder 
is indeed brilliant, but Waitzman fails to consider the equally brilliant sound of 
the fifth and sixth flutes, a brilliance present throughout the compass of the 
instruments. His remarks appear to be confined to the alto recorder, certainly the 
most popular recorder in the baroque period, but nevertheless a small (and 
effective) concerto repertoire exists for the smaller recorders.
3. The high tessitura of the soloistic alto recorder discouraged composers from 
writing idiomatically for the instrument.
The explanation may be that since there were few good players, composers 
preferred to avoid this register and preferred to use the recorder for other 
purposes.
4. The exploitation of the highest registers of the recorder posed special problems 
for eighteenth-century recorder makers and players.
Waitzman indicates that the highest notes of the recorder (i.e. in the third octave) 
are either “impossible, out-of-tune, or ugly” unless the bell can be closed, 
perhaps (although he does not specify this) by briefly placing the bell on the 
player’s knee. He suggests that, had the bell-key (invented by Carl Dolmetsch in 
the twentieth century) been available, the recorder might have been able “to hold 
its own throughout the eighteenth century”. This argument is speculative: the 
use of the third octave above g’” (on the alto recorder) is exceedingly rare in 
baroque music.
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5. With the rise of the post-baroque style, there was a lessening interest in clarino 
instruments.
The clarino style of trumpet playing was essentially a baroque phenomenon.
6. All these factors interacted with one another, giving the recorder a bad reputation 
and discouraging serious students from studying the instrument.
Throughout these propositions, Waitzman concentrates on the highest registers of the 
alto recorder, one of the more technically demanding areas of both making and 
playing the instrument. As indicated above, few baroque works call for the continued 
(as opposed to occasional) use of the higher reaches of the second octave, and most 
recorder music lies within the lower and middle registers (a range of a little over one 
and a half octaves). Composers would have employed recorders for the specific 
feelings which its timbre could engender, these often being of a mournful or pastoral 
nature, (e.g. Bach’s use of recorders in his Actus Tragicus).
Waitzman’s point that there was a paucity of good players may indeed be valid, but as 
most recorder players were amateurs, composers (with an eye to their livelihood) 
would have written music likely to attract a substantial market. Many concerti 
(throughout the history of music) have been written with particular performers in 
mind and there is no reason to suppose that this would not have applied to the 
recorder. It is surprising that Waitzman does not consider the small recorders in his 
paper.
Waitzman describes the decline of the recorder in terms of his perception of the 
instrument rather than in terms of the cultural changes which precipitated its gradual 
obsolescence. That the recorder was not modified is beyond question: whether such 
development was technically possible at the time is open to debate. Music had 
changed, but the recorder had not changed with it.
Boecke, writing in 1982, commented that the recorder lacked the potential for 
development enjoyed by the flute and the reason that no ‘improvements’ were
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attempted was that interest in the recorder’s timbre was lost by the middle of the 
eighteenth century/** In the same journal Moeck wrote:
The instrument makers of the eighteenth century had a simple solution to this 
problem: the recorder became extinct/*
Dolmetsch, in 1957, took a somewhat different view:
It has been stated more than once that, in the eighteenth century, the transverse 
flute usurped the place of the recorder. This is totally untrue. Having supplied 
the needs of all kinds of music-making, be they sociable consorts or simple 
tunes and dances, the recorder kept pace with the tremendous developments in 
chamber music, solos, and concertos in the eighteenth century, and, rising to 
the occasion, proved that it could serve the virtuoso as well.^
Unfortunately there is little evidence to support this statement. Were it true, the 
recorder would not have passed into relative obscurity for almost a century.
CONCLUSION
It is an established historical fact that the recorder declined in use after the middle of 
the eighteenth century: fewer instruments were being made, less music specified its 
use, and the number of published treatises progressively diminished.
During this period of history, music underwent cataclysmic change from the formality 
of the baroque to the unbridled emotion of the early romantic era, a movement rooted 
in the philosophical and cultural milieu of the Enlightenment with the arts 
increasingly expressing the depths of man’s emotional feeling. Individual instruments 
became both more flexible in dynamic range and louder in sonority: orchestras grew 
from small court bands to substantial symphony orchestras.
Of the authors who discuss the decline of the recorder, Peter relates the phenomenon 
to changes in musical culture. Waitzman argues that the true nature of the instrument
’°B oeck , K, in ‘Recorder N ow ’ 
Early Music X 2 1982 pp 7-9
Moeck, H. in ‘Recorder N ow ’ pp9-13
Dolmetsch, C.F. ‘The recorder and flute in the eighteenth century’ pp 18-23
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was poorly understood by composers and notes that there were few expert players.
His observations are essentially based on the brilliance (and technical difficulty) of 
the higher range of the alto recorder, ignoring the traditional use to which the 
instrument was put -  the portrayal of pastoral, tragic, and supernatural scenes. He 
also underestimates the significance of the amateur in the history of the recorder in his 
period of study. He does not appear to relate the diminishing popularity of the 
recorder to the changes in music, preferring to blame both the instrument (and its lack 
of development) and the composers (who did not understand it). Dolmetsch’s 
argument that the recorder continued to keep pace with the developments in music is 
hardly creditable to the historian.
The present author believes that the recorder declined in popularity as it was no longer 
suited to the changed musical style of the late eighteenth century. That it declined in 
use is certain: that it did not become extinct is equally certain -  as subsequent 
chapters of this thesis will demonstrate.
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CHAPTER rV
COMMENTARY ON THE INVENTORY
The inventory gives as much detail as may be discerned about the individual recorders 
and points of interest are discussed on many of the instruments. The present chapter 
attempts to give an overview of the inventory in terms of the geographical location of 
the makers, the various types of recorder and other points worthy of more detailed 
collective organological study. The chapter will focus primarily on the named, 
anonymous, and ‘early’ groups of recorders (the N, A, and E series) representing the 
more orthodox instruments: the recorders forming the heterogenous group of the D 
series are briefly mentioned where this is relevant to the discussion, but many of these 
instruments do not fall into easily defined categories. In order to simplify the text, 
recorders smaller than the alto in f  will de described as ‘small recorders’, the vast 
majority of these being sixth flutes or fifth flutes (sopranos). Altos, voice flutes, and 
tenors will be styled ‘medium-sized recorders’, and bassets, basses and contrabasses 
identified as ‘large recorders’.
LOCATION OF RECORDER MAKERS
Under this heading, only the recorders whose makers (and consequently town, 
country, and approximate date of manufacture) are identified will be discussed in 
detail: the origin of the anonymous instruments is too uncertain in most cases to be of 
substantial value in this respect. The instruments of the E series are included where 
relevant. Most of the recorders are of northern European origin, and four areas 
predominate, namely London, Paris and its environs. Bavaria/upper Austria and 
Brussels.
The recorders made in London date mainly from the early part of the nineteenth 
century and most were made by the firm of Goulding & Co., which traded under that 
name between 1798 and 1803: the instrument ascribed to Goulding & D’Almaine 
(D7) dates from the period 1813 -  1824. Of the Goulding & Co. instruments, four are 
altos and one is a tenor: Eric Halfpenny pointed out that the commonest recorder in
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English use was the alto/^ and the instruments by Goulding & Co. represent the end 
of the English recorder making tradition, for the German flute had all but usurped the 
recorder by the late eighteenth century. In addition, a solitary tenor by Oppenheim 
originated in London, a sixth flute by Townsend (N57) appeared in Manchester, and a 
soprano by Lamy (N23) was made in London but this instrument probably belongs to 
the early days of the recorder revival rather than to a continuing eighteenth-century 
tradition, unlike the other recorders discussed above.
There were two principal centres of recorder making in France: Paris and the 
Normandy villages of La Couture-Boussey and Ivry-la-Bataille. La Couture was the 
home of the Hotteterre family who were largely responsible for the evolution of the 
baroque recorder, and the village continued as a centre of woodwind instrument 
manufacture until the twentieth century, similar activity existing in Ivry-la-Bataille 
some four kilometres to the south-east. The French recorders essentially fall into two 
distinct classes, those of the continuing tradition and those of the recorder revival 
although some are difficult to place in either category: in the second group a number 
of instruments were made purely as exhibition pieces {reconstitutions) for the 
museum at La Couture (see Chapter XI, ‘The recorder revival in France’). The 
Parisian instruments include not only instruments which appear to continue an old 
tradition (even if developed in detail) such as N l, N3, N4, N21 but also other 
anonymous recorders which are almost certainly related to the revival (Al-12) and the 
instrument by Colas (N5). This instrument is of similar external appearance to the 
alto by F.Noblet (N46) which may date from rather earlier in the century. The 
similarity of recorders N5 and N46 to five anonymous recorders has been alluded to 
in the checklist (see under A2): the particular shape of these instruments appears to be 
confined to French recorders. The anonymous instruments from La Couture are 
associated with the revival but it is not possible to allocate other French instruments to 
either category with any degree of certainty although it would generally be more 
appropriate to link them with the revival (for example, the sopranos by Gras [N18] 
and Lecomte [N24,25]. The French instruments represent several types of recorder 
but, as in England, the medium-sized instruments predominate both in the continuing 
tradition of recorder making and in the instruments of the revival.
Halfpenny, E. ‘The English baroque treble recorder’ 
Galpin Society Journal IX 1956 pp82-90
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The types of recorder being built would be expected to give an indication of the use to 
which the instruments were put but little recorder music from the period survives in 
either England or France (see Chapter VI, ‘Music for the recorder). However, a 
comparison with the next group, the recorders from Bavaria and upper Austria, 
provides an interesting contrast in terms of the types of recorders manufactured in that 
particular geographical location.
In the southern German state of Bavaria the recorder experienced a remarkable 
flowering in the first seventy years of the nineteenth century. If the area under 
consideration is widened to include the northern Austrian town of Schwaz, eighteen 
out of the sixty-nine N series instruments (together with four of the E series) were 
made in an area which measures a mere 160 km from north to south (including the 
towns of Nuremberg, Neuberg, and Schwaz) with the isolated town of Berchtesgaden 
(home of the Walch dynasty) lying 120 km to the east. Two other N series recorders 
(N52, 53) come from the Austrian town of Graz, around 200 km to the east of 
Berchtesgaden. Twelve of the Berchtesgaden instruments were made by Lorenz 
Walch II and his son Paul (N58-69), and a further four were made by Lorenz Walch 
IPs father, Lorenz I, at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (E4-7). It is 
with regard to the type of instrument that the Bavarian recorders pose considerable 
interest, for out of a total of eighteen N series, fourteen are small recorders. It is 
apparent that this is in marked contrast to the French and English predominance of 
medium-sized instruments. Recorders have been made in Berchtesgaden since the 
sixteenth century, but the predominance of small recorders appears to be a nineteenth- 
century phenomenon, for a brief search for extant instruments made in the town 
before 1800 revealed a total of eighteen instruments, only five being small recorders. 
The Berchtesgaden tradition is discussed in Chapter V, ‘The Berchtesgadener FleitP. 
Four altos (N26-29, by F II and LA. Lohner) emanate from Nuremberg.
The existence of active schools of recorder-making in Bavaria and upper Austria in 
the mid to late nineteenth century (which is not parallelled in the remainder of 
Germany, Austria, or Switzerland) suggests a particular role for these (mainly small) 
recorders, and forms a contrast to the English and French preference for altos, tenors 
and the occasional voice flute.
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The recorders made in Brussels are almost entirely associated with the revival of the 
instrument, fourteen out of fifteen being made (or caused to be made) by the pioneer 
organologist Victor-Charles Mahillon (see Chapter XIII, ‘The recorder revival in 
other countries’). The remaining Belgian instrument is an alto by Dupre (1790-1862, 
N6).
Few recorders were made in southern Europe in the nineteenth century: three in the 
checklist are of Italian origin (N il, El,2) but there are no recorders originating from 
the Iberian peninsula during the century.^^
TYPES (SIZES) OF RECORDERS
The recorder family encompasses many sizes of instrument, ranging from the tiny 
Garklein Flotlein in c’” to the massive contrabass, an instrument which measures 
some two metres in length and whose lowest note is C: the more familiar instruments 
at the present time range from the sopranino in f  ’ to the so-called great bass in c. At 
different periods in history particular recorders have been favoured, the choice 
reflecting contemporary repertoire. Of the sixty-nine N series recorders, twenty-nine 
are small, twenty-five medium, and ten large: the sizes of five are unknown. The 
preponderance of small recorders relates to the Bavarian tradition and, as has been 
indicated, is not consistent with the pattern expected from that displayed during the 
eighteenth century. Some of the recorders form part of a continued tradition of 
recorder making (such as the Berchtesgaden and Goulding instruments) whereas 
others are apparently associated with the recorder revival (for example, those by 
Galpin and Mahillon): some recorders cannot be placed in either category. In the 
‘traditional’ group, there is a preponderance of small recorders over medium, this 
being explained by the large number of Bavarian sixth and fifth flutes. Of those 
associated with the revival, medium sized recorders predominate (with an unusually 
high proportion of tenors) yet a total of eight are large instruments. The relatively 
small proportion of altos in the medium-sized category is explained by an enthusiasm 
for the tenor recorder in France and the seemingly inappropriate number of large
Kenyon de Pascual, B. Personal electronic communication 14,10.03
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recorders explicable by an apparent fascination on the part of Mahillon for low 
recorders.
Out of the A series, thirteen are small recorders, twenty-three medium, and six large, 
with three of unknown type: these figures are less significant than those of the N 
series but do confirm the expected preponderance of medium-sized recorders by the 
presence of fifteen altos.
Five of the E series are small recorders, the remainder being altos.
In summary, out of the 123 recorders of the N, A, and E series, the sizes of eight are 
unknown: of the remainder, forty-seven are small recorders and forty-three are altos.
In this context it is appropriate to make a brief examination of the role of the recorder 
in the previous century in order to reveal changes in the pattern of recorder building 
and relate this to the use to which the instruments were put. The number of larger 
recorders declined substantially during the eighteenth century: tenors and basses 
(bassets) were essentially consort instruments but in the late seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries compositional style had moved away from the consort music of 
the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries towards the solo sonata, trio sonata and 
concerto repertoire. The vast majority of the late baroque-repertoire was written for 
the alto recorder, this style being reflected in the preponderance of alto recorders in 
collections: Halfpenny identified thirty-four altos out of a total of forty-three 
recorders in his survey of the English baroque treble (alto) recorder.M acM illan 
commented that the repertoire for small recorders in the late baroque was extremely 
limited, comprising only a handful of concerti and a few obbligato passages.^^
Given this historical background, the high proportion of small recorders in relation to 
altos is somewhat surprising, particularly when looking at those instruments of the N 
series which represent a continued tradition of recorder making: a continued -  even if 
very limited -  use of the instrument in a late eighteenth-century style would suggest
Halfpenny, E. ‘The English baroque treble recorder’
MacMillan, D. ‘The descant recorder in the early eighteenth century’ 
Recorder and Music VIII 1 1981 pp 12-13
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that more altos would be found. The different sizes of recorder do, however, exhibit a 
differing geographical distribution in that the majority of fifth and sixth flutes come 
from Bavaria and upper Austria whereas more altos (in proportion) emanate from 
England and France: these points have been noted above but are reiterated here for 
convenience. It would be reasonable to speculate that these small recorders had a 
specific musical role in the region in which they were made and that this role differed 
from the historic role of the baroque recorder. The paucity of large recorders (with 
the exception of those copies made during the early years of the revival) reflects the 
changes in musical style which occurred throughout the eighteenth century and so 
requires no further comment.
KEYS ON THE RECORDER
The recorder is essentially a keyless duct flute, with the chromatic scale being 
completed by a system of cross-fingering, although keys have often been added to 
larger instruments to bring the lowermost tone-hole(s) within easy reach of the 
player’s fingers. Keys on woodwind instruments have three functions, the first, as 
noted above, being to bring certain holes within reach of the player’s fingers, such a 
feature being found on large recorders from the time of Virdung’s Musica getutscht 
und ausgezogen of 1511. Secondly, keys allow a finger to occlude more than one 
tone-hole and thus simplify the cross-fingering required to produce a chromatic scale: 
this has not been a tradition in the history of the recorder. Thirdly, keys may serve to 
increase the upward or downward range of the instrument. Some nineteenth-century 
recorders were fitted with keys (probably in an attempt to develop the instrument in 
parallel with the orchestral woodwinds) and in more modem times attempts have been 
made both to simplify the fingering of the notes in the third octave (Dolmetsch’s bell- 
key^^) and also to extend its range by adding two keys and remodelling the foot joint 
(Tarasov/Helder^^). Strathmann^^ has designed fully-keyed recorders but none of 
these developments has seen substantial acceptance.
Dolmetsch, C.F. ‘The recorder in evolution’ 
The Recorder Magazine XVI 2 1996 pp55-56 
Braun, G. ‘Die neue Blockflôtengeneration’ 
Windkanal I 1989 pp9-Il 
Website o f  the Irish Cream Band 
http://www.irish-cream.com/recorder.html
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Few recorders have extensive keywork and, out of the current N series, only six are 
worthy of comment. The French recorders by Bellissent and Jeantet (Nl, N21) are 
both tenors, the Bellissent having seven keys and the Jeantet, the head of which is 
lost, six. Both instruments were made at a similar date but in different towns and 
there is no similarity in the pattern of keywork: these instruments represent attempts 
on the part of the maker to introduce keyed recorders but may have been made for 
specific customers as neither man appears to have made other recorders. It has been 
suggested that these keyed recorders are csakans, but there is no compelling evidence 
for this as the instruments are too large and csakans were only made in a small area of 
eastern Europe. The so-called ‘treble in a’ by Kruspe (N22) has four keys, an unusual 
feature on recorders of this size: Kruspe, however, was an experimenter and made 
several improvements to the transverse flute. An alto by Dupre (N6) has two keys. 
The soprano by the Dutch Hakkert (N19) and the sixth flute by Schweffer (N52) each 
have one key (for the little finger of the right hand), this feature being most unusual 
on small recorders. The other instruments in the N series which have keys (ten) are 
all tenors, bassets, or basses, many being reproductions of old recorders: this is 
unremarkable.
Of the A series, thirteen have keys. Again, most are tenors and basses but two 
German instruments (A26, A ll)  have six keys. One is a soprano, the other an alto but 
both exhibit the same pattern of keywork: the keys are of German silver and both are 
of German origin, possibly by the same maker who may have been intent on 
developing the instrument. There is also a large three-keyed alto in the 
Gemeentemuseum in The Hague (A30).
Another large alto (unfortunately lost) by Grenser (E3) possessed three keys for the 
lowest semitones.
It is difficult to draw many conclusions from the keywork on the less-conventional 
instruments making up the D series. The converted flute d’amour by Bertani (D2), 
the flageolet-related instruments D5 and D13 each have one key but the 
flageolet/recorder by Boie (D3) has three. The modem instrument by Lot (D8) has 
six and the ?Hotteterre tenor D14 has one swallow key. The ‘Improved Patent Voice 
Flute’ (D17) has five.
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Most -indeed all -  orchestral woodwind instruments acquired more extensive 
keywork during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: the flute underwent 
transformation from the simple d sharp’ key of the baroque flute to the complex fully- 
keyed instrument of Boehm in a mere 100 years, and the oboe, clarinet and bassoon 
became increasingly complex in order to simplify fingering and improve intonation 
over the chromatic compass of the instrument. The question therefore arises as to 
why the addition of keys to the recorder was-and indeed is-manifestly unpopular.
The answer, the present author believes, is that by the time extensive and good-quality 
key mechanisms were developed, the recorder had become obsolescent, certainly as 
far as serious art music was concerned and it no longer had an orchestral use. Those 
few who wished to continue to play the recorder were no doubt content to wrestle 
with its complex cross-fingerings, which, in themselves, contribute to the unique 
veiled tone of the instrument. The few soprano and alto recorders with keywork were 
no more than experiments, and, like so many experiments in the history of the 
development of musical instruments, were rapidly consigned to history.
THE FOOT-JOINT
The majority of the recorders surveyed (excepting the copies of renaissance 
instruments) exhibit the classical turned foot-joint of the baroque recorder but a small 
number have straight fbot-joints or clarinet-like bells.
The straight foot-joint bears an external similarity to flutes of the period, and is first 
encountered in some of the recorders by Thomas Stanesby junior (1692-1754), a fine 
example being the four-jointed tenor in La Cité de la Musique in Paris (E. 980.2.86). 
Such fbot-j oints are most common on English instruments and may be seen on the 
Goulding tenor N15, illustration II: in addition to the Goulding instruments, the 
straight foot joint is found on the tenor by Oppenheim (N50) and on the sixth flute by 
Townsend (N57). The bore of this joint on N15 is conical, whereas that of the foot of 
flutes of the period is usually cylindrical. Although most common on English 
recorders, the keyed French instrument by Jeantet (N21) has a straight foot with a key 
for the little finger of the right hand. The significance of the straight foot appears to 
be more aesthetic than functional.
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Five recorders in the checklist have clarinet-like bells: the keyed tenor by Bellissent 
(Nl), the lost alto by Grenser (E3), the four-keyed alto by Kruspe (N22) and the two 
German Langsfloten A25,26. A number of csakans had clarinet-like bells, and it is 
possible that the makers of the recorders cited above were attempting to develop the 
acoustical properties of the instrument by enhancing the lower register and thus 
produce a more even volume of tone throughout its compass. Clarinet-like bells 
persisted on some ‘csakans’ and Schulfloten between 1900 and 1935.^  ^ However, the 
bell-ended recorder appears to have been another experiment of the nineteenth 
century which was not pursued in the twentieth-century development of the 
instrument.
RECORDERS WITH A SPONGE CHAMBER
Condensation of moisture in the windway, leading to ‘clogging’ and difficulty with 
tone production, has long been a problem for recorder players and the sponge 
chamber of the flageolet represents an attempt to alleviate this difficulty. The sponge 
chamber, a space between the mouthpiece and the sound-producing labium and 
window, is not a feature of the recorder but forms an integral part of the recorder’s 
cousin, the flageolet, wherein it serves to contain a sponge to absorb moisture from 
the player’s breath. By passing through a sponge, the force of the player’s breath is 
considerably diminished by the time it reaches the sound-producing mechanism and 
the tone is, in consequence, softened.
Three recorders in the checklist exhibit this feature. The first is the tenor by Goulding 
(N15), the second, the composite instrument by Boie (D3) which has separate 
recorder and flageolet heads, and the third, the flageolet-like instrument by Firth,
Pond & Co. (D5).
79 Betz, M. Der Csakan und seine Musik pp48, 92 (illustrations 26, 34)
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WOODS USED FOR RECORDERS
Over the centuries, many different timbers have been utilized in the manufacture of 
recorders and a glance at any current maker’s catalogue will reveal that both hard and 
soft woods remain available. The harder and more dense woods (such as rosewood 
and the blackwoods) produce a more robust tone, the softer fruitwoods being more 
suited to consort playing. In former centuries exotic hardwoods from tropical 
countries were less readily available in Europe and makers tended to rely on 
indigenous species, notably boxwood and the fruitwoods.
Discounting those instruments of the N series definitely associated with the recorder 
revival and whose type of timber is known, the majority of the remainder are of box, 
with plumwood being the next most popular wood. A similar pattern is seen in the 
recorders of the E series. Of the hardwoods, palisander (a Brazilian rosewood) is the 
most common, with a few instruments being made of blackwood. The boxwood 
recorders are distributed throughout Europe but all the plumwood instruments 
emanate from Bavaria and northern Austria. Of the twelve Berchtesgaden recorders 
in the N series, five are of box and four of plum and the four by Lorenz Walch I in the 
E series are also of plum. The A series exhibits a mixed distribution of timbers, with 
no pattern being discernable: however, the fourth flute of probable Berchtesgaden 
origin (A24) is of plum.
Boxwood {B-uxus sempervirens) is an evergreen tree formerly widespread in southern 
Europe, England (the term is encountered in ‘Boxhill’ in Surrey) and the Middle East: 
it is noteworthy for its ease of turning and carving, its light colour aiding the 
craftsman.It  was the most popular wood used in the manufacture of woodwind 
instruments from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. Plum {Prunus 
domesticus) is a moderately hard wood grown in southern Europe, having a fine, 
smooth texture. It is less dense than box: Zadro (using imperial units) observed that 
boxwood has a density of fifty-five to seventy pounds per cubic foot, whereas plum
Cranmore, T. telephone conversation 2003
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has a density measuring between thirty-five and fifty. The density of the tropical 
hardwoods can approach ninety pounds per cubic foot.^* *
Box appears to have been the favoured wood for making recorders. The name of the 
French village of La Couture-Boussey, one of the centres of woodwind instrument 
making from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries, is derived from the French 
word for box {buis) a particularly prevalent tree in the area. Plum is widely-grown in 
south-central Europe, and appears to have been particularly favoured by the Bavarian 
and Austrian makers, no doubt on account of its ready availability, exotic hardwoods 
being expensive and difficult to obtain in the land-locked countries of central Europe. 
Instrument makers, on the whole, pragmatically chose a suitable local timber if one 
was available.
MAKER’S MARKS
Maker’s marks provide the organologist with information not only about the maker of 
an instrument but also may give clues as to the approximate date of manufacture, for 
some makers modified their marks as time progressed. In the present context, two 
aspects are worthy of consideration, these being pitch marks and maker’s marks on 
reproduction instruments associated with the recorder revival.
In a chapter on maker’s marks in Waterhouse’s The New Langwill Index, Heyde 
comments that marks may be found on both woodwind and brass instruments to 
indicate the pitch of the instrument and notes that this practice was particularly 
common in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.^^ Pitch marks are usually stamped 
in close proximity to the maker’s mark and indicate the lowest note of the instrument: 
they are particularly prevalent on the Bavarian and upper Austrian recorders. 
Recorders bearing pitch marks in the present inventory are listed below.
Zadro, M. ‘Woods used for woodwind instruments since the 16**’. Century’ 
Early M usic III 3 1975 pp249-25I
* in metric units plum = 0.6-0.8 g/cm3, box 0.9-1.2, hardwoods c 1.5
Heyde, H. in The New Langwill Index ppxiii-xxxviii
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D C B A
N51 N59 A24 N63
N52 N60
N58 N62
N61 N67
N66 N68
N61 is stamped D but Young gives c” as the lowest note. The mark ‘B’ on A24 has 
aided its identification as an instrument of the Berchtesgaden school, and N63 is 
pitched in a flat’. The figure ‘6’ appears on the small recorder by Townsend (N57) 
suggesting that it may be a sixth flute. These points are further discussed in the 
inventory: critical comments upon pitch marks have yet to appear in the standard 
literature relating to the recorder.
A feature which has not hitherto been deemed worthy of comment is the ‘authenticity’ 
of maker’s marks on a number of the recorders associated with the recorder revival.
In the course of the inventory it has been noted that the marks on some copies of old 
instruments do not agree with the marks of the original maker (N41, A14, A18, A38 - 
40) or lend doubt as to the maker (D14). In particular, the controversy surrounding 
the maker of the three renaissance recorders A3 8 - 40 (?Kynseker [seventeenth 
century], ? Mahillon, ?anonymous) may be resolved by the observation that 
Mahillon’s copy of a bass by Rauch (N41) bears a mark inconsistent with that maker, 
and this observation may lend credence to the notion that Mahillon was the maker of 
A38 - 40 as these recorders also bear unauthentic maker’s marks. The probable 
explanation for the lack of authenticity of marks on the copies is that at the time they 
were made, the concept of absolute accuracy in copying old instruments was far from 
advanced and the makers simply stamped an appropriate name without further 
research into details of the original mark.
THE E SERIES
This small series of nine recorders represents a group of instruments made in the late 
eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries, their makers being active in the eighteenth
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century but dying in the early years of the nineteenth. Beyond illustrating a link 
between the recorder makers of the high baroque period and the sporadic makers of 
the nineteenth century they are of little interest although it is worthy of note that the 
instruments of Lorenz Walch I represent a continued family tradition in that both his 
father (Georg) and son (Lorenz II) were recorder makers.
THE D SERIES
The instruments in this category form a collection of both typical and atypical 
recorders which, for one reason or another, cannot be classified in any other series in 
the inventory. Some are included because their whereabouts are not known or details 
of their maker is uncertain, others because they are not typical recorders, and yet 
others because the date of their manufacture cannot be ascertained with any degree of 
accuracy. In this category may be placed Rudall Carte’s copy of a renaissance tenor 
(DIO). The instrument by Lot (D8) and the Improved Patent Voice Flute (D17) are 
included in order to illustrate the problems of ascription and terminology respectively. 
Each instrument is discussed in the inventory.
Taken overall, the D series of recorders serves to illustrate a combination of a 
continuing tradition of recorder making, nineteenth-century experimentation and 
some early incursions into reviving the recorder. Many of the instruments are the 
subject of either doubt or controversy (hence their classification) but are included in 
the present work not only as further evidence that interest in the recorder continued 
during the nineteenth century but also as evidence that attempts were being made to 
develop the instrument even during the dark days of its history.
RECORDERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE REVIVAL
Some of the instruments in the inventory represent the ‘tail end’ of the baroque 
tradition (e.g. the instruments by Goulding), others, notably the Berchtesgaden 
recorders, a continued but altering tradition, whereas others are clearly associated 
with the revival of the recorder. Many instruments are difficult to place in any of the 
above categories because they appear to date from around the middle of the
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nineteenth century or because there is insufficient evidence to align them with any 
particular group.
The reasons underlying the revival are explored in subsequent chapters and it suffices 
to say -  for the present -  that by the 1880s considerable interest was being expressed 
in both the music and the instruments of the renaissance and baroque periods. By 
1881 Mahillon had made (or caused to be made) reproductions of the renaissance 
contrabass in Antwerp (N42, ?A43) and in 1885 his copies of the Nuremberg 
Kynseker recorders were played at the International Inventions Exhibition in London 
(N32 - 39). Most of Mahillon’s recorders were copies of renaissance instruments, as 
were those of the English antiquarian Galpin (N7-10), both makers assembling 
complete consorts of recorders and using them in performance. Gerlach and 
Tolbecque copied baroque recorders (N12, N56).
The recorders of the A series are inevitably more difficult to place in terms of their 
dates of manufacture, but some of these instruments may be definitively aligned with 
the revival. The reproductions made in La Couture-Boussey date from the period 
1888-96: some of these were made for museum display only (A15, A16, A19, A20).
It is likely that many of the anonymous instruments in La Cité de la Musique (Al - 
12) are also connected with the revival, and attention has been drawn in the checklist 
to the external similarity between A2, A6, A7, A34, A3 5 together with the lost 
instrument illustrated by Hipkins to the recorder N5 by Colas and also to the alto by 
F.Noblet (N46). The subject of the French recorders and their place in the revival is 
fiirther discussed in Chapter XI, ‘The recorder revival in France’. The three German 
recorders in the Carl Claudius Collection in Copenhagen (A25 - 27) were described as 
‘modem’ German Langsfloten when acquired by the museum in 1900 and therefore 
are probably related to the revival. A3 8 - 40 and A42 in The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York, are also reproductions.
It is apparent from the inventory that many of the instruments dating from the early 
days of the revival are of the renaissance type, but it is difficult to ascertain the 
reasons for this. It might be expected that the baroque recorder, only out of common 
use for a century, would have been the first to be copied as both the instruments and 
their repertoire are more prevalent in collections, but it may be that the renaissance
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instruments were copied in an attempt to return to the music of a much earlier age in 
parallel with the Pre-Raphaelite movement in art and the gothic revival in 
architecture. This is, at present, pure conjecture, there being as yet no evidence 
available to substantiate the hypothesis.
The manufacture of copies of old recorders in the late nineteenth century heralded the 
vast expansion of recorder making in the second quarter of the twentieth century: the 
very existence of these early copies testifies not only to the growing interest in early 
music as the nineteenth century drew to its conclusion, but also to the dismissal of the 
widely-held notion that Arnold Dolmetsch was the first to make recorders at the very 
dawn of its new age. By the time Dolmetsch had made his first recorder, those of 
Victor-Charles Mahillon were some forty years old.
CONCLUSION
Certain conclusions may be drawn from the inventory and commentary, the former 
demonstrating in itself both the continued and revived use of the recorder between 
1800 and 1905.
1. Recorders continued to be made in small numbers throughout the nineteenth 
century.
2. Many of the recorders bear maker’s marks, rendering it possible to identify 
geographical patterns in recorder making, with particular activity in London, 
Paris and Bavaria/northern Austria. Later in the nineteenth century, Brussels, 
Paris, La Couture-Boussey and Ivry-la-Bataille were associated with the 
manufacture of copies of historic recorders.
3. In the nineteenth century the recorder was largely confined to northern 
Europe.
4. In the eighteenth century alto recorders predominated, but out of 123 recorders 
in the N, A, and E series of the inventory of nineteenth-century recorders the 
majority are small recorders, closely followed by altos. This curious disparity
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is explained by the large number of small recorders (principally fifth and sixth 
flutes) emanating from the Bavarian / northern Austrian tradition, for 
elsewhere there remains a preponderance of alto recorders. There are 
relatively few tenors and very few bassets or basses.
5. A number of experiments were made in recorder design, notably in the use of 
keys and modification of the foot of the instrument. The nineteenth century 
was a period of intense experimentation in the design of musical instruments 
and it is hardly surprising that the recorder should have been a subject for such 
practice. However, the experiments and modifications to the recorder were 
ephemeral.
6. Several unusual recorders or recorder-type instruments were made and are 
described in the D series of the inventory.
7. A number of makers began to make copies of old recorders during the final 
twenty years of the nineteenth century, the practice accelerating in the early 
twentieth century. Some of these instruments were made solely for the 
purpose of museum display, whilst others were playable copies, made with 
varying degrees of historical veracity. Such activity related to the rediscovery 
of, and interest in, early music and prefigured the work of later makers whose 
names are familiar as pillars of the recorder revival.
8. The maker’s mark on some of the copies of historic recorders do not always 
accurately reflect the original maker’s mark (as is current practice) and this 
should be borne in mind when ascribing a date to the instruments in question.
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CHAPTER V
THE BERCHTESGADENER FLEITL
The Bavarian resort town of Berchtesgaden lies in an isolated position in the valley of 
the Berchtesgaden stream and is surrounded by mountains, the ‘landmark’ of the town 
being the twin-peaked Watzmann. It is some 120 km east-south-east of Munich and 
around 25 km from Salzburg, and the current population is around 8,000, the town 
being perhaps best known to the tourist as the site of Hitler’s ‘Eagle’s Nest’ and his 
meeting with the British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain in 1938; it is also 
known that here Brahms gave a performance of his clarinet sonatas (Op. 120) with the 
clarinettist Muhlfeld in 1894. Berchtesgaden’s isolation, however, belies its unique 
significance in the history of the recorder. The Berchtesgadener Fleitl is a baroque 
style recorder of small size (hence the diminutive term ‘Fleitl’, meaning ‘little flute’) 
which appears to have arisen in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century and 
whose manufacture continues to the present day: the Fleitl is itself the end product of 
many centuries of recorder making in Berchtesgaden.
In Berchtesgaden the recorder never became extinct, a phenomenon unique in the 
history of the instrument. Indeed, the existence of the Berchtesgaden school 
demonstrates that the recorder has a continuous history from the ‘Dordrecht’ recorder 
of the early fifteenth to the modem recorders of the early twenty-first century, a story 
with few parallels in western organology.
A wood-turning industry has existed in Berchtesgaden since around the year 1100.^  ^
A guild of flute makers was established in 1581, the craft being handed down from 
father to son in a similar manner to that of the tmmpet and trombone makers of 
Nuremberg.^"  ^ The turners’ guild worked under the patronage of St. Paul, and in 
addition to woodwind instmments, both violins and hackbretteln were made in 
Berchtesgaden. Two historic families are of importance, that of Walch and that of 
Oeggl, with the nineteenth-century recorders of the Walch family representing a
Bruckner, H. ‘Die Pfeifenmacherei in Berchtesgaden’ 
m / a  2 1979 pp289-296
^  Zimmermann, J. ‘Die Pfeifenmacherfamilie Walch in Berchtesgaden’ 
Supplement to the Berchtesgadener Anzeiger 11**’. August 1937 pp2I-24
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continuing tradition of recorder making until the death of Paul Walch in 1873, 
whereas the members of the Oeggl dynasty have been making recorders from the late 
seventeenth century to the present day.
THE WALCH FAMILY
The Walch family was active in the field of recorder making for over 300 years and 
some 50 members are documented in this respec t .The  first to be documented was 
Georg Walch (mid seventeenth century), and the last being Paul Walch but the family 
line has now become extinct. A family tree is given in Bruckner.Four members are 
relevant to the present study:
Lorenz Walch I
Lorenz Walch II
Lorenz Walch III
Paul Walch
1735-1809
1786-1862
1811-1881
1810-1873
Andreas Walch
Lorenz Walch I
Lorenz Walch II
1
Paul Walch Lorenz Walch III
(only the instrument makers are illustrated here)
Waterhouse, W. The New Langwill Index p419 
Bruckner, H. ‘Die Pfeifenmacher Walch in Berchtesgaden’ 
Sanger und Musiktanzenzeitung 2 1978 pp55-66
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Lorenz I was bom in Berchtesgaden in 1735 and is documented as 
Flautenmeistermacher (master flute maker): a number of his instruments are extant, 
including four recorders (B4-7) and these bear the mark
L:WALCH/(in scroll)/(palmette)
There is some controversy over this mark (see below).
The third son of his parents, Lorenz II was bom in 1786 and also became a 
Flautenmeistermacher and owner of a property known as Rosspointlehens in the 
Stangasse, some two kilometres from the centre of Berchtesgaden. The house no 
longer exists but the area is clearly signed and is now the site of a small Marian 
shrine. In 1809 Walch married Maria Hell, with whom he had ten children: six of the 
children followed the Berchtesgaden tradition of wood-carving, one (Lorenz) 
becoming a tumer, and one (Johann Paul) becoming an instrument maker. At least 
eight of Lorenz IPs recorders are extant (N58-65) and bear one of the stamps:
(5 petal flower)/LORENZ WALCH/BERCHTESGADEN
LORENZ BERCHTESGADEN / (4 leafed clover)
LORENZ BERCHTESGADEN / (5 leafed symbol)
Lorenz III and Johann Paul (known as Paul) were the only sons of Lorenz II to figure 
in the history of the recorder, Lorenz opening a business with Paul in the Hablergasse 
(close to the market place) for selling their wares. Zimmerman considers the mark 
‘L: WALCH’ to be that of Lorenz III, whereas Bmckner believes that Lorenz III was 
not an instrument maker and that the mark was that of his grandfather Lorenz I, a 
view with which Waterhouse and Helm (writing as far back as 1929) concur. In the 
present work I have accepted the consensus of opinion expressed by Bmckner and 
ascribed the mark to Lorenz I.
Helm, A. ‘D as Berchtesgadener Land im Wandel der Zeit ’
Berchtesgaden: 1929 (page number and publisher unknown: photocopy in author’s possession)
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Paul (bom 1810) inherited the house in Rosspointlehens upon his father’s death and 
continued the recorder making tradition. His mark
(seven pointed star)/PAUL WALCH/BERCHTESGADEN / (rosette)
changed around 1850 to
(crown)/PAUL WALCH/BERCHTESGADEN
following the visit of King Ludwig to Bavaria but it is not known if the change was 
instigated as a consequence of a royal commission. Paul was the last of the long line 
of Walch family members to make recorders, dying in 1873. Four of his recorders 
survive (N66 - 69) together with transverse flutes, clarinets, and a cane flute. A 
portrait photograph dated 1867 hangs in the Heimatmuseum in Schloss Adelsheim at 
Berchtesgaden and is reproduced as Illustration II: the instrument he holds is a 
clarinet. No other portrait of a nineteenth-century recorder maker appears to exist, 
and this image forms a remarkable link in the chain of events surrounding the recorder 
during its dark age. Two sons of Lorenz II (Michael and Johann-Baptist) had studied 
photography and it is tempting to speculate that they may have been responsible for 
the portrait of their brother, for photographers were few and far between in the 1860s.
As time wore on, the number of instmment makers in Berchtesgaden declined rapidly 
from twenty-two in 1805 to only nine in 1847.^  ^ Although last of the Walch line, 
Paul’s craft was not lost, for he passed his skills to Georg Oeggl (1851-1929), thus 
ensuring the future of the centuries-old unbroken tradition of recorder making in 
Berchtesgaden.
THE OEGGL FAMILY
The woodwind instrument maker Peter Eggl worked in Berchtesgaden in the 
eighteenth century (a recorder survives in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in 
Nuremberg) and the name appears to have undergone transformation to Ogl (or Ocl -
Hanser, S. ‘Die Zunft der Pfeifenmacher in Berchtesgaden’ 
Supplement to the Berchtesgadener Anzeiger 6**’. July 1933 pp37-38
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this mark appearing on a recorder in the Museo Caroline Augusteum in Salzburg). 
These family members were active in Ettenburg from 1580 and in Klaushausl in 
Winkl in the Bischofswiesen district of Berchtesgaden by 1730: Bernhard Oeggl 
continues to make recorders (Berchtesgadener Fleitln) at this address. In a personal 
communication to the present author Oeggl wrote that his great-grandfather (Georg 
Oeggl 1851-1929) had learnt the craft of flute making from Paul Walch and he in turn 
passed his skills to his grandson, also named Georg (1916-1996). Georg the younger 
taught the present maker, Bernhard Oeggl (bl949). He is now the only maker of the 
instrument.^^ An article in the Berchtesgadener Anzeiger of 1997 outlined the 
materials and techniques employed in the building of Oeggl’s instruments (plum with 
horn mounts, traditional materials for the Berchtesgadener Fleitl) which are built in 
the key of C (sic).^° The instruments are made with either English or German 
fingering with single (traditional) holes for the c” and d” but double holes are 
available if required. An example is housed alongside recorders by the Walch family 
in the Heimatmuseum in Berchtesgaden to demonstrate the continuity of the tradition. 
(Illustration III)
PLAIKNER
The name Plaikner appears in the literature concerning the Berchtesgadener Fleitl. 
This family worked in the town as Pfeifenmachern (pipe-makers) at the turn of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries but they appear unconnected with the later 
recorder making tradition.
THE INSTRUMENTS
The ‘Berchtesgadener Fleitl’ as it existed in the nineteenth century (and as it exists 
today) is a small recorder, essentially of baroque form. The instruments by Lorenz II 
and Paul Walch are almost all fifth flutes or sixth flutes (there is a third flute by 
Lorenz II): the modem instmments made by Oeggl are fifth flutes (sopranos). The 
Berchtesgadener Fleitl exhibits a characteristic form (particularly of the foot-joint) 
which is seen in Illustration III of the Lorenz Walch II instmment in the Dayton C.
Oeggl, B. personal communication February 2003 
^  Eich, I.C.H. (Enterprise) ‘Millimeterarbeit, die Ruhe and Liebe erfordet’ 
Berchtesgadener Anzeiger June 1997
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Illustration 111
Berchtesgadener Fleitln and flageolets by Lorenz Walch I and II
Contemporary Berchtesgadener Fleitl by Oeggl 
(far right)
Author’s photograph
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Miller Collection (N61). As has been noted in the commentary (chapter IV) the 
preponderance of small recorders is an unusual phenomenon and a brief search for 
Berchtesgaden recorders made prior to the nineteenth century revealed that the 
majority of the recorders were medium-sized instruments (altos and tenors) but there 
were no bassets or basses.
Plaikner C1696-1708 3 altos
P.Eggl early C l8 1 alto
A.Walch early C l8 1 sopranino 1 alto
Georg Walch early C l8 5 tenors
l.G.Walch early C l8 2 sixth flutes
Ocl late C l8 1 recorder (size unknown)
L. Walch 1 1735-1809 1 sopranino 1 sixth flute
Out of a total of eighteen, the sizes of seventeen are known, there being seven altos 
and five tenors, leaving only five small recorders.
The change in size of instrument from the baroque (where altos predominated) 
suggests a change in the use of the recorders, this trend being paralleled elsewhere in 
Bavaria and northern Austria.
In an article on Alpine folk flutes, Benedikt makes a brief mention of the 
Berchtesgadener Fleitl but gives little information beyond citing three references 
(Moeck’s ‘Nachgeschichte’ paper [see Chapter 1], Bruckner, and Birsak’s catalogue 
of the instruments in the Museo Carolino Augusteum).^* He describes the 
Berchtesgadener Fleitl as a late form of the eight-holed recorder and points out that it 
has a similarity with the Brucker Almpfeiferl. The bulk of the paper is devoted to the 
Schwegel and other transverse flutes of the region.
Benedikt, E. ‘Zur Geschichte der alpenlündischen volkstümlichen Querfeife und andere Floten’ 
Tibia 1 1982 ppl3-21 (p i5)
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THE USE OF THE BERCHTESGADENER FLEITL
At present this matter remains conjectural as no music specifying the instrument has 
been discovered. In a telephone conversation in November 2002, Oeggl advised me 
that the instrument is used in the present day essentially in folk music. In previous 
centuries much of this music would not have been committed to the printed page, the 
tunes being learnt by ear and played from memory. In view of the change from altos 
and tenors to fifth and sixth flutes it would seem at least possible that the Fleitln were 
employed more in folk than in art music: the apparent discontinuity from the baroque 
tradition of sonatas and concerti written mainly for alto recorders lends some credence 
to this hypothesis.
FLÔTEN-SCHULE UND LÀNDLER AUS BERCHTESGADEN
A booklet bearing the above title was published by the Fachschule fur Holzschnitzerei 
(School of Woodcarving) in Berchtesgaden around the year 1900, an area where the 
craft of woodcarving was (and still is) highly developed.
The cover of the booklet depicts a young man lying in a meadow playing a recorder- 
type instrument with the right hand uppermost. The Watzmann mountain forms a 
backdrop to the scene but it is difficult to discern details of the instrument from the 
photocopy in the author’s possession. A fingering chart is given which includes only 
the diatonic notes of the scale of C major, the compass ranging from c” to e” ” .
There is no indication of the use of the ‘pinched’ thumb hole for the notes of the 
second octave, but from e’” the indication hier starker blasen (blow harder) is given, 
and for the very high e” ” the instruction hier stark blasen (blow hard) is written. It is 
curious that the fingering chart includes only the diatonic scale, for the traditional 
Berchtesgaden instruments are fully chromatic, but it should be noted that some of the 
English eighteenth-century tutors included a fingering chart for the diatonic scale in 
their first pages, including chromatic fingerings only as the player advanced in 
technique. Alternative explanations may be that the tutor was only intended for very 
elementary players who wished to play only the simplest of folk melodies or that the 
booklet was not a tutor for the Berchtesgadener Fleitl but for another form of simple 
duct flute. A number of duct flutes of minor importance existed around the turn of the
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nineteenth and twentieth centuries: Zimmermann’s catalogue of cl 900 illustrates 
simple ‘csakans’ with and without keys, but these instruments differ from the classical 
Viennese csakan described in Chapter Various forms of the ‘Schulflote’ (some 
with only six finger holes) existed in Germany in the first thirty years of the twentieth 
century but the terminology of these flutes and csakans is far from consistent. At 
best, the Floten-schule illustrates a continuation of the Berchtesgaden duct flute 
tradition.
FAMILY GRASSL
About the year 1830 a ‘Musical Production’ was given in Berchtesgaden by Franzi 
Grassl and his seven children on their return journey from Paris. A copy of the bill 
advertising the concert is preserved in Schloss Adelsheim and shows the seven 
children (whose ages ranged from three to fifteen) and their father with their 
instruments including a small string bass, two horns, two clarinets and a transverse 
flute: the two youngest children appear to be playing vertically-blown small wind 
instruments which may be either Berchtesgadener Fleitln or flageolets.
CONCLUSION
Whereas the details of Bernhard Oeggl’s current activity in the field of recorder 
making hardly fall into the time frame of the present study, the unbroken history of 
recorder making thereby demonstrated is of considerable interest in the organology of 
the recorder. It has been the tradition of musical historians to consider the recorder 
obsolete during the nineteenth century but in his 1983 paper the present author 
demonstrated its continued manufacture in Berchtesgaden well into the second half of 
the nineteenth century.^  ^ There is now evidence from Berchtesgaden to support the 
continuous history of recorder making from that time to the present, and this 
information has not hitherto been presented in the literature. It is possible to show 
through the Walch and Oeggl families a tradition passed from father to son in an 
unbroken line over at least four centuries.
^  Betz, M. D er Csakan und seine Musik p48 
MacMillan, D. ‘The recorder in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries’
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The Berchtesgadener Fleitl occupies a unique role in the history of the recorder. The 
continued production of small baroque-style recorders in a tiny geographical area long 
after the recorder had disappeared from mainstream musical practice raises the 
question of what music was played upon them. The days of the baroque sonata for 
alto recorder and continue had long since passed, yet relative geographical isolation 
had produced a series of small recorders with a powerful tone and a chromatic 
compass of two octaves: these instruments continue to be made in the twenty-first 
century where they are used in the folk music tradition. Their use in the nineteenth 
century remains unknown at the time of writing.
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CHAPTER VI
MUSIC AND TREATISES FOR THE RECORDER
In 1956 Carl Dolmetsch observed that a number of recorders had been made in the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (by Camus [see recorders N3,N4] and 
others) and posed the question “for whom were these recorders made and what was 
played on them?”.^ "^ Almost half a century later the question is still difficult to 
answer, for little music from the nineteenth century specifying the recorder has come 
to light. As has been indicated in Chapter III, compositions requiring the recorder 
were few and far between in the last quarter of the eighteenth century and the 
publication of the once-popular treatises (tutors) suffered a parallel decline. A search 
of the literature, modem publishers’ catalogues (seeking information on modem 
editions of nineteenth-century music), correspondence with a number of researchers 
(notably Gétreau, Lander, Kimbauer, Tarasov, and Thalheimer) and Lander’s website 
were largely unproductive in discovering nineteenth-century compositions for the 
recorder. The sources for both the music and treatises that have been identified are 
given in footnotes in the text.
Two major composers (Weber and Berlioz) showed a passing interest in the recorder 
and the music of the little-known Johann Christoph Schultze (1733-1813) at least 
demands appraisal: the first piece known to have been composed for recorders in the 
early days of the revival of the instrument is a brief quartet by J.C. Bridge, performed 
on the ‘Chester’ recorders in 1901.
WEBER
Recorders figured twice in the career of Carl Maria von Weber (1786-1826): firstly, 
the composer scored for two recorders in his youthful opera Peter Schmoll und seine 
Nachbar and secondly, he heard the instmments at a concert in which his Kleiner 
Tusch was performed.
Dolmetsch, C.F. ‘The recorder and German flute during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’ 
pp49-63
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The opera Peter Schmoll und seine Nachbar (Peter Schmoll and his neighbour) of 
1801 was adapted from a novel by Carl Gottlieb Cramer (published 1798-99) with 
libretto by Joseph Turk and written under the eye of Michael Haydn in Salzburg. It is 
numbered J8 in Jahn’s catalogue of Weber’s works and was probably given in 
Augsburg in 1803. A terzetto (No. 14) is unconventionally scored for a pair of 
recorders, a pair of basset horns, bassoon, strings, and bass soloist. Warrack quotes 
Weber as recounting:
An article in a music paper awoke in me the idea of writing in another manner,
of bringing back into use old and forgotten instruments.^^
Warrack also notes that basset horns had been used in Mozart’s La Clemenza di Tito a 
mere ten years earlier and that “recorders had been common instruments in the last 50 
years”. An extract from the score appears as Example I.
In 1806 the composer again encountered recorders whilst attending a performance of 
his Kleiner Tusch (Little Flourish) for twenty trumpets given at Carlsruhe on October 
15^\ During the concert he heard a few pieces performed on two badly-played 
recorders {zwey schlecht geblasenen Flote doucen) and it has been suggested by 
Moeck (in ‘Zwr ''Nachgeschichte ” und Renaissance der Blockflote ') that Weber 
scored for the recorder but an examination of part of the score reveals that Kleiner 
Tusch is scored solely for trumpets: the piece is in the key of C major and contains 
typical ‘fanfare’ type passages. The piece is numbered J47a in Jahn’s catalogue.^^ 
The suggestion that Weber composed twice for the recorder appears to be incorrect.
BERLIOZ
Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) published his sacred trilogy L ’enfance du Christ (op.25) 
in 1854 but it is known that he had worked on parts of the score for some years prior 
to the work’s eventual publication. L ’adieu des bergers à la Sainte Famille (from 
part II of the trilogy La fuite en Egypte and popularly known as The Shepherds ’
Warrack, J. Cari Maria von Weber 
London: Hamish Hamilton 1968 p45
^  Jahns, F.W. Cari M aria von Weber in seiner Werken: Chronologisch-Thematisches Verzeichnis 
seiner sammtlichen Kompositionen
Berlin: Verlag der Schlesingerschen Buch-und Musikhandlung 1871 pp61-62
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Example I
Weber: terzetto (no. 14) from Teter Schmoll und seine Nachbar’
Example II
Berlioz: L’adieu des bergers a la Sainte FamiUe
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Farewell) was originally an organ piece (dating from around 1850) but was 
subsequently performed as a choral composition. Berlioz ascribed the work to a 
fictitious seventeenth-century choirmaster of La Sainte Chapelle in Paris whom he 
named Pierre Ducré. The reason for this ascription is not clear: the name ‘Ducré’ 
appears to be derived from Berlioz’ friend Pierre Due. Lloyd-Jones writes that the 
autograph score of the work lists a number of early instruments, including flûtes 
douces, oboes, oboes da caccia, and c h a lu m e a u x apart from oboes, (and possibly 
recorders) these instruments would not have been in current use in France in the mid­
nineteenth century and there is no evidence that the old instruments were ever used in 
performance.^^ Berlioz makes no mention of recorders in his celebrated treatise on 
orchestration, but he does make somewhat uncomplimentary comments on the 
(?French) flageolet. The relevant parts in L 'enfance du Christ are now scored for 
oboes and clarinets (Example II) but, interestingly, sound well when played on alto 
and tenor recorders.
It would appear that Berlioz wished to create a pastoral image by using these 
particular instruments and it is possible -  given his considerable interest in 
orchestration -  that he was aware of the pastoral connotations of the recorder in 
eighteenth-century writing. Berlioz is known to have experimented with a flageolet 
but there are no references to either the recorder or flageolet in his other 
compositions.
SCHULTZE
Works ascribed to Johann Christoph Schultze (1733-1813) are often considered to be 
amongst the last written for the recorder before its apparent demise at the end of the 
eighteenth century and are sometimes thought to date from the late eighteenth or very 
early nineteenth century: as such, they are worthy of critical comment. All that is 
known of Schultze is that he was conductor of the orchestra at the Doebbelinscher 
Theater in Berlin from about 1768. Schultze’s works for the recorder (no other
Lloyd-Jones, D. Hector Berlioz. A new edition o f  the complete works 
Kassel: Barenreiter 1998 vol 11 p viii 
Hunt, E.H. The recorder and its music pp42-43  
Macdonald, H. (trans.) B erlioz’s orchestration treatise 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2002 p l45
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compositions appear to be extant) include a concerto and a set of six suites for two 
recorders and continue but doubt has been cast on both their authorship and the 
apparently late date of their composition.
A concerto in G for alto recorder and strings is written in three-movement form and 
utilizes almost the entire compass of the alto recorder in f  (g’ to g’” ) although the 
piece would lie comfortably on the rare alto in g’. Much of the melodic development 
in the first movement is in the form of arpeggiated passage work and modulation is 
confined to closely-related keys. The central slow movement (marked ‘adagio’) 
seldom leaves the key of the relative minor and the final vivace (in binary form) is 
melodically and harmonically unadventurous.
Location of original Landesbibliotek Schwerin Ms 4967 
Modem edition Schott 5985
The six suites are scored for two alto recorders and continue and are written in the 
classical form of the French suite with an extended overture followed by a string of 
dance movements, mainly in the tonic key.
Location of original Landesbibliothek Schwerin Ms 4968-73 
Modem editions Moeck 01006 (F major)
Schott OFB 92 (d minor)
The preface to both the Schott editions ascribes the works to Johann Christoph 
Schultze. Lasocki, however, postulates an altemative theory based on a preface by 
Koch to a modem edition of a sonata in c minor for flute, recorder and continue by 
Pierre Prowo (1697-1757), suggesting that the pieces ascribed to Schultze may have 
been composed by Prowo. Manuscript parts of this work signed ‘Sigr. Schultze’ 
found in the library of the Brussels Conservatoire (V7049) bear a similarity to a work 
by Prowo in the Schwerin library (Ms 4323/3). Koch states that the baptismal register 
of the French Reformed Church in Altona records that under the entry for Pierre 
Prowo, the name of the child’s father was written as Pierre Prévost. Another son, also
Lasocki, D. ‘Flute and recorder in combination’ 
Recorder and Music IV 11 1974 pp391-395
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a musician, styled himself ‘Provest’. The French wordprevost may be translated into 
German as Schultze (English mayor, provost) and Koch postulates that the composer 
Pierre Prowo used his French family name translated into German as ‘Schultze’, no 
doubt for political reasons; he was the son of a Frenchman working in Germany.
Koch also cites further evidence in the form of the existence of a flute concerto in 
Schwerin (Ms 4967, the work for recorder cited above) which appears to be in 
Prowo’s hand yet is inscribed ‘ J.C.Schultze’ on the title page. The preface to the 
Schott edition of this work (as published for recorder [see above]) advises the reader 
that the manuscript carries the inscription:
Concerto a 5/Flaute abec [sic] Concertato/Violino primo/violino secundo/
viola/e/Basso ou Violoncello/Fait/ p.Monsr. J. C. Schultz/ possessor/Johann
Matthias Vedde
The present author has not been able to locate the Koch edition and is reliant upon 
Lasocki’s translation: it would seem unlikely that a German editor (Koch) would 
confuse ‘Flaute abec’ with the transverse flute but the instrument specified in the title 
page is undoubtedly a recorder (certainly linguistically and probably in terms of the 
compass of the piece). Koch’s speculation that the work is a transverse flute concerto 
is improbable.
Examination of the music itself gives evidence regarding its date of composition. The 
concerto is orchestrated in a style common in the baroque period, with the solo 
recorder sometimes accompanied by the upper strings, sometimes by the continue, 
and sometimes by upper strings and continue together: this style was used by baroque 
composers including Telemann and Vivaldi in their recorder concerti and suggests a 
relatively early date for the piece. The suites are typical of early eighteenth-century 
French suites, but it should be recalled that both the suite and the trio sonata with 
continuo bass became less popular after the middle of the eighteenth century. One 
section of the d minor suite (the D major ‘middle section’ of the badinage) is marked 
tasto solo suggesting the typical baroque continuo pattern of both keyboard and 
melodic bass instrument, the keyboard not playing in harmony for this section. 
Sebastian Forbes examined the harmony of an extract from the d minor suite and
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considered the style to be that of a lesser German composer of the baroque period 
A short extract from the rondeau of the d minor suite is given as Example III.
Two controversial points arise in relation to the pieces: are they by Johann Christoph 
Schultze, or, as suggested by Koch and supported by Lasocki, by Pierre Prowo, and 
are they indeed of late eighteenth (or even early nineteenth) century origin?
It is difficult to see why a composer (Prowo) should choose to write under a nom-de- 
plume (Schultze) even if -  for political reasons -  he did choose to use a German 
translation of his surname. Prowo, however, retained his French Christian name 
rather than choosing the German ‘Peter’. The present author believes that this alone 
casts some doubt on Koch’s theory. In modem French and German the French word 
prevot (not now prevost) refers to a religious official (provost) or, in a military sense, 
to a provost marshal. ‘Schultze’ may perhaps be equated with ‘mayor’ but this 
English word is more commonly rendered in German as Bur germeister.
Regardless of the question of authorship, the internal evidence of the music suggests 
an origin in the first half of the eighteenth century, making an ascription to Prowo 
more likely. However, it should be noted that minor composers may well have 
continued to write in a dated style, rendering an ascription to Schultze possible.
The present author forms the opinion that the works are of late baroque origin, and 
although they may be amongst the last pieces to be composed for recorders before 
1800, there is little evidence to support a late eighteenth or early nineteenth-century 
date.
Closer comparison of the music of ‘Schultze’ and ‘Prowo’ may provide a definitive 
answer to the question of authorship but this lies beyond the scope of the present 
work.
Forbes, S. personal communication 03.04.03
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Example in  
Schultze:' rondeau from suite in d minor
G• O
Example IV 
Bridge: quartet for recorders
Reproduced by permission o f Chester and Cheshire Archives 
(ZCR 62/2/83)
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MUSIC FOR OSAKAN AND FLAGEOLET
Both the csakan and flageolet are ‘soprano’ duct flutes with a compass of a little over 
two octaves and much of their repertoire may be adapted for recorder(s). During its 
brief career the csakan acquired a repertoire of around 400 pieces (catalogued in 
Betz’s Der Csakan und seine Musik) and the flageolet in its various forms also 
received the attention of composers. The dispute over whether flûte douce in 
connection with the csakan repertoire refers to the recorder or csakan itself has been 
discussed in Chapter I, but regardless of nomenclature, much csakan music is now 
played on recorders and it would not be inopportune to suggest that a similar practice 
existed in the nineteenth century. A similar situation arises with regard to the 
flageolet. Recorder players (especially amateurs) both in the past and in the present 
have sought to expand their instrument’s somewhat limited repertoire by making 
appropriate arrangements of music intended for other forces. Many arrangements of 
both csakan and flageolet music are currently in print and available to recorder 
players, ranging from unaccompanied pieces (some of considerable technieal 
difficulty) to concerti: examples include Heberle’s concerto for csakan (discussed in 
Chapter I), Krahmer’s Souvenir à la Suisse pour le csakan seul, and Bousquet’s 12 
Grandes Caprices pour Flageolet ou Flûte (1864).
BRIDGE
The first work written for recorders in the course of the revival of the instrument 
appears to be a brief quartet by J.C.Bridge, composed to demonstrate the ‘Chester’ 
recorders at a lecture recital in 1901. The piece is a mere 62 bars long and is scored 
for alto, voice flute, tenor, and basset recorders with the parts for each of the three 
lower recorders being confined to the lowest octave of the instruments: the first part 
(for an alto recorder in f  ) requires the compass of a ninth. Some controversy exists 
regarding Bridge’s perception of the use of the thumb-hole and this matter, together 
with 1901 performance, is discussed in Chapter X, ‘The recorder revival in England’ 
A short extract appears as Example IV.
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THE BOGENHAUSER KÜNSTLERKAPELLE
This ensemble, the earliest documented regular ensemble in the revival of the 
recorder, was active in Munich from late in the nineteenth century to the time of the 
Second World War (See Chapter XII, ‘The recorder revival in Germany’). Their 
repertoire, as described by Kimbauer, contained both baroque works for recorder and 
contemporary arrangements of art and folk music but there is no evidence of original 
compositions (as opposed to arrangements) for the group.
TREATISES
Many treatises (tutors) for the recorder survive from the eighteenth century, but very 
few from the nineteenth. The treatises were published essentially for the amateur 
market (always important in the history of the recorder) but the supply dwindled after 
the 1780s. The English treatises fall into two categories, those for the recorder alone 
(for example, Compleat Instructions for the Common Flute published by Longman 
and Broderip in 1780) and the so-called ‘universal tutors’ which contained 
instructions for several instruments often including the recorder. The Muses Delight 
published by Sadler in Liverpool in 1754 is a typical example: it contains instmetions 
for the voice, violin, harpsichord or spinnett [sic], German flute, common flute, 
hautboy, French horn, bassoon and bass-violin. Both types of treatise include 
instmction on technique, rudiments of music, fingering charts, scales and tunes to 
play. The tunes are usually those which were in popular memory at the time of 
writing and often include folk songs and operatic arias.
As the recorder declined in popularity the supply of treatises for the instrument 
waned. Warner cited 246 treatises published between 1800 and 1830: of these, 86 are 
for the (transverse) flute, 53 for the flageolet, three for the csakan yet only one for the 
recorder.A lthough Warner’s work is now 40 years old it provides an overview of
Kimbauer, M. ‘Das war PionierarbeW: D ie Bogenhauser Künstlerkapelle, einfrühes ensemble 
alter Musik
in Alte Musik -  Konzert und Rezeption ed Gutmann, V.
Wintherthur: Amadeus Verlag 1992 pp45-58 
Warner, T.E. ‘Indications o f  performance practice in woodwind instruction books o f  the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries’.
PhD diss. N ew  York University 1964
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the position with regard to the popularity of the various instruments: the present 
author has, however, encountered one further treatise, that by Tans’ur published 
cl 820.
Warner cites the treatise of Swaine (1818):
THE YOUNG MUSICIAN/or the/ Science of Music/familiarly 
explained:/with a glossary/of musical terms, and phrases/by N. Swaine
The book was published in Stourport, England and a copy is located in the British 
Library (BL 1042.C.32). The preface to the section concerning the recorder begins:
Of wind instruments, the English Flute is the most simple and pleasing. It is 
also properest for children because a fife or German Flute is more injurious to 
the lungs... after the instrument is procured it will be necessary neatly to plug 
up the thumb or under hole, leaving a small opening to one side. It has been 
customary to apply the nail when some of the highest notes were required 
which could not be done with facility. It is proposed that the thumb be slided 
[sic] on and off the small opening, rather than putting the nail across.
It should be noted that it would be impossible to achieve accurate intonation - or even 
comfortable sounding -  of the high notes with this technique. The process of 
‘thumbing’ or ‘pinching’ is critical when playing in the higher register of the 
instrument and is frequently a cause of difficulty for inexperienced players.
The treatise also covers the piano, voice, German flute, and flageolet: fingering charts 
are given for both the recorder and flageolet, both indicating d’ as the sixth-finger, 
note. Higbee sheds doubt on the notion that the English flute and recorder are one 
and the same instrument but examination of the text confirms that Swaine did indeed 
refer to the recorder, often at that period referred to as the English flu te .A lth o u g h  
the fingerings given are not those in current use there is no doubt that they are distinct 
from those given for the flageolet.
Higbee, D. Letter to the Editor 
The Consort XL 1984 p85
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Another late treatise (although essentially a reprint of an older publication) was by 
William Tans’ur:
The Elements of Music made Easy; or, An Universal introduction to the whole 
art of music, etc.
The volume was first published under that title in 1767 although at that time it was 
essentially a new edition of ‘A New Musical Grammar’ dating from 1746. A late 
edition was published around 1820: a copy is held in the British Library (shelfmark 
1509/1041) but the title page containing the date of publication is missing. As the 
title implies, it is a universal tutor containing both theory of music and practical 
instruction for a number of instruments including the recorder, which is here given its 
early eighteenth-century appellation ‘flute’. Chapter III, headed ‘Of the Common 
FLUTE or FLAGELET’ [sic] (ppl02-103) begins:
The flute is a pipe, a wind-instrument, and blown by the mouth: having eight 
holes; seven on the top for the fingers, and one underneath for the thumb of the 
Left Hand; which Tones are changed by stopping and opening the Holes, 
placing your 3 first fingers of your Left Hand uppermost, towards your mouth; 
and the 4 Fingers of your Right Hand towards the Bottom, and blowing at the 
same time, you’ll have a production of the Sound., [italics and capitals 
original]
The author then illustrates the fingering for the diatonic scale of F major before 
discussing the second octave (‘pinched notes’) and chromatic fingerings. He indicates 
that there are many sizes of flutes but all may be played by the ‘foregoing rules’.
Three points are worthy of comment. Firstly, it is clear that the ‘left hand uppermost’ 
technique was standard at the time, but in former days some players would have 
preferred to play with the right hand uppermost. Secondly, the fingerings given 
differ only in small detail from current practice and thirdly Tans’ur often leaves the 
third finger of the right hand on the instrument even when not required for intonation. 
This is an early example of the buttress (or Stutze-Finger) technique wherein the 
fourth (or fifth) finger is placed on the foot-joint to steady the recorder.
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Although it is tempting to consider the existence of this treatise as evidence for the 
continued use of the recorder, it can equally be argued that the publisher did not wish 
to make alterations to a publication which had been in existence for over half a 
century.
Two ‘universal’ tutors from the early nineteenth century purport to giving instruction 
for every musical instrument, the first published in 1801, the second in 1819.
Complete instructions /FOR EVERY/MUSICAL INSTRUMENT/ containing 
a / Treatise on Practical Music in General,/ TO WHICH IS ADDED/ THE 
SCALE or GAMUT/ for Thirty Five Different Instruments/ By/ JOSEPH 
GEHOT
London: G.Goulding 1801^ ®^
THE/ INSTRUMENTAL DIRECTOR,/ CONTAINING/ RULES FOR ALL 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS IN COMMON USE
Hollowell: Printed and published by E.Goodale 1819^^^
Neither of these publications contains instructions for the recorder: Mackie, in a 
personal communication, advised me that she had studied an edition of Gehot of 
cl 840 in the Euing Music Library (University of Glasgow) and had found no 
reference to the recorder.W arner lists the instruments in Goodale’s treatise, but 
again the recorder is not mentioned. One may infer that the recorder had passed out 
of everyday usage.
A booklet entitled Flotenschule und Landler aus Berchtesgaden appeared around the 
year 1900 and has been described more fully in Chapter V, ‘The Berchtesgadener 
Fleitl’. It is not a‘ mainstream’ treatise for the recorder.
Warner, T.E. Indications o f performance practice p356 
Warner, T.E. Indications o f performance practice p395 
Mackie, M. personal electronic communication 29.01.03
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CONCLUSION
It must be conceded that there appears to have been little music composed for the 
recorder in the nineteenth century. The majority of extant instruments (with the 
notable exception of the Bavarian recorders) are altos, voice flutes and tenors, all of 
which could conceivably have found a use in playing music for other treble 
instruments such as the violin, oboe and (more particularly) the flute. The author 
concludes that players of the recorder (even if few in number) would have adapted 
and arranged music written for other instruments to meet their needs, such practice 
being commonplace in recorder circles from the renaissance to the present day.
There remains the question of the repertoire of the Bavarian and Austrian small flutes: 
the plethora of instruments suggests a specific role for these recorders and the most 
likely speculation (since no printed evidence has come to light) is that they were used 
for folk music passed down by aural tradition from generation to generation.
In conclusion, it is still not possible to give a definitive answer to Dolmetsch’s 
question “and what was played on them?”. Relatively few recorders existed in the 
nineteenth century and composers would have been reluctant to write for a minute 
market. Perceptive speculation suggests that either players made arrangements of 
other pieces or learnt folk music by the age-old aural tradition.
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CHAPTER VII
THE USE OF THE RECORDER
Few documented instances of the use of the recorder in the earlier part of the 
nineteenth century were encountered during the literature search, but several 
performances during the revival of the recorder during the period 1885 to 1905 came 
to light. These performances are discussed in Chapters X-XIII on the history of the 
revival of the instrument.
The present chapter includes reference to the use of the recorder in church and folk 
music and discusses the proposition that recorders were used in marching bands in the 
American Civil War era. Reference has already been made in Chapter VII to Weber’s 
encounters with the recorder.
CHURCH MUSIC
The omnipresence of the organ in the modem English church dates from the latter part 
of the nineteenth century: many organs had been destroyed at the Reformation, few 
parishes were wealthy and the average standard of liturgy at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century was poor. Such music as existed was provided by church bands 
located in the west gallery of the church, these bands flourishing for around one 
hundred years from the middle of the eighteenth century and reaching the peak of 
their popularity around the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The bands 
were composed mainly of amateur players, no doubt of mixed ability, and musical 
arrangements varied according to the availability of players and instruments. Had 
recorders been available, it would seem likely that they would have been used but 
MacDermott (writing in 1948) found no evidence to support this theory. He noted the 
use of the flute, fife, tranverse flageolet [sic], and tin whistle. MacDermott 
commented that the mediaeval predecessor of the flute was the recorder (a 
questionable statement in the light of modem scholarship) but wrote that he had not 
traced the use of the recorder in any church. More recent investigators have also
MacDermott, K.H. The o ld  church gallery minstrels 
London: SPCK 1948 p22
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found little evidence for the use of the recorder in west gallery bands. Weston (whose 
PhD dissertation was written on ‘The instrumentation of the English church band’) 
noted, in a personal communication to the present author, that he was aware of the use 
of flageolets and piccolos, but, in view of the uncertain terminology sometimes 
applied to duct flutes, these instruments could have been recorders. However,
Drage refers to the use of a recorder in a church in Sussex.^ The instrument in 
question is an alto recorder in boxwood by either William or Robert Cotton (cl707- 
1775, cl735-pl794) and is currently located in the Tunbridge Wells museum, Kent.
It is reputed to have been used by the Parish Clerk at Shipley to give the pitch for 
unaccompanied singing, this information being passed to the museum when the 
instrument was donated (in 1970) by a Sussex agricultural family named Biass.*
The incumbent of Shipley has been contacted by the present author, but she can find 
neither parish records nor memories of the family.**  ^ Most west gallery bands ceased 
to exist after the middle of the nineteenth century.
There is evidence that the recorder was used in church services in Switzerland, which 
up to the twentieth century did not enjoy its present prosperity. In the Protestant 
(Calvinistic) cantons organs were forbidden but in other theological traditions (Roman 
Catholic) they were permitted although there was often little money for their purchase 
and so wind instruments were used to accompany the psalms.* *^ The alto recorders 
by Lohner (now in the Historisches Museum, Basel [N26,27]) were used to 
accompany services at Adelboden.**"*
A footnote in Degen’s Zur Geschichte der Blockflote in germanischen Landern 
suggests a late use of the recorder in Flanders.**  ^ In 1855 two ‘Grossfloten’ were 
discovered: these instruments were at one time played in the St. Lawrence market in 
the town of Eenaeme and older people recalled hearing a quartet of the instruments
Weston, S. personal communication 16.12.02 
Drage, S. personal electronic communication 16.01.05 
Beavis, I. personal electronic communications 19.01.05, 21.01.05  
Sinton, B. personal electronic communication 11.03.05 
Tarasov, N. ‘Die Blockflôtensammlung im Musikinstrumentenmuseum, Basel’ 
Windkanal I 2001 pp24-29
Nef, K. Musikinstrumenten Katalog, Historisches Museum, Basel p l2  
Degen, D. Zur Geschichte der Blockflote in den germanishen Landern 
Kassel: Barenreiter 1939 p i39 (footnote 271)
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played on quiet evenings in the Benedictine abbey. The recorders were thought to be 
of seventeenth-century Flemish manufacture and eventually passed into the hands of 
the Belgian collector Caesar Snoeck.
Young reports the use of a collection of early eighteenth-century recorders by an 
amateur group in Nuremberg around 1850.**^  These instruments subsequently 
became the property of the Bogenhauser Künstlerkapelle (see Chapter XII ‘The 
recorder revival in Germany’).
FOLK MUSIC
There is no written evidence for the use of the recorder in folk music of the nineteenth 
century. A communication from the English Folk Song and Dance Society (whose 
records admittedly only date from 1899) advised the present author that the Society 
possessed no record of the use of recorders in the late nineteenth or very early 
twentieth centuries.**  ^ However, it is not unreasonable to speculate that, as with west 
gallery band music, the few owners of recorders may have played them in folk music: 
much of the folk repertoire is unwritten and passes from player to player by aural 
tradition. A reference to Corcoran’s 1965 paper ‘Did the recorder ever die out in 
England?’ is made in Chapter III, but the use to which the recorder to which he refers 
is not known.
THE RECORDER IN AMERICA
In a paper entitled ’The Recorder in early America’ published in 1983, Music noted 
that ‘English Flutes’ were advertised for sale in the New England Palladium of 
October 27**" 1815: other instruments available included various types of flute and 
flageolet.**  ^ Music illustrates part of an anonymous composition published in New 
York between 1796 and 1803 entitled The Nightingale for soprano and pianoforte 
with a flute accompaniment ad libitum. The flute part lies comfortably on an alto
Young, P.T. ‘ Some further instruments by the Derniers’
Galpin Society Journal XXXV 1982 pp78-85
English Folk Song and Dance Society, personal electronic communication 2004 
Music, D.W. ‘The recorder in early America’
The American Recorder XXIV 3 1983 pp 102-103
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recorder but it is open to conjecture as to whether the transverse flute or the recorder 
is intended: by analogy with similarly-scored English works of the period, the 
tranverse flute is the more probable instrument.
Waitzman, in his article ‘The decline of the recorder in the eighteenth century’ of 
1967, suggests that the recorder was used as a marching band instrument in the 
American Civil War of 1861-1865.**  ^ Lander quotes this observation, linking it with 
Brewster’s comment:
For music, there are two drums for training days, while no less than fifteen 
hautboys and soft recorders are provided to cheer the immigrants in their 
solitude.*^ **
Bevan, in an entry under ‘Bands’ in the New Grove Dictionary o f Musical Instruments 
of 1984, observes that the first known band to emerge in America was founded in 
1635, and cites the quotation from Brewster given a b o v e . A  dichotomy is readily 
apparent when the comments of Waitzman and Lander are compared with Bevan’s 
notes, one suggesting that recorders were used in the Civil War period, the other 
suggesting that the citation refers to 1635. A careftil reading of Brewster’s original 
text reveals that his book is a chronology of the progressive colonization of New 
Hampshire, beginning with the first visitor (one Martin Bring) to the shores of the 
Piscataqua river in 1603. In an inventory of 1635 Brewster notes the existence of a 
great house, a manor, and a sawmill: he talks of plantations and armaments also 
writing that “For music, there are two drums etc.”
The present author considers that the comments of Brewster (published in 1859) refer 
to events in the seventeenth century and that any reading of the text to suggest a 
nineteenth-century use of recorders is erroneous. Circumstantially, it should be noted 
that the term ‘hautboy’ ceased to be in common parlance after the early nineteenth 
century. Lavem Wagner, an authority on marching bands of the Civil War period,
Waitzman, D. ‘The decline o f  the recorder in the eighteenth century’ p49
Lander, N.S. The Recorder Home Page (Instrument o f  torture or instrument o f  music? 
http://members.iinet.net.au/~nickl/torture2.html.
Brewster, C.W. Rambles about Portsmouth 
Portsmouth: N.H., C.W. Brewster 1859 v o l l  p l9
'^New Grove Dictionary o f  Musical Instruments 1984 s .v . ‘Band’ p 123 (Bevan, C.)122
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considers that there is no record of either flageolets or recorders being used in bands 
of the time.*^  ^ Garolfo and Elrod’s A pictorial history o f Civil War era musical 
instruments and military hands mentions neither recorders or flageolets, nor is either 
instrument visible in the extensive collection of images: a flute, a piccolo and a 
clarinet are, however, illustrated.* "^* Recorders and flageolets are both soft 
instruments and would hardly be audible in a brass or military band and neither 
instrument is suited to outdoor use. Even a moderate gust of wind across the window 
of a recorder will render the instrument mute - as may be demonstrated by playing out 
of doors on a windy day, or by the simple experiment of directing a hairdryer at the 
window of a recorder while it is being played.
It is, however, possible that duct flutes were used in America in the mid-nineteenth 
century. In a note to an article by Thompson discussing a mid-nineteenth-century 
recorder-type instrument, Wayne Anderson comments that he believes that ‘fipple 
[i.e. duct] flutes’ were used in marching bands of the period. *^  ^ He has examined 
instruments of the period and notes that they possessed a windcap (more correctly 
called a sponge chamber) which terminated in a tapered bone mouthpiece. Recorder 
D5 in the present inventory represents such an instrument, having been made by Firth, 
Pond & Co. in New York between 1856 and 1862. Kuronen considers this instrument 
to be a flageolet rather than a recorder (see details in the inventory) but nevertheless 
the existence of the instrument lends some credence to the use of duct flutes in the 
Civil War period, but the evidence for their use in marching bands is far from 
compelling.
CONCLUSION
Evidence for the use of the recorder during the first three quarters of the nineteenth 
century is sketchy: an uncommon instrument is not likely to attract the attention of 
composers (as has been demonstrated in Chapter VI) or impresarios. The few
Wagner, L. personal electronic communication 06.04.04
Garolfo,R. Elrod, M. A pictorial history o f  Civil War era m usical instruments and m ilitary bands 
Charleston: Pictorial Histories Publishing Co. 1985 
Thompson, R. ‘The anachronistic recorder’
The American Recorder II 4 1961 p3
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references to the use of the recorder do, however, point to its continued existence 
throughout the nineteenth century.
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CHAPTER VIII
ICONOGRAPHY AND LITERATURE
The visual and literary arts can provide the student of organology with pertinent 
information related to familiarity with, and use of, a musical instrument. Such 
secondary evidence can be of value in placing an instrument in its historical context.
THE VISUAL ARTS
Musical instruments have been portrayed in visual art since the days of the great 
classical civilisations of ancient Greece and Rome. From the Middle Ages to the 
present day, artists have painted (and sculptors have carved) musical instruments in 
contexts ranging from the sacred to the secular, from the precise depiction of 
instruments to stylized realizations, from portrait to landscape. A scrutiny of 
paintings of musical instruments demonstrates that some artists seek to represent 
instruments in accurate detail whereas for others the instruments merely relate to 
persons, places or artefacts connected with music. This latter group is of interest to 
the organologist only insofar as such works may point to the circumstances in which 
the instrument was used at a given time in history but it is the former which may yield 
useful technical information. The painter may be more or less familiar with technical 
musical matters: for example, many illustrations of lutenists painted at the zenith of 
the instrument’s popularity in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries display the 
instrument itself in considerable detail but fail to give an accurate picture of the 
position of the hands of the player upon the instrument. Caution must therefore be 
exercised in transferring iconographie evidence to historical or organological fact.
The paragraph above applies essentially to contemporary art, that is, painting 
depicting events around the lifetime of the painter, but many works of art are 
realizations of historical or classical scenes and any depiction of instruments in these 
works is liable to be conjectural. Other works may show fantastic musical 
instruments: the Pre-Raphaelite artists exhibit this tendency to a considerable degree 
and it is important to realize (in the context of the present study) that the late Pre- 
Raphaelites were contemporaries of those musicians who were responsible for
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reviving historical instruments. Neither classical realizations nor impressions of 
stylized instruments (although laudable as works of art) are of much significance to 
the organologist.
For a work of visual art to be of value in the study of a musical instrument it must of 
necessity provide a sufficiently convincing illustration of that instrument, for, without 
this, it may be disregarded. A painting which illustrates a duct flute (possibly a 
recorder or possibly a flageolet or csakan) is of little relevance to the present study, 
but one which clearly illustrates a recorder is significant. The instrument itself may 
be studied, its use placed in an historical context and deductions made regarding 
sociological factors (see below. Les Aveugles). Caution, however, must be applied 
relating to ‘artistic licence’.
The aim of the present chapter on Iconography is less to present a comprehensive 
catalogue of works displaying the recorder in the period of study than to capture a 
‘flavour’ of the awareness of the recorder by painters and decorative artists across 
Europe in the period under discussion. The principal source of reference was 
Lander’s website ‘Recorder Iconography’ but reference was also made to the 
websites of RIDiM (Répertoire International d’Iconographie Musicale) and RCMI 
(Research Center for Musical Iconography).*^^ *^  ^ A number of texts relating to art in 
the nineteenth century were examined, and an on-line search was made for relevant 
photographs in the Lebrecht Musical Collection. *^^
THE WORKS OF ART
The question of ‘When is a particular instrument a recorder?’ is more difficult to 
answer in the field of painting than when examining instruments themselves. As has 
been noted above, many paintings depict a ‘flute’ or ‘pipe’: some specify a recorder, 
whilst others clearly illustrate a recorder yet do not describe it as such. Flageolets and 
csakans (the latter few in number) may on first glance appear to be recorders but
Lander, N.S Recorder Iconography 
http://members.iinet.net.au/~nickl/artrefs.html 
http://web.gc.cuny.edu/rcmi/ridim.htm 
http://web.gc.cuny.edu/rcmi/About.htm
www.lebrecht.co.uk
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critical examination may reveal otherwise and inevitably painters themselves may not 
be entirely clear which instrument they are illustrating. The works of art described in 
the present thesis are only those which show recorders and are tabulated below: 
detailed descriptions are given in Appendix I. The author has been able to visualize 
reproductions of some of the paintings but in many cases the description of other 
researchers (notably the authoritative Anthony Rowland-Jones, cited in Lander’s 
website) has been taken as definitive.
A description of each the cited works is given in Appendix I ‘Iconography’ but in 
order to facilitate the present discussion the works are listed below, together with their 
painter, date and country of origin. Where the exact date of the work is not known, 
the dates of birth and death of the artist are given.
1. The Shepherd Piper Anderson, Sophie 1881 GB
2. The Rehearsal Baumgartner, Peter 1834-1911 D
3. Les Aveugles Boilly, Louis Leopold 1825 F
4. The Piping Shepherd Fripp, Alfred 1822-1845 GB
5. The Power of Music Good, Thomas 1789-1872 GB
6. The Shepherd Boy Linnell, John 1831 GB
7. A Grand Review Livesay, Richard 1800 GB
8. St. Cecilia and 
Musical Angels
Nadorp, Franz 1794-1836 D
9. The Violinist Jean-Joseph 
Bott as a Child
Anonymous c 183 6 D
10. Façade Decoration Cassone, Francesco cl 842 I
11. Decorated Piano Gamble, John c l870 GB
The works cited are a representative sample of what transpires to be a surprisingly 
large canvas. They are distributed across Europe and throughout the century, 
demonstrating an awareness of the recorder rather greater than would be anticipated 
from the widely held perception of its virtual disappearance from the late eighteenth
8 6
century onwards. It is not clear how many of these artists actually saw (or, less 
probably, heard) recorders but they certainly possessed an awareness of its outward 
appearance.
The musical topics illustrated are conventional (rehearsal, angels, street musicians) 
but it is worthy of comment that three painters (Anderson, Fripp, and Linnell) have 
chosen to depict the recorder in the hands of a shepherd boy, reminiscent of the role 
of the instrument in pastoral scenes and arias in the late baroque period. Linnell’s The 
Shepherd Boy is shown in Illustration IV.
One work in particular demands special consideration for it demonstrates on one hand 
the problems of iconographie interpretation in the context of organology and, on the 
other, gives a valuable insight into the sociological status of street musicians. Boilly’s 
Les Aveugles (The Blind) is dated 1825 and portrays two street musicians, one playing 
the violin and singing, the other with a duct flute. The third person present is a small 
boy who holds out a tattered cap, no doubt in the hope of receiving gifts of money 
(Illustration V). The duct flute clearly has the head of a recorder with a typical 
baroque-style beaked mouthpiece, but there is a single key placed above the first tone- 
hole, the key-flap extending to the head-joint. Keys of this type were a feature of the 
chalumeau, and Rowland Jones considers that the instrument is probably a chalumeau 
rather than a recorder. In Lander’s ‘Recorder Iconography’ (previously cited) 
Rowland Jones writes:
I am inclined to think that this is a chalumeau rather than a recorder, though a
csakan remains a possibility.
The present author is convinced that the instrument is a recorder (despite the key), for 
the mouthpiece is evidently that of a recorder and not of a chalumeau (no reed or 
ligature is apparent). It is unlikely that a chalumeau would have been in use in France 
in 1825, for, although illustrated in the Encyclopédie of Diderot et d’Alembert of 
1753, the instrument had virtually disappeared by the end of the century. By this time 
‘chalumeau’ had acquired its present use as a term referring to the lowest register of 
the clarinet, then very much in ascendancy. There is no evidence for the use of the 
csakan in France. A second organological feature of the lithograph lies in the
A.
I l l u s t r a t i o n  I V
Shepherd Boy 
(John Linné II)
Reproduced by perm ission o f  
The Bridgeman Art Library, London
Illustration V
Les Aveugles 
(Louis Leopold Boilly)
Reproduced by perm ission o f  
Paul ProLite, SA , Paris
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violinist’s bo^v: it is depicted as out-curved, despite the increasingly common use of 
the Tourte bow from the mid-eighteenth century onwards. Two interpretations are 
possible: firstly, the artist may not have been familiar with the technicalities of violin 
bows (as he appears not to have been regarding keys on the recorder), and secondly 
(and of greater sociological interest) a poor blind musician may only have possessed a 
‘dated’ bow with which to play. It remains a matter of speculation. The features 
discussed illustrate both the problems of relating iconography to organology and the 
value of iconography to both the organologist and social historian of music.
THE PRE-RAPHAELITES
During the Victorian era three movements developed in England in relation to the 
visual and decorative arts: all three are closely interwoven and it is with the latest of 
these (the Arts and Crafts Movement) that Arnold Dolmetsch formed a loose 
association. A brief examination of the Pre-Raphaelites, the Aesthetic Movement, 
and the Arts and Crafts Movement and their role in musical iconography and the early 
music revival is apposite.
The Pre-Raphaelite Movement (initially led by Hunt, Rosetti, and Millais) began in 
the late 1840s as a reaction against the prevailing artistic establishment: the movement 
was possessed of romantic idealism and a ‘back to nature’ approach, and, taking its 
clue from renaissance art, often had a religious background. As the century 
progressed, the Aesthetic Movement (led by Edward Burne-Jones) became 
prominent: the basis of the movement was ‘art for art’s sake’ but subsequently the 
Arts and Crafts Movement came into being. The latter movement (led by Williarh 
Morris) expressed particular interest in the decorative arts and favoured the artisan 
over and against the technique of mass production and mechanization in large 
factories which was beginning to prevail in the late Victorian era.
It would be surprising if such movements did not portray musical instruments, given 
that much of the background to the movements lay in recapturing some of the spirit of 
the late mediaeval artists whose paintings commonly (and often accurately) depicted
Wood, C. The Pre-Raphaelites 
London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson 1981
instruments. By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, early instruments were 
being rediscovered, made and played but even the very late Pre-Raphaelites failed to 
present accurate pictures of instruments. The instruments which do appear are 
stylized ‘fantasy’ creations of long trumpets, improbable stringed instruments and 
varying types of pipes. Classical illustrations of Pre-Raphaelite musical 
‘iconography’ may be seen in Edward Burne-Jones’ The Golden Stairs of 1880 and 
later in the period John Melhuish Strudwick depicted a psaltery, a strange bowed 
instrument and an organ in his Music o f a Bygone Age (the music being played is 
notated in modem style with treble and bass clefs clearly visible).
In the year 1894 Burne-Jones brought William Morris (who was not particularly 
appreciative of music) to one of Arnold Dolmetsch’s concerts. Dolmetsch’s wife, 
Mabel, described Morris’ reaction in her Personal Recollections o f Arnold 
Dolmetsch'P^
“He understood the music at once”, Dolmetsch recalled years later, “and his 
emotion was so strong that he was moved to tears. He had found the lost art.”
At the behest of Morris, Dolmetsch began to build his first harpsichord to be exhibited 
at the Arts and Crafts Exhibition of 1896. Decoration was applied to the instmment 
by Helen Coombe, Selwyn Image, and Herbert Home but the outside was never 
completely finished. It was painted a dull green and is known as ‘The Green 
Harpsichord’ in Dolmetsch circles to this day.
The present author has not been able to identify recorders in any works of art from 
these schools, despite their prominence in the days of the recorder’s revival.
PHOTOGRAPHS
No photographs of the recorder in the very early days of its revival have come to 
light. However, a photograph taken by the author of a framed photograph of Paul 
Walch in the Schloss Adelsheim museum in Berchtesgaden is reproduced as
Dolmetsch, M. Personal recollections o f  Arnold Dolmetsch  
London: Routledge and Keegan Paul 1957 pl63
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Illustration II. Although not displaying a recorder (the instrument appears to be a 
small clarinet) this photograph dating from 1867 provides a remarkable image of the 
last recorder maker of the Walch dynasty (see Chapter V, ‘The Berchtesgadener 
Fleitl’).
LITERATURE
In contrast to the visual arts, there are few references to the recorder, at least in 
English literature. A number of references such as dictionaries are cited in the 
relevant parts of the present text but a search of Lander’s website ‘Literary and 
Theatrical References to the Recorder’ revealed few entries: the site, however, only 
encompasses the English l ang ua ge . No  comparable source relating to French and 
German literature on the recorder is known to the present author but two isolated 
German references are included although neither is of outstanding importance.
Charles Dickens refers to the recorder in Great Expectations (1861) when Pip and his 
companions go to a performance of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, a play which makes 
reference to the recorder. This is not of great significance in the story of the recorder 
in the nineteenth century as it merely alludes to Shakespeare’s own writing.
Of more interest is an unexpected reference to the recorder in Sir Richard Burton’s 
The Book o f the Thousand Nights and a Night, written between 1885 and 1888. 
Describing a Middle Eastern meal, he writes:
At last they brought out a fine wine service with rich old wine, and we sat down to 
drinlc and sing some songs and others played the lute and psaltery and recorders 
and other instruments, and the bowl went merrily around.
Burton (1821-1890), an English traveller, wrote many books including Personal 
Narratives o f a pilgrimage to Al Madinah and Mecca and translated both the Kama 
Sutra (1883) and The Arabian Nights (1885-88) into English. The reference to the 
recorder is most unexpected (recorders were first heard in London in 1885 during the 
International Inventions Exhibition) and the reference to wine makes it improbable
Lander, N.S. Literary and theatrical references to the recorder 
http://www.iinet.net.au/~nickl/quotes.html
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that he was describing a scene in an Arab (Islamic) country with any degree of 
accuracy.
In 1898, Christopher Welch gave his first lecture on ‘Literature relating to the 
Recorder’ to The Musical Association in London. In a series of six lectures (finally 
published in 1911) he discussed many aspects of the recorder’s history in relation to 
literature: his work is detailed in Chapter X ‘The recorder revival in England’. Betz 
(in Der Csakan und seine Musik p47) cites two literary comments worthy of note: 
Jean Paul (a nom de plume of Johann Paul Friedrich Richter [1763-1825]), in his 
autobiography Flegeljahr (adolescence) of 1804, describes a rather unseemly brawl 
between a bass player and a ‘Flüte-a-beccist’ [sic] in which the latter struck the 
former on the face and mouth with his recorder. No date is given for this 
contretemps. In his Novelle o f1828, the important German romantic author Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) makes reference to a soft sweet flute with a short 
beak which possessed a charming tone. In view of the description of the ‘beak’ it is 
possible that the instrument is a recorder although none of the German terms for the 
instrument are employed, and this author also mentions a Flûte-douce [sic] but no date 
for this reference is given. Although neither of these descriptions add a great deal to 
the loiowledge of the history of the recorder, they do point to an awareness of its 
existence.
CONCLUSION
Painters appear to have been more aware of the recorder than writers: perhaps they 
have seen the value of the recorder in certain styles of painting (such as pastoral 
scenes) whereas writers place less emphasis on such nebulous concepts. Caution 
must be exercised in the assessment of pictures of the recorder but there is compelling 
evidence that images of the instrument continued to appear sporadically in both time 
and place throughout the nineteenth century, these images sometimes providing clues 
as to both the use of, and perception of, the instrument. The information which may 
be gleaned about the instruments themselves is scanty. Despite these shortcomings, 
both visual artists and writers provide evidence of an awareness of the recorder either 
as an historical or as a freshly rediscovered entity.
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CHAPTER IX
INTRODUCTION TO THE RECORDER REVIVAL
Few events in history appear spontaneously as isolated phenomena, most being the 
product of a series of factors which interact to give birth to changes in thought and 
practice. Few events are the product of one person acting in isolation at a specific 
moment in time: trends are often apparent which not only transcend national 
boundaries but also occur over a number of years. Little was known of the recorder 
before the final quarter of the nineteenth century, but by the end of the century a 
number of pioneers were collecting, restoring, playing and making recorders. The 
recorder revival can only be contextualised as being a product of the whole early 
music movement and in order to place the recorder revival in context it is necessary to 
examine the history of, and reasons for, the early music movement.
THE GENESIS OF THE EARLY MUSIC MOVEMENT
The early music movement is a well-recognized phenomenon in current musical life 
and it is through the activities of that movement that the recorder was revived, first by 
a small number of enthusiasts but subsequently introduced into mainstream musical 
practice. Its rediscovery and development is inextricably linked with the revival of 
other early instruments and their music and, indeed, an interest in music of former 
times may be traced back many hundreds of years although a widespread interest in 
such music is of relatively recent origin. The term ‘early music movement’ conjures 
up a vision of musicians playing in an unconventional style (what, one may rightly 
ask, is conventional?) and on unconventional instruments but may better be described 
as an interest in, and involvement with, music of the past. Such a description places 
the early music movement in a cognate environment of musicology, organology, 
performance practice and sociology.
The early music movement may be traced back to the early years of the nineteenth 
century (albeit with roots in earlier periods) although widespread activity in the field 
only occurred in the closing years of that century. History abounds in movements and 
their associated counter-movements (the Protestant Reformation and the Catholic 
Counter-Reformation being outstanding examples) and also in episodes of massive
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change which alter the course of people and nations, these events often coming about 
as a reaction against a particular set of circumstances (of which the French Revolution 
is typical). Two movements in the nineteenth century appear to be of relevance in the 
early music revival: although one was artistic and the other sociological, both led to 
counter-reactions. Romanticism pervaded the arts throughout the nineteenth century, 
and industrialization changed the face of society, particularly in England.
ROMANTICISM
In discussing the revival of early music and the recorder it is appropriate to consider 
the topic of romanticism, perhaps the most significant movement in music (and in the 
arts in general) during the nineteenth century. Romanticism followed closely upon 
the heels of classicism: during the classical period the recorder declined in importance 
(as outlined in Chapter III) and during the age of the romantics it lay largely un­
noticed in the overall spectrum of music. The decline of romanticism in the late 
nineteenth century heralded a number of new trends in musical culture, one of these 
being the revival of an interest in early music.
Romanticism has been described as:
An artistic and intellectual movement that originated in the late eighteenth 
century and stressed strong emotion, imagination, freedom from classical 
correctness in art forms, and rebellion against social circumstances.*^^
Romanticism -  arising in the 1770s -  reacted against order and rationality, the cool 
logic of the intellect which pervaded classicism, and in its place favoured a more 
individual, spontaneous, and emotional outpouring from the composer. Its origin lay 
partly in the folk arts (expressing the voice of the people over and against the 
aristocracy* "^*) and may be politically aligned to the French Revolution. Romanticism 
tended to create a desire to return to -  and exalt - a perceived ideal world which had 
long been lost and during the course of the nineteenth century many artists of the 
romantic school demonstrated an affection for the mediaeval and gothic arts with their
Pioch, M. WebMuseum Paris 
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powerful heroes and heroines. The romantic ideal of re-creating an idealized past 
was, in reality, doomed to failure as art and humanity inevitably advance: the desire to 
re-create the historical past is, in itself, a relatively modem phenomenon which must 
always be viewed with a degree of critical scepticism, for the past can only be 
envisaged in terms of the present. The shift from ‘authentic performance’ to 
‘historically informed performance’ (as outlined below) demonstrates a paradigm 
shift in performance practice in line with this philosophy.
The formality of the classical period was giving way to a period of unrestrained 
emotion. In music the style galant progressed through the Sturm und Drang phase as 
composers sought to give vent to their emotions and by the early years of the 
nineteenth century, romanticism had come to dominate compositional style, 
particularly in the German-speaking countries. Emotion had triumphed over reason, 
sense over intellect. The romantics (whether musicians, painters, or men of letters) 
rejoiced in the spontaneous expression of feeling, in particular of love and romance: 
the artist himself (very rarely herself) became a purveyor of emotion rather than a 
paid servant who produced works of art to the order of an aristocratic patron. Social 
factors -  in terms of a developing plutocracy related to industrialization, a rise in a 
relatively wealthy middle class and a diminishing number of aristocratic courts -  led 
to an isolation of the artist within society. Art in its various forms had ceased to be 
the privilege of a few wealthy patrons. Industrialization began to free man from the 
constraints of his predominantly rural environment and through the medium of 
romanticism, emotion was more freely and openly portrayed.
In music, the romantic era essentially began with Beethoven (1770-1827) although 
some commentators consider him to be the last classical rather than the first romantic 
composer. The full flood of romanticism, however, is heard in the works of such 
composers as Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms, and Wagner. In the early years of 
the nineteenth century, music -  at least in the minds of some philosophers -  had risen 
above the other arts in its ability to express emotion through the relatively abstract 
world of sound. The German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860) wrote:
Hurd, M. An outline history o f  European music 
London: N ovello & Co.Ltd. 1968 p89
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Music is the answer to the mystery of life; it is the most profound of all the arts; it 
expresses the deepest thoughts of life being in simple language which nonetheless 
cannot be translated.
The twentieth-century Italian musicologist and writer on musical aesthetics Fubini (in 
a discourse on Schopenhauer) commented:
What emerges most clearly is that the domain of music is the domain of feeling, 
presenting as it does the most profound, ultimate, and most secret life of the will; 
and that feeling is opposed to thinking.
By the late nineteenth century, romanticism had essentially run its course in music, 
having bequeathed to the world a plethora of symphonic music, chamber music and 
opera, which remains in the popular repertoire over one hundred years later. 
Traditional aspects of tonality (dating from well before the classical era) were giving 
way to the shifting chromaticism of Wagner’s later works, yet out of the romantic 
tradition were bom several significant styles including neo-romanticism (R. Strauss, 
Mahler, Elgar), impressionism (Debussy), and neo-classicism (Stravinsky, Les Six). 
As romanticism gave way to these new trends yet another movement was beginning 
to come into flower. It is known to us as the early music movement.
On the subject of romanticism, Fubini makes a fascinatingly perceptive comment 
relating to the revival of early music:
...we should note that the early and middle years of the nineteenth century were at 
one and the same time both revolutionary and backward-looking, both fascinated 
by the abstraction, the rigour, and the religious qualities of the great church music 
of the sixteenth century and preoccupied with the creation of new forms expressly 
at odds with a tradition that no longer seemed to have a relevant yardstick to offer 
contemporary composers.
There is much to show for Fubini’s ‘nostalgic backward glance’. Throughout the 
nineteenth century early music was being rediscovered and played, beginning with 
renaissance polyphony and (particularly in Germany) the great choral works of
Fubini, E. A history o f  musical aesthetics 
trans. Hatwell, M.
London: Macmillan 1991 p280
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J.S.Bach. In painting, the Pre-Raphaelites were heavily influenced by mediaeval and 
renaissance art: the plays of Shakespeare were enjoying a newly-found popularity, 
and even the arch-romantic Wagner drew on German legend as a source for his music 
dramas.
Parallel to this discovery -  which gained in momentum as the nineteenth century 
progressed -  there appeared (in music at least) a reaction to the grand scale of the 
romantic symphony and opera in the form of a renaissance of the delicate tapestry of 
early vocal, keyboard, and string music.
Many movements throughout history (in art, in science, in politics, in theology) lead 
on to fresh ideas: as romanticism arose out of classicism, impressionism arose out of 
romanticism. Other movements lead to a counter-reaction, a retrogression to former 
ideas and ideals. Herein lie at least some of the seeds of the genesis of the early 
music movement.
THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
It may seem unlikely -  certainly in comparison with romanticism -  that the Industrial 
Revolution would have an influence upon music. However, it should be recalled that 
the arts not only express the feelings of the individual artist but also the collective 
contemporary ethos. Access to the arts is facilitated -  or limited -  by finance, leisure 
time, accessibility and transport, amongst other things. Small aristocratic courts were 
becoming a thing of the past, new theatres, concert halls and galleries were being 
opened and travel improved. More people lived in towns: some had sufficient wealth 
not only to visit artistic events but also to give financial support to such ventures and 
many of these changes relate to the social impact of the industrial revolution.
Massive change swept over European (and especially English) lifestyle in the period 
from c l750 to 1900. England, essentially a rural nation, underwent widespread 
industrialization during the nineteenth century, this process becoming known as the 
Industrial Revolution. Its relevance to music lies partly in the social changes which 
accompanied the process and partly on the reaction against the process which may be
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The Industrial Revolution is the name given to the massive social, economic, and 
technological changes of the nineteenth century, changes which themselves prepared 
the ground for the mechanized and increasingly technological twentieth and twenty- 
first centuries. In 1800 most of the population of England was rural, but by the 
middle of the century one half of the population dwelt in towns. The evolution of 
steam power had revolutionized factory work and transport both by rail and by sea: 
the mining of a great national resource in the form of coal and imports from growing 
colonial expansion (again influenced by the steamship) helped to secure economic 
vitality with a growing number of private entrepreneurs building large factories. 
Workmen were forced to work long hours often under dangerous conditions for very 
low wages and it is hardly surprising that a two-tier society came into being -  in the 
words of Karl Marx, the bourgoisie and the proletariat. The proletariat often lived in 
conditions of grinding poverty whilst the rich factory owners had an increasing 
opportunity both to follow and to finance artistic endeavour. Industrialization 
inevitably led to urbanization with large towns crammed with factories and housing 
for the workers, ports and important capital cities which became commercial and 
financial centres: the change from rural to urban economy was rapid.
Social and political changes have often exerted an influence upon the arts and to 
almost any movement there is almost always a reaction (as has been shown with 
regard to romanticism). In the decorative arts the work of William Morris in the late 
nineteenth century was perceived to be a reaction against industrialization, for Morris 
sought to counter the effects of mass production in the factory by encouraging beauty 
and individual craftsmanship. Pugin, in the field of architecture, sought to restore the 
elegance of the high gothic style over and against the black factories and chimneys of 
the Industrial Revolution. The present author believes that it is reasonable to 
speculate that part of the enthusiasm for early music -  even if but only a small part -  
is related to rejection of, and retaliation against, the massive depersonalising forces of
Industrial Revolution 
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industrialization with its ‘dark satanic mills’. The return to the elegant simplicity of 
the music of former years may have, amongst its roots, rather more than just a 
reaction against romanticism and its huge orchestras.
There may be many other strands which contributed to the early music revival, yet 
many cannot be precisely identified, but two factors -  drawn from the arts -  appear to 
be of relevance in facilitating the study of the music and the relevant instruments.
MUSICOLOGY AND INSTRUMENT COLLECTIONS
The science of musicology dates from the mid-nineteenth century. As interest in 
music of former times developed, scholars began to unearth long-forgotten works 
from libraries and study them critically: it must be remembered that, before the 
revival of interest in early music, nearly all the music that was performed in concert 
halls, opera houses and (to a lesser extent) the church, was of contemporary origin.
The first attempts at performing early music tended to use modern instruments but 
later in the nineteenth century musicians began to take old instruments out of their 
glass cases in museums and restore them to playing condition, the process being 
facilitated by the increasing obsession with the collection of artefacts, a pan-European 
phenomenon of the time. Long-forgotten instrumental techniques had to be 
rediscovered, often from surviving treatises. The tools required for the revival of 
early music and its appropriate instruments were becoming available. The eminent 
organologist Curt Sachs, as early as 1942, wrote:
The reconstruction of ancient instruments as well as critical editions of 
Complete Works were symbolic of a growing interest in music of remote 
epochs. Also originally an outgrowth of the romantic period, the historical 
movement in music gradually became a leading force in neutralizing the 
excesses of the later romantic styles, such as its decomposition of form, its 
obliteration of distinct outlines, its harmonic and coloristic [sic] super­
refinement, its calculated effect on the listener, its added subjectivity.*"***
Sachs, C. The history o f  musical instruments 
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It is not possible to pinpoint one single catalyst which precipitated the early music 
movement, for many factors interacted to bring about an enthusiasm for the musical 
past at a time when travel and communication were being made easier. Several 
salient factors have been outlined but it is also relevant to note that the late nineteenth 
century produced a number of musicians who made the rediscovery of early music 
and its instruments their lives’ work. Dolmetsch and his contemporaries were men of 
vision, yet often scorned by the musical establishment. Sachs, continuing his 
paragraph above, wrote:
In about 1900 this neutralizing tendency found fertile soil in a young 
generation which came to despise sentimentality, individualism and over- 
refinement. Opposed to virtuosity and concert display, this generation took 
refuge in pre-romantic music, from Bach backwards to the sixteenth and 
fifteenth century. Moreover, the old music and its instruments such as the 
recorder, were particularly suited to small musical gatherings...
Haskell has noted two distinct phases in the revival of early music.*"** He describes 
firstly the rise of historicism (until 1890) and, secondly, the historical performance 
movement, which he dates as 1890 to 1945. Of the first he writes:
Mendelssohn looked upon early music not as a body of historical artefacts to 
be painstakingly preserved in their original state but as a repository of living 
art that each generation could -  indeed should -  re-interpret in its own stylistic 
idiom.
This is a far cry from the concept of re-creation of historic musical performance, and 
focuses the mind upon the concepts of authenticity and historically informed 
performance -  the theme of his second phase. In our present age when ‘period’ or 
‘authentic’ performances are commonplace, it is as well to note that the pioneers of 
the early music revival had little respect for what we now call historically informed 
performance. They played the music in the style of their own time and upon the 
instruments of their own time, a style which could reasonably be described as 
‘authentic’ to the ears of a nineteenth-century musician. A brief discussion of 
authenticity and historically informed performance is appropriate.
141 New Grove II s.v. ‘Early music’ (Haskell, H.)
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AUTHENTICITY AND HISTORICALLY INFORMED PERFORMANCE
The word ‘authentic’ is described in the Oxford English Dictionary as meaning ‘of 
undisputed origin or veracity: genuine’ and it follows that an ‘authentic’ performance 
would be an exact reconstitution of the piece as conceived in the mind of (and 
therefore in the time of) the composer. Page writes:
Most performers and audiences from the late eighteenth century onwards (at 
least until the mid-twentieth century) were accustomed to performing and 
hearing most music, whether new or old, in a common style -  that suited to the 
instruments and aesthetics of their own time. What is more, instruments, and 
in some cases musical perceptions, were considered to have improved in each 
generation.*"*^
It is apparent that the concepts of authenticity and historically informed performance 
imply a paradigm shift in musical taste. Morgan describes authenticity as 
encompassing “a desire to resurrect, to the extent possible, works of the past in their 
original state”. *"*^ Over the past 150 years, early music has been subjected to a cult of 
authenticity (at least until the 1990s) which dominated the performance of music of 
former times almost to the denigration of other traditions of performance practice.
For example, the fifth Brandenburg Concerto of Bach would have been performed in 
the 1920s with a piano in place of the harpsichord, and the flute, violin and 
‘harpsichord’ soloists supported by a large orchestra. By the mid-twentieth century, 
performances using a harpsichord (often of twentieth century design) with a Boehm 
flute and modern violin but accompanied by a chamber orchestra would have been the 
norm, yet by the end of the century a cult of performance on original instruments (or 
copies thereof) using eighteenth-century techniques and pitch standards had become 
commonplace. It may be argued (with some justification) that each of these 
performing styles was authentic for its own day and age.
At the present time the term ‘historically informed performance’ is preferred to 
‘authentic’: that which is considered authentic by one generation may not be so 
considered by another, as the above example shows. Authenticity is an evolving
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phenomenon in its own right but is inevitably a ‘holy grail’ for no amount of study, no 
amount of re-creation of old instruments, can exactly simulate the conditions of 
performance or social environment of former years. Butt lists six criteria involved in 
an authentic performance, each performance requiring at least one of these:*"*"*
• Use of instruments from the composer’s own time
• Use of performing techniques of the composer’s own time
• Performance based on the implications of the original sources for a particular
work
• Fidelity to the composer’s intention for performance or to the type of 
performance a composer desired or achieved
• An attempt to re-create the content of the original performance
• An attempt to re-create the musical experience of the original audience
To fulfil all of these criteria may be the dream of every early music performer but the 
critic still has to question the opinion that, even if all six criteria be fulfilled, the 
performance will be authentic in terms of an accurate historical reproduction of (say) 
a Bach Passion. In the inevitable absence of recordings of contemporary 
performances of Bach, modem musicians may only surmise the sound produced, the 
tempi chosen, and so on. Not only do performers change, but so do audiences, both in 
their expectation and perception of music and in regard to the conditions in which the 
music was heard. A London opera audience in Handel’s time would have thought 
little of talking during a performance and Hogarth’s cartoons suggest that at least 
some baroque chamber ensembles performed under less than ideal conditions. At the 
very best, the performer (and his performance) is only a line of communication 
between composer and listener.
It is nowadays more appropriate to consider ‘authenticity’ as ‘historically informed 
practice’ for it is become increasingly apparent that it is not possible to reproduce 
exactly the conditions of performance pertaining two or three hundred years ago. 
Scruton, writing in 1997, comments:
144 N ew  Grove II s.v. ‘Authenticity’ (Butt, J.)
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The ‘authentic’ performer, using authentic instruments, is imitating someone 
long-since dead, and acting from aesthetic motives that were unavailable to his 
vanished predecessor.*"*^
To take information from historical sources and then re-interpret it for contemporary 
performance practice is certainly historically informed although it is not necessarily 
authentic in terms of an exact reproduction of music of former times. It is, however, a 
more intellectually rigorous approach to the performance of early music, or, for that 
matter, to the performance of music of any age but one’s own. Nikolaus Harnoncourt, 
a leader in the field of early music, was one of the first to suggest that historical 
reproduction represents a ‘modem’ adventure and not simply a direct reference to the 
past.*"*^  His observation serves to confirm that the ‘holy grail’ of authenticity is not an 
achievable entity.
In terms of the history of the early music movement it is pertinent to observe that 
those pioneering musicians who first rediscovered the works of former times often 
paid but scant regard to original scores, cutting freely and changing forces, phrasing, 
and orchestration: even the great harpsichordist Wanda Landowska was known to 
make both additions and omissions when performing the works of Bach. As the 
twentieth century progressed, old instmments were introduced but initially some were 
far from accurate copies and it is only in the past thirty years that period instmment 
performance has come of age. The term ‘authentic instmments’ has been replaced by 
‘period instruments’ - a clear example of practice being influenced by musicology.
The period instrument concept, as far as the recorder is concemed, is a relatively 
recent phenomenon for the early pioneers used either original instmments or 
redesigned them to be more suitable for twentieth-century use, that is, to make them 
more powerful in the hope that a better balance would be achieved with the piano and 
other modern instmments: the original arched windway of Dolmetsch’s Bressan was 
soon modified in Dolmetsch’s own instmments to give a larger windway with a 
greater cross-sectional area and rectangular profile (the so-called ‘letterbox’ 
windway). Other early makers sought to copy the form of old recorders but modified
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the bore dimensions. The age of the historical copy of baroque and renaissance 
recorders had to wait until long after the period encompassed by the present thesis: for 
the early pioneers, it sufficed to introduce a hitherto mute instrument of the past into 
contemporary performance.
Ultimately, any ‘authentic’ or ‘period’ instrument or performance is only ‘authentic’ 
or ‘period’ in terms of its contemporary realization and that is in itself dependent upon 
the current corpus of knowledge of historical performance practice. That which was 
regarded as ‘period performance’ in the 1930s was not so regarded in the 1980s and 
that which is regarded as ‘period performance’ today will almost certainly be regarded 
as inappropriate in the future. Taruskin elegantly summarises the situation: “Our 
historical outlook is totally relativistic. Every age is regarded as its perfect 
embodiment”.*"*^
A SYNOPSIS OF THE HISTORY OF THE EARLY MUSIC MOVEMENT
The principal source for the brief distillation which follows is Haskell’s ‘The Early 
Music Revival -  a History’ published in 1988. At the present time this volume 
represents the definitive English language text on the subject.*"*^
Many consider that the early music movement began with Mendelssohn’s Berlin 
performance of Bach’s St.Matthew Passion in 1829 (Haskell, p i3) but there is 
substantial evidence that an interest in music of former times existed long before this 
date. Even in mediaeval times troubadour music was committed to paper long after 
the death of the composer/performer and in the sixteenth century some groups 
(notably the Sistine Chapel Choir) performed music written fifty or more years 
previously: it should be remembered that this was an age when only contemporary 
music was fashionable and frequently performed.*"*  ^ In the 1720s, Pepusch’s London 
‘Academy of Ancient Music’ was performing renaissance choral music and the
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massive Handel Commemoration Festival held in Westminster Abbey in 1784 (with 
525 singers and players) attracted widespread attention to that composer’s music.
As the eighteenth century gave way to the nineteenth, a process of rediscovery of 
early music was blossoming across the continent of Europe.
In Germany an interest in the choral music of Bach began early in the nineteenth 
century, with regular performance of the composer’s oratorios in the 1830s and 40s.
It is relevant to note that Mendelssohn’s 1829 performance was accompanied by a 
large modern orchestra and some 158 singers were involved: Mendelssohn made 
many cuts and alterations to the score yet directed the performance from the piano 
upon which he played the continue part. By 1850 the Bach Gesellschaft editions were 
available and the first complete performance of a baroque opera (Handel’s Almira) 
was given at Hamburg in 1876. Of particular interest in the study of the recorder, the 
Bogenhauser Künstlerkapelle began their activities in the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century: the pioneering work of this group will be discussed in detail in a subsequent 
chapter. In Vienna, Baron von Swieten and Raphael Georg Keisewetter (who 
promoted historical concerts) established a fashionable taste for music of the 
renaissance and baroque periods.
Considerable interest in both choral and instrumental music was apparent in Paris. In 
1816 Alexandre Choron established a school of classical and religious music, the 
school becoming La Société de Musique Vocale et Classique in 1840, with many 
other choirs coming into being to sing ‘old music’ ranging from renaissance choral 
works to the choral and orchestral works of Handel, notably his Messiah. Dom 
Prosper Guéranger OSB, Monk of Solesmes, began his researches into plainsong in 
the 1840s. In the instrumental field, François-Joseph Fétis initiated his historical 
concerts featuring lute, viols, and harpsichord in 1832 and by 1860 Louis Diémer was 
giving solo harpsichord recitals.* '^ The same player established La Société des 
Instruments Anciens in 1890, the year after harpsichords by Pleyel and Erard were 
exhibited at the great Paris Exposition Universelle of 1889.
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In London, historical instruments (including recorders) were both displayed and 
played at the International Inventions Exhibition in 1885. The musicologist 
A.J.Hipkins gave a recital on historic keyboard instruments at the annual conference 
of The Incorporated Society of Musicians in 1893 and Arnold Dolmetsch -  the 
formative figure in the early music movement in England -  began to give concerts on 
old instruments at his home in the 1890s.*^  ^ In 1897 Dolmetsch played harpsichord 
continuo at Covent Garden for a performance of Mozarf s Don Giovanni which was 
conducted by Hans Richter, and in the field of vocal music the choral director Richard 
Terry (appointed to Westminster Cathedral in 1901) encouraged an interest in 
performance of music of the renaissance. The first of Christopher Welch’s six 
lectures on the recorder was delivered in 1898 and around this time Francis William 
Galpin was experimenting with the recorder and other early instruments. The work of 
these pioneers in the recorder revival is discussed in detail in following chapters.
Fétis continued his performances of early music on moving to Brussels and in the 
1870s Victor-Charles Mahillon became the first curator of the instrumental collection 
which is now Le Musée Instrumental de Musique. In the Conservatoire attempts were 
made to play early instruments (taken from the museum’s collection) in the 1870s, 
one such performance being witnessed by the young Arnold Dolmetsch: students 
from Brussels played recorders at the International Inventions Exhibition in London 
in 1885 (see Chapter X, ‘The recorder revival in England’)
Parallel with the rediscovery of early instruments and their music the new science of 
musicology was developing and scholarly editions of forgotten works began to 
appear. The late nineteenth-century zeal for collecting artefacts was making an 
impact on music with the establishment of both collections and catalogues of old 
instruments, many being extant to this day. Old instruments were restored and 
copied, although some of the ‘restorations’ caused considerable damage to the 
instruments, whilst scholars visited libraries in search o f ‘lost’ manuscripts.
The foregoing paragraphs give only a brief overview of the genesis of the early music 
movement, a movement embracing many European countries and many years of
Thomson, J.M. The Cambridge companion to the recorder 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1995 p l40
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activity. It does, however, demonstrate the late arrival of the recorder in a century- 
long saga. In the early part of the nineteenth century an interest in choral music 
predominated but the revival of the appropriate instruments for baroque and 
renaissance music came rather later, beginning with the lute, viols, and harpsichord, 
arguably (with the notable exception of the violin family) the most important 
instruments of these periods. It is only in the final twenty years of the nineteenth 
century that the first signs of the recorder revival may be discerned but it should be 
recalled that the recorder has never been a major player on the stage of European art 
music, taking second place to the transverse flute, oboe and bassoon. Its revival 
appears to have begun almost simultaneously in four European countries -  England, 
France, Germany and Belgium.
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CHAPTER X
THE RECORDER REVIVAL IN ENGLAND
The revival of the recorder in England is a story of people, of exhibitions, of lectures 
and of sporadic performances, the latter often given to illustrate lectures. The revival 
of an old instrument is integrally related to that of the overall revival of early music 
and in England one man stood head and shoulders above all others. His name was 
Arnold Dolmetsch. Although Dolmetsch’s role in the early revival of the recorder is 
minimal, his life’s work was devoted to early music and a brief sketch of this life will 
be given, followed by comments on the work of Engel, Bridge, Welch and Finn, and 
finally Galpin’s role in the recorder revival will be documented. The large exhibitions 
of instruments mounted during the period will be discussed together with 
performances on recorders and the critics’ reaction to the novel sounds to which they 
were exposed.
ARNOLD DOLMETSCH
The very name ‘Dolmetsch’ evokes a picture of the early music revival in general and 
of the recorder in particular: it is widely believed that Dolmetsch brought about the 
revival of the recorder and that his work was continued by his son Carl. That Arnold 
Dolmetsch played a very significant role in the history of the recorder cannot be 
denied but it is necessary to place his work in an accurate historical context.
Eugène Arnold Dolmetsch was bom on 24**^ Febmary 1858 in the town of Le Mans, 
France. As a child he received tuition on the piano (which he detested) and on the 
violin, subsequently studying the latter instmment with the celebrated player Henri 
Vieuxtemps in Bmssels, where he enrolled in the Conservatoire in 1879. Towards the 
close of that year he was present at a concert historique where he heard for the first 
time music of the late baroque played upon harpsichord, virginals, positif organ and 
viols. Whilst being impressed with the sound of the music Dolmetsch remembered 
sensing that ‘something was not quite right’. I t  was in Bmssels, also, that
153 Campbell, M. Dolmetsch: the man and his work  p9
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Dolmetsch first heard recorders, for one of the professors determined to give a lecture 
on early wind instruments. Margaret Campbell, authoress of the definitive biography 
of Arnold Dolmetsch, describes the occasion:
A number of students were chosen to demonstrate and when they came to the 
early recorders the professor allotted them to the instrumentalists who were, in 
his opinion, playing the modem equivalent. The bassoonist was given the bass 
recorder, the clarinettist the tenor, and the flute and piccolo players the treble 
and descant. Musicians familiar with the fingering of any of these instmments 
will know instantly how disastrous the results of such an experiment will 
sound: to those nineteenth century ears, who knew nothing of the early 
recorder or its fingering, it must have been a severe shock... Derisive laughter 
greeted every attempt and one student remarked that he could not understand 
our forebears using such dreadful instruments. ‘How could they be so un­
musical?’ he asked. But Dolmetsch was not at all satisfied at this total 
rejection of the instmments, and thereby in a sense also the music, of a bygone 
age: he remembered thinking that we do not dismiss the painters and writers of 
the same period merely because their style is not identical to our own. *
At this time the Conservatoire at Bmssels lay at the hub of the discovery and
restoration of old instmments, the principal protagonist being Victor-Charles
Mahillon (see ChapterXIII, ‘The recorder revival in other countries’).
In 1883 Dolmetsch crossed the English Channel to commence eighteen months’ study 
at the newly opened Royal College of Music in London and began to study the music 
of Purcell and earlier composers in the College library. Haskell speculates that 
Dolmetsch may have attended the International Inventions Exhibition in 1885 (and 
possibly heard recorders) but no source for this comment is given. In 1890 
Dolmetsch purchased his first ‘ancient instrument’ (a viola d’amore by Testore) and 
throughout the 1890s his work of discovering, editing, and performing early music 
was gathering pace. Dolmetsch had been trained as an instmment maker and was 
now able to restore both keyboard and stringed instmments (the latter mainly being 
viols). His services were occasionally required to illustrate lectures and to provide 
music for Shakespearean performances but it is important to indicate that Dolmetsch 
was essentially a string and keyboard instmment player, Campbell noting that apart 
from hearing recorders in Bmssels, he had not experimented with early wind
London: Hamish Hamilton Ltd. 1975 p i2
Campbell, M. Dolmetsch: the man and his work  p l2  
Haskell, H. The early music revival: a history p28
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instruments. In 1892 he visited Chester to assist Dr. J.C.Bridge (see below) in a series 
of three lectures on Music o f the Past, playing (with his daughter Hélène) on viol, lute 
and spinet to illustrate the third lecture The Early Instrumental Writers o f England}^^ 
The ‘Chester’ recorders (see below) were demonstrated at the first lecture but 
Dolmetsch does not appear to have come into contact with the instruments although 
doubtless he would have seen the programme. It is unlikely that his irmate curiosity 
would not have been aroused by this remarkable set of instruments.
In the mid 1890s Dolmetsch provided music for a number of Shakespeare plays 
produced by William Poel: his players dressed in period costume and played upon 
period instruments, Dolmetsch himself playing pipe and tabor in a performance of 
The Tempest in 1897.
It is widely held that Dolmetsch did not play the recorder until he purchased an alto 
recorder by Peter Bressan (1663-1731) in 1905, but recent research by Alexandra 
Williams in the Dolmetsch family archive at Haslemere suggests that this supposition 
is incorrect. Dolmetsch appears to have played the recorder in public on two 
occasions in 1900, the first being during a performance of Shakespeares’s Hamlet 
given by the Elizabethan Stage Society (directed by Poel) on 21 February, the second 
being at a meeting of the same society on 11 March. The programme note for 
Hamlet (illustrated in Williams’ thesis) lists the use of “Three viols, a Lute, a 
Recorder, an Oboe, Trumpets and Drum”, Dolmetsch himself playing viols, lute, and 
recorder, with Beatrice Home playing the oboe and Dolmetsch’s first wife, Elodie, 
playing the trumpet. The March meeting featured “The Musical Instruments used 
in Shakespeare’s plays: Lutes, Citherns [sic]. Viols, Virginals, Recorder, Trumpets, 
Sackbuts, Comets, Hautboys”. Dolmetsch himself is listed as playing “other 
instruments” -  which would have included the last five named above as well as the 
viol and virginals.
Kinsell, D. ‘J.C.Bridge and the recorder’
Recorder and Music V 5 1976 pp l57 -159
Williams, A. ‘The Dodo was really a Phoenix: the Renaissance and Revival o f  the Recorder in 
England’ pp74-75
Williams, A. ‘The Dodo was really a Phoenix’ Appendix 3 pp 19-20
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Whereas there is no reason to doubt the veracity of these comments, they do pose two 
questions which require further discussion.
Firstly, there is no documentation describing the actual recorder which was played, 
and secondly it appears (as will be related below) that Dolmetsch only learnt the 
fingering of the instrument in 1905, the year he purchased his Bressan alto. His 
widow Mabel Dolmetsch’s Personal recollections o f Arnold Dolmetsch suggests that 
Dolmetsch —as late as 1917- thought that he owned the only recorder in England with 
the sole exception of the Chester recorders. As an aside, it should be noted that this 
observation tends to confirm Dolmetsch’s well-described isolation from the majority 
of the musical world! On the occasion of the loss of his Bressan recorder in 1919, 
Dolmetsch wrote of the loss of le recorder, but Campbell does suggest that he 
possessed two recorders at that time.*^ ** In a conversation with the present author in 
2003, Campbell asserted that there was no evidence that Dolmetsch played a recorder 
before 1905 but it now appears (in the light of Williams’ research) that this is 
incorrect.*^* In summary, it appears that Dolmetsch indeed played a recorder in 1900 
but the tantalizing question of ‘which recorder?’ at present remains unanswered, 
although Williams speculates that he may have borrowed one of the Chester 
instruments: how well he played an instrument with whose fingering he was 
unfamiliar is also open to speculation. The eagerness with which he pursued the 
reproduction of the Bressan instrument after its loss in 1919 suggests that he perhaps 
possessed only this one recorder at the time.
Secondly, there arises the curious description of Dolmetsch playing a number of 
instruments with which he was not apparently familiar. Some fifteen years later he 
was to write:
Many of these [old woodwind instruments] have wholly disappeared -  for 
example, the shawms, the cromomes, the comets [comett, zink], and the 
recorders: Only two amongst these lost instmments have yet been revived: the 
recorder and the 18**'-century one-keyed flute. The writer having no authority 
to speak o f the others... ^ ‘^ ^[present author’s italics]
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Dolmetsch was a fine violinist and a capable keyboard player but he seems to have 
had little enthusiasm for wind instruments and indeed his use of the Bressan recorder 
was confined to playing simple melodies in broken consorts rather than to exploring 
the sonata and concerto repertoire of the baroque. The present author inclines to the 
view that, in the light of Dolmetsch’s own comments, he probably demonstrated - and 
even sounded - the comet, sackbut, and hautboy but he is unlikely to have played 
convincingly upon them.
In 1905, Dolmetsch the violinist, harpsichordist, and lutenist made a purchase which 
has given rise to much erroneous thought about this great man of music. He attended 
a sale of T.W. Taphouse’ collection at Sotheby’s on 7 June 1905, his account of the 
event being related by Campbell:
Enfin, vers la fin j ’ai acheté pour £2 un beau English recorder 1630 boxwood 
and ivory. Prefect preservation. Sweet tone.. .Cela me sera très utile.
Campbell gives three extracts from Sotheby’s catalogue of the day:
61. RECORDER or Flute à bee [sic], English, ivory, about 1730 in leather 
case, a fine specimen.
The buyer was Thompson and the price £5. 2s. 6d.
62. RECORDER cocoa-wood and ivory; and another in ivory.
The buyer was Milner and the price £2. 4s. Od.
63. RECORDER, Ivory hy Schobart about 1700, a fine specimen, in good 
condition.
The buyer was Fenton and the price £3. 5s.0d.
Campbell also suggests that there is no doubt that the recorder Dolmetsch bought was 
lot 61, and that ‘1630’ must have been a slip of his pen.
London: N ovello 1915 p457
Campbell, M. Dolmetsch: the man and his work  p i64
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An immediate disparity is revealed in this account of the purchase of the Bressan 
recorder: the Sotheby catalogue records the buyer as Thompson and the purchase 
price £5. 2s. Od, whereas Dolmetsch’s diary (usually accurate) clearly states that he 
paid £2 for the instrument. More recent work by Meadows has shown that the item 
purchased by Dolmetsch was lot 111 of the sale:^ *"^
111. VARIOUS, a box-wood and ivory recorder by Barton [sic]...
This information is compatible with Dolmetsch’s diary and it would not be difficult 
(in the days when recorders and their makers were less familiar than today) for a clerk 
to confuse ‘Barton’ and ‘Bressan’.
During a voyage to America late in 1905 Dolmetsch found an opportunity to learn to 
play his new instrument, for he had acquired (probably from the musicologist and 
collector Taphouse) The Compleat Flute-Master or The whole Art o f playing upon ye 
Rechorder [sic], a recorder treatise dating from 1695 and each evening as 
‘Minnehaha’ crossed the Atlantic, Dolmetsch sat in his cabin acquiring a new skill as 
a recorder player. His widow Mabel recounts that he also taught his daughter Cécile 
(bl904) to imitate the sounds of the cuckoo upon the recorder. Dolmetsch’s copy 
of The Compleat Flute-Master is preserved in the Dolmetsch Library at Haslemere, 
England, the recorder itself now being located in the Dolmetsch Collection housed 
at the Homiman Museum in London.
Although the years beyond 1905 are strictly out of the context of the present thesis, a 
brief mention of the use of the recorder by Arnold Dolmetsch does not come amiss in 
order to place his work in its historical perspective. He began to introduce the 
recorder into his concerts, Mabel Dolmetsch observing:
Meadows, H. ‘Happy Birthday, whenever that may be’
The Recorder M agazine XV 3 1995 pp87-88
Dolmetsch, M, Personal Recollections o f  Arnold Dolmetsch  p5
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The introduction of the recorder appeared to us at the time in the light of an 
amusing novelty, bringing a new flavour to our concerts/
The loss of the Bressan alto recorder by the young Carl Dolmetsch at Waterloo 
Station, London, in 1919 (one of the legends in the history of the revival of the 
instrument) caused his father Arnold to make his first recorder which he finished in 
1920 following much experimentation. A full consort of recorders played at the 
Haslemere Festival in 1926.
In connection with Dolmetsch’s role in the revival of the recorder, O’Kelly writes:
Because he is so much associated with the recorder, it is easy to forget -  or fail 
to appreciate -  that for many years the recorder occupied a peripheral role in 
Dolmetsch’s music-making... It is interesting to speculate, indeed, whether 
Arnold Dolmetsch would ever have had the motivation to make a recorder at 
all had it not been for the irritating circumstances of the loss of his own 
Bressan alto fourteen years after he had bought it.*^ ^
Dolmetsch, although largely scorned by the musical establishment, was the leading 
figure in England in the rediscovery of early instrumental music at the turn of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. He was often difficult to deal with, being very 
self-opinionated (one reason why many of his significant peers ignored him), but his 
inexhaustible zeal as restorer, maker, player, and researcher of old music knew no 
bounds and it would be not unreasonable to dub him the father of authenticity — 
certainly in England, and probably in the world. As Haskell says ‘he was the seminal 
figure in the early music movement’.***
Arnold Dolmetsch concluded his fine work The Interpretation o f Music o f the XVII 
andXVIII Centuries with the words ‘We can no longer allow anyone to stand between 
us and the composer’ seminal thoughts to fire the minds of his doubting 
contemporaries.
Dolmetsch, M. Personal recollections o f  Arnold Dolmetsch p88 
O’Kelly, E. The recorder revival ii: the twentieth century and its repertoire 
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JOSEPH COX BRIDGE AND THE CHESTER RECORDERS
In 1886, the Chester Archaeological Society moved to new premises and amongst the 
artefacts discovered in the removal was a case (which disintegrated rapidly) 
containing four recorders by Peter Bressan, one of the foremost recorder makers of his 
generation. The instruments were thought to have been in the possession of a Colonel 
Cholmondley who dwelt at the nearby Cholmondley Castle and were described by 
Bridge as soprano in f , alto in d% tenor in c’ and bass in f.'^’ Modem terminology 
would describe these instmments as alto, voice flute, tenor, and basset.
Beautiful as these instmments may be, for the purposes of the present work it is their 
early use in public performance which is of greatest concern. Joseph Cox Bridge 
(1853 -  1929) was organist of Chester Cathedral and took much interest in what are 
now referred to as the Chester recorders. In 1892, Bridge delivered a series of three 
lectures in the refectory of Chester Cathedral on the subject Music o f the Past and in 
the first lecture made remarks about ‘recorders or ancient flutes’. The recorders were 
used to play some Cheshire rounds. The Blue Bells o f Scotland and the Cheshire 
WaifP^ As has been related above, Arnold Dolmetsch assisted at the third of these 
lectures, but not upon the recorder. Some confiision exists in the literature regarding 
the 1892 use of the Chester recorders: Kimbauer^^^ describes a performance on that 
occasion of a gavotte by Henri le Jeune, and Thomson lists the players as Finn, 
Radcliffe, Bedford and Bridge h i mse l f .B o th  these authors quote from Hunt’s The 
recorder and its music '^’^  but the present author believes that they are confusing the 
1892 and 1901 performances, the latter being discussed below.
On Febmary 12^  ^ 1901 Bridge delivered a lecture on the Chester recorders to the 
Musical Association (footnote 171 above). He discussed the instmments and their 
history, his lecture being illustrated with the performance of the above-mentioned
Bridge, J.C. ‘The Chester Recorders’
Proceedings o f  the Musical Association  XXVII 1901 pp 109-120 
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gavotte by Henri le Jeune (1526-1600), a duet for alto and basset recorders and a 
quartet composed for the occasion by Bridge himself. This piece was almost certainly 
the first to be composed for recorders in the twentieth century and is discussed and 
illustrated in Chapter VI, ‘Music for the recorder’: the players were the flautists 
A. J.Finn and J.Radcliffe, with the Revd. J.L. Bedford (a player of the Welsh pibcom) 
and Bridge himself. Many years later Hunt had converse with Dr. Bridge, who told 
him that the players did not properly understand the fingering required and treated the 
recorders like whistles, covering the thumb-holes with stamp-paper (Hunt, p i22).
This legend (of covering the thumb-holes) has been perpetuated by Mayes in his 
recent volume Carl Dolmetsch and the Recorder Repertoire o f the 20^ .^ Century 
During the lecture. Bridge commented that he believed that music for the recorder 
was “of a very simple character, and confined, more or less, to an octave of notes”. 
This is surprising, for in subsequent sentences he observes (having studied Salter’s 
The Genteel Companion; or exact directions for the Recorder of 1683) that higher 
notes may be obtained by ‘pinching’ the thumb-hole. A disparity here becomes 
apparent: Bridge’s own lecture shows a perception of the function of the thumb-hole, 
yet his conversation with Hunt suggests that he was unaware of this. An examination 
of a copy of the Bridge quartet (kindly supplied to the present author by the Chester 
Archaeological Society) reveals that the first part (for alto recorder in f )  utilizes the 
note g” , which requires an open thumb-hole. The present author has explored, on his 
recorder, the possibility of an alternative fingering for g” which does not involve an 
open thumb-hole and has found no satisfactory option for sounding this note. The 
three lower parts of Bridge’s piece are all confined to one octave and would be played 
with the thumb-hole occluded. The likely conclusion is either that the young Hunt 
misunderstood the older musician, or that the latter’s memory was inaccurate. Bridge 
was aware of the existence of Mahillon’s copies of the Kynseker recorders at 
Nuremberg which were brought to London in 1885 for the International Inventions 
Exhibition (see below,‘Exhibitions’).
The discussion which ensued after Bridge’s paper ranged through the pitch of the 
recorders, the etymology of the term ‘recorder’, the wood from which the instruments 
were made and subsequently to Handel’s use of the recorder contrasted with his use of
Mayes, A. Carl Dolmetsch and the recorder repertoire o f  the 20' .^ century 
Aldershot: Ashgate 2003 pi
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the transverse flute. Christopher Welch noted that the obbligato to O Ruddier than 
the Cherry from Handel’s Acis and Galatea was scored for ‘flauto piccolo’, Welch 
considering this instrument to have been a fipple (duct) flute. The passage in 
question has a compass of two octaves but this, surprisingly, did not evoke comment 
in view of Bridge’s earlier assertion that recorder music generally had a compass of 
about one octave.
The Chester recorders came to London again for the Music Loan Exhibition in 1904 
and were eventually re-voiced and re-tuned by Carl Dolmetsch in 1939/^^ their poor 
state of voicing and intonation combined with the players’ lack of knowledge of 
recorder technique must have led to the performances of 1892 and 1901 verging on 
the cacophonous. However, a poorly-understood instrument was beginning to emerge 
from obscurity and the organist from Chester deserves his place in the roll of those 
who brought about the renaissance of the recorder and its music.
CARL ENGEL
The German organologist Carl Engel (1818-1882) came to London in the mid-1840s 
and acquired an extensive collection of instruments, which, after his death, was 
bequeathed to the Victoria and Albert Museum and to the Royal College of Music. 
Engel’s work prompted the South Kensington Exhibition of Ancient Musical 
Instruments in 1872 and his catalogue for this exhibition became a standard catalogue 
in what was to become the Victoria and Albert Museum, only being replaced in 1968. 
His catalogue gives a useful insight into the position of the recorder in the 1870s:
but not many are likely to have seen a recorder, as it has now become very 
scarce.
The nineteenth-century tenor recorder by Goulding (N15) was once in Engel’s 
possession. The peculiarities of this instrument engendered considerable controversy
Welch, C. Six lectures on the recorder and other flu tes in relation to literature pp 123-127 
Campbell, M. Dolmetsch: the man and his work  p55 
Engel, C. M usical instruments in the South Kensington museum 
London: Eyre and Spottiswoode 2"^ Ed. 1874 p l22
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(and indeed confusion): much of the debate was resolved by Christopher Welch in his 
1898 lecture to the Musical Association.
CHRISTOPHER WELCH
The bibliophile Christopher Welch’s role in the history of the recorder is perhaps 
more literary than musical but his six lectures delivered to the Musical Association 
mark a further step in the growing interest in the instrument. Welch (1832-1915) 
delivered the first of his lectures in 1898, the series being published in 1911 (footnote 
72 above). The six lectures bore the titles:
1. Literary errors on the subject of the recorder
2. Tone and effect of the recorder
3. Hamlet and the recorder
4. Shakespeare’s allusions to flutes and pipes
5. Milton on flutes and flute-players
6. The temple flute-player and the tomb-piper
Lecture I discussed the terminology of the instrument and the uncertainty (to a late 
nineteenth-century author) surrounding its nature. Welch proceeded to describe the 
instrument from the time of Chaucer in the late Middle Ages, mentioning important 
writers on the instrument (Agricola, Praetorius and Mersenne) as well as King Henry 
VIII and discussing the puritan attack on the flute. He discussed several terms for the 
recorder, treatises and the decline of the instrument -  “decay and extinction”. He 
castigates the eighteenth-century historians Burney and Hawkins before discussing 
the apparent errors of Carl Engel and William Chappell, the latter authors being 
criticized (and corrected) for their opinions on the Goulding tenor now in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum. This discussion is summarized in the notes on the instrument in 
the inventory, N15.
Lecture II dealt with the tone and use of the recorder, Handel’s use of the ‘flute’ and 
the obbligato to O Ruddier than the Cherry (a similar discussion followed Bridge’s 
lecture in 1901, in which Welch took part). The two subsequent lectures were
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essentially confined to Shakespeare, the fifth to Milton, and the final lecture to 
matters of Jewish religious practice.
The published edition of Lecture III illustrates the four ‘Chester’ recorders and a 
renaissance-pattem tenor recorder (probably by Bassano) lent to Welch by Messrs. 
Rudall Carte: a copy of this (or a similar) instrument made by Rudall, Carte &.Co. is 
held in the Bate Collection at Oxford (DIO). Welch notes the distinction between the 
two-jointed sixteenth- and seventeenth-century instrument and the multi-jointed 
baroque recorders of Bressan.
Welch’s lectures brought a depth of perception to the organology of the recorder and 
he dismissed a number of misconceptions which existed at the time.
JOHN FINN
The flautist A. J. Finn played a small part in the revival of the recorder. He played one 
of the ‘Chester’ recorders during Bridge’s 1901 lecture and in 1904 delivered a 
lecture entitled The Recorder, Flute, Fife, and Piccolo as part of a series given during 
the Music Loan Exhibition of 1904.* °^ Finn discussed the characteristic features of 
the recorder and gave a brief outline of its history. He observed that the recorder band 
existed in Belgium, but it is tempting to speculate that he may have been influenced 
by the performance of a ‘March of Les Lansquenets’ on recorders at the International 
Inventions Exhibition in 1885 (see below). Finn refers to Welch’s paper before 
mentioning Humphrey Salter’s The Genteel Companion of 1683 (see above, ‘J.C. 
Bridge’) and illustrated this part of his lecture with a performance (on a tenor 
recorder) of Haile to the Mertaille Shades from The Genteel Companion. He ascribes 
the decline of the recorder to its limited compass, limited volume and “defective 
intonation”. At the end of his lecture Finn commented that:
Undoubtedly there was something attractive about the old flutes. We are still 
interested in them, but they are of the past.
English Music 1604-1904, being the lectures given at the Music Loan Exhibition o f  the Worshipful 
Company o f  M usicians, held at Fishmongers ’ Hall, London Bridge, June-July 1904 
London: The Walter Scott Publishing Co., Ltd. 1906 pp 120-163 
New  York: C.Scribner’s Sons 1906
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The redevelopment of old instruments had yet to come about -  at least in the eyes of 
this flautist, who, unlike most of his contemporaries -  had a certain familiarity with 
the recorder.
FRANCIS WILLIAM GALPIN
Cast in the unlikely mould of country clergyman and musical scholar. Canon Galpin 
was bom (as was Arnold Dolmetsch) in 1858. A priest of the Church of England, he 
became Vicar of Hatfield Broad Oak in Essex in 1891 and remained in that post until 
1915. Galpin died in 1945 and the Galpin Society for the study of old musical 
instruments was established in his memory and continues to be of importance in the 
field of organology. During his lifetime Galpin amassed a collection of some 500-600 
musical instmments of all types, building some himself, most of the collection being 
sold to the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, in 1916: the recorders remain in that 
collection. He published his textbook Old English Instruments o f Music in 1910 and 
to the student of the recorder he is important both as a maker and player of the 
instmment in the early days of its revival: the subsequent criticisms of these 
performances again reflect the common perception of the instrument and other early 
instruments whose playing techniques were but imperfectly understood.
Galpin’s first checklist (1881-1890) includes four recorders, including one by 
Stanesby and one by Prowse (111816-1868), although subsequent study reveals this 
latter instmment to be a four-keyed flageolet: it is currently in the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston (17.1840).'*'
Galpin was apparently sufficiently familiar with the recorder by 1890 to play it in 
public for he and his wife gave musical illustrations to accompany a lecture by 
C.F.Ashby Williams on Music common in England during the days o f Good Queen 
Bess. A report in The Musical World of 22"  ^November 1890 makes interesting 
reading:
Galpin, B. ‘Canon Galpin’s checklists’ 
Galpin Society Journal XXV 1972 pp4-21
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Illustrations were also played by Mr. Galpin upon the Recorder, which may be 
described as a bass flute of soft and rich tone quality, but played à bec on a 
waite*, practically a flageolet and from which we derive our title for certain 
persons who make night hideous at Christmastime and (also) the original of 
the comet**, a straight, conical, tube with lateral holes. The effect of Ein feste 
Burg played on the latter instmment and accompanied by the regal is 
indescribable and fully accounts for our ancestors’ partiality for instmments of 
the stringed variety.
Galpin’s extensive collection of historical instmments was enhanced by the inclusion 
of instmments of his own making or finishing: Randall reported that Galpin “had 
exact and playable facsimiles made of the rarer instruments, rackets, shawms, and 
cromomes, to name a few”.'^  ^ Of particular interest is a set of four renaissance-type 
recorders, now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (N7-10). Bessaraboff, in his 
introduction to his description of these instmments, writes:
Canon Galpin kindly supplied the following information about the 
reproduction of the recorders Nos. 56, 57, 58, and 59.
As a large number of old specimens passed through my hands when I was 
helping Mrs. Crosby Brown to form her collection, I was able to take 
measurements of bore, etc., of some of the less common wind instmments. I 
also was in correspondence with the authorities of continental museums 
(which I knew personally) and found them willing to send me details of others. 
Having drawn all out to scale, I got one or other of the English wind- 
instmment-making firms to make the body of the instmment with the correct 
bore. Then I fitted the instrument up with the necessary finger-holes and brass 
keys, as shown in the work of Praetorius and Mersenne. From this you can 
see that they are not facsimiles of any particular specimen, but playable 
reproductions of the old types. I required them for practical use and many of 
them have been played at lectures in London and elsewhere, even the Great 
Bass Shawm (No. 132), which the late Sir Frederick Bridge of Westminster 
Abbey delighted in.
Specifically, Canon Galpin stated that Nos. 56 and 57 [N7, N8] were made in 
London and finished by him; No.58 [N9] is the ’’reproduction of a sixteenth- 
century instrument in my present collection”; and No.59 [NIO] is a 
reproduction of the type found at Verona, Bmssels, Berlin, Vienna.
* waite = wite, an old English word for punishment
** The instrument in question was probably a mute comett, the straight form o f  the comett or zink. It is 
hardly the precursor o f  the brass comet, which was derived from the trumpet 
quoted in Campbell, M. Dolmetsch: the man and his work  p25 
Kendall, E.G. ‘F.W.G. 1858-1945’
Galpin Society Journal I 1948 pp3-9
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A letter from Canon Galpin, January 21,1936/^"*
These recorders were exhibited at the Fishmonger’s Hall Exhibition of 1904 (see 
below) and illustrated in Galpin’s Old English Instruments o f Music, published in 
1910.
Galpin was an enthusiastic promoter of musical events in his village community, 
forming both an amateur orchestra and a choir. In 1893 he organized a function for 
children Ye Olde Englishe Pastymes with simple music, but recorders were not 
employed.^^  ^ In 1897 he presented the first of his ‘Paraffin Concerts’ to raise money 
in aid of electric lighting in the town (then provided by private enterprise) and in 1901 
gave a ‘Concert of works historical to show the progress of ordinary music 1685- 
1828’, but again there is no evidence for the use of recorders.
It is in the Paraffin Concert of 1904 that we first read of the Galpin Recorder Quartet. 
The instruments were those completed by Galpin, being a treble in g’, an alto in d’, 
tenor in g’, and bass in c (in modem terminology alto, voice flute, basset, and bass). 
The music performed is not known but in 1905 a similar concert was given and 
included an Ayre O Mistress Mine and ‘A Galiard [sic] c l600 . The parish chronicler 
observed that “The recorders were pleasingly quiet and formed a complete contrast to 
the more assertive music of the present day”. Curiously, Godman also alludes to a 
comment by the chronicler in 1903 “This was a unique performance reminding us of 
the time when soft music was admired more than volume of sound” yet there is no 
mention of the use of recorders in that year.'^^ The last ‘Paraffin Concert’ at which 
the recorders were played was given in 1914, on this occasion the players all being 
members of the Galpin family.
Galpin was a remarkable musician - a cleric cast in the role of an accomplished 
organologist and antiquarian, a man who was a pioneering enthusiast in the revival of 
what we now call early music. In relation to the recorder, he was one of the first to
Bessaraboff, N . Ancient musical instruments: an organological study o f  the musical instruments in 
the Leslie Lindsay Mason Collection at the Museum o f  Fine Arts. Boston 
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press 1941 pp68-69
Richards, M. personal electronic communication 17.10.04
Godman, S. ‘Francis William Galpin -  music maker’
Galpin Society Journal XII 1959 pp8-16
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sound the instrument in public in England and appears to have been the first man in 
that country to produce playable recorders at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. It is seldom appreciated that Galpin was playing recorder quartets in public 
more than a quarter of a century before Dolmetsch introduced recorder consorts at 
Haslemere.
THE EXHIBITIONS
The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries witnessed substantial international 
exhibitions in several European cities. Some of these featured both historic and 
current musical instruments (the Great Exhibition of 1851 was host to several makers 
of instruments but no historic instruments were on display) and some exhibitions were 
devoted entirely to matters musical. The era was one of curiosity for the exotic, for 
antiquities, a time of scientific curiosity and public awareness -  and enthusiasm for - 
new devices and inventions. It was the dawn of the age of gas, electricity, and the 
internal combustion engine and, in particular, an age when travel had been facilitated 
by the advent of the railway and the steamship. It became easier to transport artefacts 
both within and between countries and for people to communicate via an improved 
postal network.
The appearance of recorders at these exhibitions (and the increasing numbers in which 
they were displayed) serves to highlight a growing interest in the rediscovery of early 
music and instruments; it should be recalled that, at least in England, the recorder was 
virtually unknown in the middle of the nineteenth century. The following paragraphs 
serve to describe the London exhibitions.
1872
An exhibition of ancient musical instruments was mounted in 1872 at the South 
Kensington -  later Victoria and Albert -  Museum under the direction of Carl Engel.
In the preface to the catalogue Engel noted that an increasing number of collections of 
musical instruments were coming to light in Europe and made the observation that
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recorders were ‘very scarce’ (see above, Carl E n g e l ) /N in e  recorders were 
displayed at the exhibition, most being of eighteenth-century origin. The instruments 
were variously described as English flutes, flûtes à bec, flauti dolci and recorders. 
Engel himself lent an ‘English Flute or Flûte à bec about 1700’ and an English 
recorder of the seventeenth century described as a ‘species of flute’. It is likely that 
the former instrument is the tenor recorder by Goulding (N15). Rudall Carte lent an 
‘Old English Flute or Flûte à bec’ which may be the instrument illustrated in the 
report of Welch’s 1902 lecture to the Musical Association. An elegant anonymous 
recorder covered with tortoiseshell with gold piqué and mother of pearl inlay which 
was reputedly the property of the composer Giachino Rossini (1792-1868) was also 
shown: it remains in the Victoria and Albert Museum (1124.1869). It is not known 
whether or not Rossini actually played the recorder.
The 1872 exhibition appears to have marked the re-appearance of the recorder in 
England: conflision regarding the terminology of the instrument (which continued for 
some years) is evident in the several appellations applied to the instrument which 
would soon be known simply as ‘recorder’.
1885
The International Inventions Exhibition took place between May and November 1885 
at the Royal Albert Hall, the musical events being collated by A.J.Hipkins. Hipkins 
(1826-1903) was a keyboard player, musicologist and instrument collector, a friend 
and supporter of Arnold Dolmetsch, and one of the first in England to give recitals on 
the harpsichord. For the exhibition, Hipkins assembled a large collection of 
instruments, autograph manuscripts, paintings, letters and other artefacts relating to 
music and, in addition to the static exhibition, concerts of vocal and instrumental 
music were given. Both the display of instruments and the recitals are of interest in 
the history of the recorder.
187 Engel, C. Musical instruments in the South Kensington museum p i22
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Hipkins compiled an extensive catalogue/*^ the present author was able to study 
Hipkins’ own copy, annotated in neat black handwriting “Written, printed and issued 
between Good Friday and Whitsunday 1885. Laus Deo”.
Twenty-two recorders were displayed, including eighteenth-century instruments by 
the Rottenburg family, Coppens, and Villars. Fourteen had been lent by the Belgian 
collector Cesar Snoeck (1825-1899) and, as in 1872, terminology was inconsistent. 
The only recorder of nineteenth-century origin appears to have been an ‘English 
Flute’ by William Bainbridge dating from 1801 (Dl). No other recorders by this 
maker are known, Bainbridge’s claim to fame being his development of the double 
and triple flageolets.
On the first, second and fourth of July concerts of ‘Ancient Music’ were given under 
the direction of Victor-Charles Mahillon of the Brussels Conservatoire. The 
instruments played included harpsichord, viola da gamba, regal and one-keyed flute, 
the latter instrument being played by Dumon, who also directed a group of eight 
students playing recorders. This appears to have been the first ‘modem’ performance 
on recorders in England and provoked a mixed response on the part of the critics. The 
instmments played were a set of copies of renaissance recorders by Kynseker (cl 636- 
1686) in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremburg made by Mahillon and 
which remain in Le Musée Instrumental de Musique in Bmssels but are not currently 
on public display: their use in the 1885 performance was noted by Bridge in 1901. 
They are listed as N32-39 in the inventory.
In the programme (price Id.) for the concerts is written:
6.Sinfonia Pastorale ‘Euridyce’ I.Peri
Eight flauti dolci by pupils of M.Dumon’s class. The above to which was 
sometimes added a drum composed the military music of the Band of 
Lansquenets of the sixteenth century.
Hipkins, A.J. Catalogue o f  the loan collection o f  musical instruments, manuscripts, books, 
paintings, and engravings, exhibited in the gallery and low er rooms o f  the A lbert Hall 
London: William Clowes and Sons 1885
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10. March of the Lansquenets
(of the time of the peace of Cambrai 1519)
Eight flauti dolci and a drum by the pupils of Mons. Dumon’s class
The reactions to these performances were somewhat equivocal. The Musical Times 
of August 1 1885 noted that the performers exercised a large amount of skill but:
From the point of view of abstract musical effect, the efforts of the players 
varied greatly. Some of the effects were beautiful as well as curious, while 
others were only curious. In the latter category must be placed the sound 
produced by the eight flauti dolci in a Sinfonia Pastorale from Eurydice by 
Jacopo Peri, a composer generally considered the originator of opera. The 
flauti dolci are flutes à bec of various lengths, the lowest or bass flute 
extending downwards to F [this is given in stave notation in the original]. 
These instruments, with sometimes the addition of a drum, formed the band of 
the Lansquenets of the sixteenth century. The pupils of M.Dumon’s class 
handled them well, but the effect resembled a description of street organ now 
happily but rarely heard.
The vitriolic George Bernard Shaw (then a music critic and who subsequently became 
a friend to Arnold Dolmetsch) was even less enthusiastic. Writing in The Dramatic 
Review of 4 July 1885 (reproduced in Shaw’s Music^^^) he reported:
The original members of the Band of Lansquenets, of the XVI century, are 
happily dead; but they have left their flutes and drum behind them. The drum 
is of the sort used by the virtuosi that accompany Punch and Judy shows; and 
the flutes are brown keyless flageolets,* not very accurately pierced, and not 
absolutely identical in pitch. They are of various sizes, the largest resembling 
the leg of an old-fashioned bed, and the smallest -  a most dreadful instrument 
-  a leg of the small stool belonging to the same suite of furniture. They are 
eight in family, and when they discoursed the March of the Lansquenets at the 
Historic Concerts in the International Exhibition, the effect was voted ‘quaint’. 
The incessant beating of the loosely stretched drumhead; the weak whistling
Programmes o f  the International Inventions Exhibition M ay 4'^.-Nov.9'^.I885 
London: William Clowes and Sons 1885
M usical Times XXVI 1st. August 1885 p473
Shaw, G.B. Shaw ’s m u s ic -th e  complete musical criticism in 3 Volumes 
ed. Lawrence, D.H.
London: Bodley Head 1981 p302
* The instruments were not flageolets but this term would have been more familiar to the readers than 
‘recorder’: both French and English flageolets were keyed at this period (present author)
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of the soprano flutes; and the mournful woodiness of the tenors and basses 
moving in thirds, fifths, and sixths with them -  all being more or less out of 
tune from defects of construction that no skill on the part of the performers 
could neutralize -  made a whole which was certainly quaint enough: almost as 
quaint as the waits at Christmastide. But a little of it was enough to go a long 
way.
These Lansquenet flutes are called flauti dolci, or sweet flutes... The ‘sweet 
flute’ has an inimitable plaintive silliness that is all its own; but it is not sweet.
Hipkins recalled the performances in his Musical Instruments of 1888:
In the same concerts M.Dumon and his pupils played a march of the 
Lansquenets (1519) on eight flûtes douces {flauti dolci), in parts, accompanied 
by a drum. This was the military music of the period.
It is not without possibility that both Shaw and the anonymous Musical Times 
reviewer were correct in their disparaging remarks, yet viewed from the distance of 
history certain observations may be made. Firstly, the instruments themselves were 
copies by Mahillon of seventeenth-century recorders and at this stage in his career 
Mahillon may not have been familiar with the intricacies of the bore, voicing and 
tuning of the recorder, Shaw noting that the recorders being ‘not very accurately 
pierced’. Secondly, no record appears to exist as to the source of the fingering used 
by the players and recorder fingerings in the past were neither standardized nor static. 
Thirdly, although many Victorians were fascinated by matters antiquarian, there was 
often a tendency to despise such things as being primitive. In passing, it should be 
noted that a question mark must hang over the assertion that the band of the 
Lansquenets played recorders: transverse instruments (flutes or fifes) would have 
been more appropriate for out-of-doors performance.
The importance of these concerts lies not so much in their reported technical 
inaccuracy but in the brave steps of Mahillon, Dumon, and Gevaert (director of the 
Brussels Conservatoire) to introduce the sound of forgotten instruments to the public. 
Both the exhibition and the concerts were well-attended: the recorder was not only 
seen - as in 1872 -  but also heard.
Hipkins, A.J. M usical Instruments, Historic, Rare, and Unique 
Edinburgh: A. & C. Black 1888 p90
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1890
The Royal Military Exhibition was held at Chelsea Town Hall, London, in 1890 and 
consisted largely of wind instruments. The catalogue mentions figures of significance 
in the history of the recorder including Virdung, Praetorius, Mersenne, Salter (author 
of The Genteel Companion) and Stanesby. Seventeen recorders were exhibited, 
including the Mahillon Kynseker copies which had been played at the International 
Inventions Exhibition and a further recorder from Belgium was described as a “Great 
Bass Flûte Douce in C, an exact reproduction of an instrument in the Musée du Steen 
in Antwerp”. Although not so described in the catalogue, the instrument is probably 
the Mahillon copy N42 in the present series: the original remains in Antwerp, the 
collection now being housed in the Vleeshuis Museum. The Musical World of 8^  ^
November 1890 reported on a lecture by J.A.Keppey given in connection with the 
exhibition on the history of military musical instruments. Keppey commented on the 
presence of the recorders, “the flûte douce and the flûte à bec”, and noted that several 
fine specimens were exhibited.
There is no evidence to suggest that the recorders were played: the term ‘flûte douce’ 
was widely applied in the catalogue to the instruments now called recorders.
1904
The Worshipful Company of Musicians organized a large ‘Music Loan Exhibition’ at 
the Fishmongers’ Hall in London in the summer of 1904, the lavish catalogue (limited 
to 500 copies) containing general information and illustrations as well as a description 
of the exhibited instruments.*^  ^ On page 176 there is a paragraph devoted to the 
history of the recorder:
Day, C. R. A descriptive catalogue o f  the musical instruments recently exhibited at the Royal 
Military Exhibition, London 
London: Eyre and Spottiswoode Ltd. 1891 
The Musical World 8*. November 1890 p i l l
An Illustrated Catalogue o f  the music loan exhibition held by the Worshipful Company o f  Musicians 
at Fishmongers ' Hall, London Bridge. June-July 1904 
London: Novello 1909
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The modem transverse flute was preceded by the flute with a fipple mouth­
piece, known as the fipple flute or recorder, or by the French name of flûte à 
bec, now surviving only in the flageolet or penny whistle.. .the lack of artistic 
quality in their tone fully accounts for their disappearance.
The un-named author appears to be unaware that a number of the exhibited recorders 
were of modem manufacture.
Recorders (page 181)
1. A set of Four Recorders. German 
Treble in g \ alto in d’ tenor in g bass in c 
[1600] Rev. F.W.Galpin
Recorder was a name given to the whistle flute in the fifteenth century and 
continued in use till the early part of the eighteenth century when it 
became known as the Common or English Flute, to distinguish it from the 
transverse or German flute, and is now erroneously called the flageolet.
These recorders are illustrated, and appear identical to those in Galpin’s Old English 
Instruments o f Music and which are now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (N7- 
10). In the catalogue they are described as ‘German’ and their date is given in square 
brackets ‘[1600]’. The present author is of the opinion that this description (German 
[1600]) is given to illustrate a type of instmment in use in Germany at that period: it 
would be out of character for Galpin to give a false description of his instmments.
2. Recorder in c’, German, Seventeenth century.
Messrs. Rudall Carte.
This is probably the instrument illustrated in Welch’s Six Lectures and of which there 
is a copy by Rudall Carte in the Bate Collection in Oxford.
3. A set of four recorders, French, of eighteenth-century origin
These are the ‘Chester’ recorders by Bressan (described above) and are of English 
manufacture: Bressan’s biographical details have been the subject of debate in recent 
years and would probably not have been available in 1904.
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During the course of the exhibition a series of seventeen lectures was given: that by 
A.J. Finn on ‘The recorder, flute, fife, and piccolo’ is quoted under the heading 
A. J.Finn (above). The lecture was illustrated with a short piece played on a tenor 
recorder but the particular instrument used is not specified.
CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY
1858 Dolmetsch and Galpin bom
1872 South Kensington Exhibition
1879 Dolmetsch hears recorders in Bmssels
1885 Intemational Inventions Exhibition
Students from Bmssels play Mahillon’s Kynseker copies
1886 ‘Chester’ recorders discovered
1890 Galpin illustrates lecture using a recorder
1890 Royal Military Exhibition
1892 Bridge illustrates lecture using ‘Chester’ recorders
1898 Welch’s first lecture to the Musical Association
1901 Bridge’s lecture to the Musical Association 
‘Chester’ recorders played
1902 Welch’s second lecture to the Musical Association
1904 Music Loan Exhibition
Finn illustrates lecture using tenor recorder
1904 Galpin’s Paraffin Concert 
Recorder quartet plays
1905 Galpin’s Paraffin Concert 
Recorder quartet plays
1905 Dolmetsch buys his Bressan recorder
In the 1870s the recorder was virtually unknown in England, an extinct instmment 
whose terminology (in several languages) was confusing: by the early twentieth 
century a few pioneers were studying the instmment and bringing it back to life. The
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revival of the recorder and other early instruments is intimately linked to the process 
of the revival of early music (see Chapter IX) and this movement itself accelerated in 
pace as the nineteenth century drew to its conclusion. At first the recorder was used 
to illustrate lectures but the performances at the Intemational Inventions Exhibition 
formed part of a concert programme: however, it was not until the early years of the 
twentieth century that recorders were again featured in a concert. Public awareness of 
the instmment must have increased as a result of the exhibitions but -  inevitably -  the 
proclamation of research was restricted to academic musicological circles.
The critics were far from extolling the sound of the recorder, at best describing it as 
pleasing, and at the worst curious or even cacophonous. The poor reception of the re- 
bom recorder requires comment, the fault not lying with the instrument itself or -  
often -  its players. Firstly, recorder technique was evidently poorly understood 
despite the survival of several seventeenth- and-eighteenth century treatises.
Secondly, the quality of the instruments (or their condition, for example the ‘Chester’ 
recorders) may have left much to be desired. Shaw commented on the inaccurate 
‘piercing’ of Mahillon’s instruments but perhaps failed to realize that the skills of 
recorder voicing and tuning had been virtually unknown (certainly in England) for the 
best part of a century. At least one of the recorders attributed to Galpin is described 
as being of poor quality (D6). It should also be noted that some of the early copies of 
recorders were essentially made as museum pieces intended more for exhibition than 
for public performance, and that many of the early makers did not possess the skill 
and intuition of Amold Dolmetsch. Few of those who heard the sound of the recorder 
in the early days of its revival would have echoed Dolmetsch’s words
At the first sound the recorder ingratiates itself to the hearer’s affection. It is
sweet, full, profound, yet clear, with just a touch of reediness.
By the beginning of the twentieth century early instmments were becoming more 
common: Dolmetsch’s concerts had made the viol and lute familiar to a small coterie 
of devotees, and music of the renaissance and early baroque was heard regularly at 
these performances. Both Dolmetsch and Hipkins were demonstrating the 
harpsichord and other early keyboard instmments. The recorder was never a
Dolmetsch, A. The Interpretation o f  Music o f  the XVII and XVIII centuries p457
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particularly prominent instrument even in its heyday and it is inevitable that its revival 
took second place to the more significant stringed and keyboard instruments -  but in 
England the tide had begun to turn.
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CHAPTER XI
THE RECORDER REVIVAL IN FRANCE
The revival of the recorder in England is intimately bound to the activities of a 
handful of scholars: in France the study of the revival focuses more on places, 
collections and an intriguing collection of recorders. In France, an interest in early 
instruments may be discerned in the late eighteenth century, with collections being 
assembled somewhat earlier than in other countries. The history of the collections 
(especially in Paris) will be outlined and consideration given to the important village 
of La Couture-Boussey. Formal discussion on individual instruments has been 
presented in the inventory and its commentary (Chapter IV) but the unique pattern of 
recorder manufacture in late nineteenth-century France will be highlighted and the 
revival of the recorder will be placed within the context of the early music revival.
Two citations from the middle of the 1880s serve to introduce the manner in which 
the recorder was perceived at the time. Chouquet’s catalogue of the instruments in 
the Paris Conservatoire museum dating from 1886 lists instrument 386 (the first of 
some twenty-eight recorders) as follows:
386. Flûte à bec en ivoire
La flûte à bec, qu’on appelait aussi flûte douce ’ et flûte d ’Angleterre ’ a 
longtemps été en faveur. [The recorder, also known as the flûte douce ’ and 
'English flute ’ was popular for a long time]
Jacquot’s dictionary of 1886 gives two separate entries for la flûte douce:
Flûte douce. Ancienne flûte à bec du Moyen-Age. Appelle
par les Italiens Flauto Dolce [An ancient flute 
from the Middle Ages. Called by the Italians the 
soft flute]
Chouquet, G, La Musée du Conservatoire Nationale de Musique. Catalogue descrip tif et raisonné 
Paris: Libraire de Firmin, Didot, et Cie. 1884 p l02
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Flûte douce ou d’Angleterre Cette flûte traversière avait neuf trous et fut
employer dans les orchestres en Europe, 
jusqu’au siècle d e rn ie r .* [This transverse flute 
had nine holes and was used in European 
orchestras until the last century]
Jacquot does not appreciate that the recorder (whichever name it is given) is a vertical 
flute. The perception of the recorder as an instrument with only historical 
significance was evidently held on both sides of the English Channel.
PARIS
An interest in collecting old musical instruments began in Paris in the late eighteenth 
century and in 1796 a room in the recently opened Institut National de Musique (later 
the Conservatoire) was dedicated to a collection of old instruments, foreign 
instruments and to good examples of contemporary instruments. Several enthusiasts 
began instrument collections around the middle of the century, the few possessing 
recorders being enumerated below. This information has been compiled from 
Gétreau.*^^
1 Alexandre-Louis Sauvageot (1781-1860), a violinist at the Opera, gave his 
collection to the Louvre in 1856. Amongst his instruments was a recorder by 
Johann Wolfgang Konigsberger (dl757) with an elaborately carved head but 
unfortunately its foot-joint is missing. The instrument is currently housed in 
Le Musée du Louvre (OA 422), Paris.
2 The collection of E. Laborié (dispersed in 1867) contained a number of 
recorders with carved features: their present location is unknown.
3 Achille Jubinal (1824-1875). His collection included recorders.
Jacquot, A. Dictionnaire des Instruments de Musique 
Paris: Libraire Fischbacher 2"^ Edition 1886
Gétreau, F. Alte Instrumente im Frankreich des 19Jahrhunderts. Die Rolle des Conservatoire und 
privât Initiativen
in Easier Jahrbuch fu r historische Musikpraxis 
Winterthur: Amadeus Verlag 1997 ppl81-213
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4 Louis Clapisson (1808-1861). This composer was regarded as a pioneer in 
the collecting of early instruments. Clapisson’s interest lay more in 
instruments of exotic materials than in playing techniques, maker’s marks, and 
dates. The French translation of Gétreau’s paper suggests that Clapisson 
collected ‘25 flûtes à bec and flageolets’ but this information is lacking in the 
German text.
5 Charles-Edmond de Coussemaker (1805-1876) was active in Lille. His 
collection was sold the year after his death, the Paris museum acquiring ‘a 
unique series of bass recorders’.
6 Adolph Sax (1814-1893). His collection included about thirty recorders and 
transverse flutes.
The first of these specialized private collections began in the 1840s but after the sale 
of Clapisson’s collection to the state in 1861 old instruments became more accessible 
to the general public. Gétreau describes the last quarter of the nineteenth century as 
“/a haute époque'' [the high point] of instrument collecting in France and concludes 
her paper with an appendix listing twenty-two collections from the nineteenth century, 
each holding more than forty instruments. Such activity was not paralleled to the 
same extent in other countries and although the recorders were few in number, they 
were at least being collected, catalogued, and displayed.
L’EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE 1889
It has already been noted that the late nineteenth century was an age of great 
intemational exhibitions. The ‘Exposition Universelle’ (May to November 1889) 
took place on a site near the Eiffel Tower and was visited by several million people. 
Held in the centenary year of the Revolution, the exhibition showed France to be a 
nation of social and industrial progress: there were both historical and contemporary 
displays and, of particular interest, an exhibition of old instruments and a series of 
five concerts featuring early music on period instruments. Two of these were devoted 
to French music and two to Italian, with the fifth being given as an organ recital. 
Although recorders were not played, the use of other early instruments aroused much
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interest. Fausner has written extensively on the subject and relates that, in the 
concerts of French niusic, the first part was devoted to modem works, the second to 
baroque.^ ®** The players were Louis Diémer (harpsichord), Jules Delsart (viola da 
gamba), the Belgian violinist Louis van Waefelghem (viola d’amore) and the flautist 
Claude Taffanel. With the exception of van Waefelghem, all were prominent teachers 
at the Paris Conservatoire. Taffanel -  accompanied by harpsichord and viola da 
gamba - played pieces by Rameau at both concerts. The musicologist Julien Tiersot 
visited both the exhibition and its concerts, describing his experiences in his Musiques 
Pittoresques. Promenades musicales à l ’Exposition de and noted that Taffanel
made the sound of his flute soft to give the impression of the recorders of former 
times (plO).
Tiersot observed the method of reaming an oboe (in a display by courtesy of the 
museum at La Couture-Boussey)* and also the history of the ‘ancient family of 
recorders’ (again courtesy of La Couture). Following a visit to the exhibition on June 
8, he expressed the hope that the old instmments would be revived from their mute 
condition, and that some artist, inspired by the spirit of the old makers of the viola 
d’amore and viola da gamba, would allow us to hear again the music of Bach, 
Rameau, Couperin and Mozart on the old instruments.
Constant Pierre also gave an indication of the presence of recorders at the exhibition 
in his La facture instrumentale à l ’Exposition Universelle de 1889: under the heading 
L ’Exposition Retrospective he reported a variety of instmments, tools and accessories, 
noting that many instmments had come from La Couture-Boussey.^®^ There were 
many copies of recorders of the seventeenth century, flutes and a flûte d’accord, but 
these were insufficient to portray adequately the history of the instmment (pp281-2). 
The only recorders precisely identified were to be found in case no.39 (p283). Herein
200 Fauser, A. ‘De arquelogica musical. La musica barroco y La Exposiciôn Universel de 1889 
in Concierto barroco. Estudios sobre musica, dramaturgia, e historia cultural 
ed. Carreras, J.J., Martin, M.A.
Logrofio: Universidad de la Rioja 2004 pp289-307
Tiersot, J. Musiques Pittoresques. Promenades musicales à l ’Exposition de 1889 
Paris:Libraire Fischbacher 1889
* The activities o f  the museum at La Couture-Boussey are described below
Pierre, C. La facture instrumentale à l ’Exposition Universelle de 1889. Notes d ’un musicien sur les 
instruments à souffle humain nouveaux et perfectionnées 
Paris: Libraire de l ’art Independent 1890
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reposed two recorders, around sixty-five centimetres in length, one a tenor with one 
key by Hotteterre (the family member is not specified) and one by Bizet (French 
maker, 1716- cl758).
The instruments from La Couture-Boussey may have been modem copies (see below) 
but at least two historical recorders were on display. Diémer had been playing his 
Taskin two-manual harpsichord in public since the 1860s, and although early 
instruments were now being used in public performance, the age of authenticity was 
yet to arrive for it is reported that Delsart had fitted his viola da gamba with 
sympathetic strings. Taffanel, at least, appears to have had some perception of the 
sound of the recorder.
L’EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ET INTERNATIONALE 1900
A further Exposition was held eleven years later in Paris in 1900, a report by the 
committee organizing the musical exhibition being published the same year.^^^
As in 1889, an emphasis was placed on historical matters and six recorders were 
exhibited, including four from the Versailles collection of la Comtesse de 
Bricqueville. The soprano, alto, and tenor instruments were of unknown make but the 
bass was by Hotteterre: the recorders were illustrated on page 11 of the report. All are 
of baroque pattern but there is little outward similarity between them. An ivory tenor 
recorder and a carved boxwood recorder were also displayed.
On this occasion there appears to have been no involvement of the museum at La 
Couture-Boussey.
LA SOCIETE DES INSTRUMENTS ANCIENS
Diémer and his string-playing colleagues -  joined by Laurent Grillet playing the 
hurdy-gurdy -  founded La Société des Instmments Anciens in the 1890s and toured
Musée Rétrospectif de la Classe 17/Instruments de Musique, procédés et produits à l ’Expostion 
Internationale de Paris 1900 
Paris: André Eymeoud 1900
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extensively in Europe. A further early music ensemble, La Société des Instruments 
Anciens Casadesus, was founded by the viola d’amore player Henri Casadesus in 
1901.
These ensembles appear to be the earliest regular ‘early music groups’ in Paris, a city 
in which there was already a considerable interest in the choral music of the 
renaissance and baroque epochs. There is no evidence for the use of early woodwind 
instruments -  recorders or otherwise -  by these early ensembles, but it is known that 
recorders would have been available (albeit in very small numbers) in France at the 
end of the nineteenth century (as outlined in the inventory).
LA COUTURE-BOUSSEY
The Normandy village of La Couture-Boussey has been of considerable significance 
in the manufacture of woodwind instruments since the late seventeenth century and 
there is evidence to suggest that instruments have been made in La Couture (and the 
neighbouring village of Ivry-la-Bataille) since the battle of Ivry in 1590.^ °"^  It is 
believed that the name ‘Boussey’ is derived from buis, the French word for boxwood, 
which was formerly a common timber in the locality and of importance in the 
manufacture of (particularly early) woodwind instruments. Late in the seventeenth 
century the Hotteterre family began to make instruments in La Couture and to this 
family are attributed many changes in the structure of the flute, oboe, and recorder. 
The Hotteterres are credited (rightly or wrongly) with the evolution of the recorder 
from the one-piece renaissance instruments into the more familiar multi-jointed 
baroque pattern with its characteristic bulges to strengthen the instrument at the joints. 
The Hotteterre dynasty became extinct in the early nineteenth century but La Couture 
remained an important centre of the woodwind-making industry (employing up to 300 
people) until the time of the second World War: the manufacture of instruments 
continues in the area to this day.
In 1887 the instrument makers of La Couture determined to found a museum to 
“conserve all woodwind instruments, their parts, materials, and the tools used in their
Association des Amis du Musée La Couture-Boussey 
http://perso.wanadoo.fr/musee.instrumental
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manufacture”: it was to facilitate both theoretical and practical study. The museum 
would collect instruments -  originals or copies -  in use before the sixteenth century 
and also instruments made from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries in order to 
establish an historical base, especially dealing with the history of instrument making 
in La Couture. It was intended also to show the progress achieved in the resolution of 
the difficulties encountered in developing modem instmments.^®  ^ Many instruments 
were acquired from the local factories of Lot, Noblet, Thibouville and Martin: others 
were borrowed (to be either copied or restored) from the collections of Ernest 
Thoinan and the Belgian attorney Cesar Snoeck, including some fifteen instmments 
by the Hotteterres. Two of these were tenor recorders: replicas were made and the 
original instruments duly returned. A copy of an Hotteterre tenor remains in the 
museum but it is imperative to realize that these instmments are not copies in the 
twenty-first century sense, for only the external form of the instmment was copied 
and not the bore. Abondance writes:
Notons toutfois qu ’il s ’agit là de répliques pour la vue, puisque les perces des
instruments originaux n ’ont pas été fidelement respectées.
There was no concern to reproduce the instmments as playable reproductions {les 
perces,..n’ont pas été fidelement respectées [the bore was not faithfully reproduced]): 
the instruments were only to be looked upon [pour la vue']. The philosophy of the 
collection was pedagogic rather than practical: it was to show the appearance of the 
instmments rather than to reproduce their sound (Gétreau)^® .^
The museum opened in 1888 and now contains some 300 instmments of which nine 
are recorders of nineteenth-century origin. Eight of these are reconstitutions 
(reconstmctions), two (at least) being copies of older recorders.
THE FRENCH RECORDERS
Broadly speaking, the French nineteenth-century recorders fall into two groups: those 
dating from the earlier part of the century and those whose manufacture appears to
Abondance, F. ‘Musiciens et musique en Normandie’
Bulletin du Centre Normande d ’Histoire musicale no.6 (1ère trimestre) 1981 pp5-7
206 Gétreau, F. personal electronic communication 09.01.04
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date from late in the century and are probably associated with the revival of the 
instrument. The recorders themselves are discussed in detail in the inventory and its 
commentary (Chapters IV) and the observations which follow relate more to the 
historical context of the recorders than to their technical details. The small group of 
recorders made in the earlier part of the century form an heterogenous group, two 
possessing several keys. This group probably represents the tail end of the 
eighteenth- century tradition, albeit with some experimentation in the form of 
keywork. A further small group of recorders was made by makers whose period of 
activity spanned the middle years of the century.
It is with those instruments made in the latter part of the century that these paragraphs 
are concerned. Unfortunately it is not possible to ascribe exact dates to many of the 
instruments for their makers are not known. The reconstitutions made for the 
museum at La Couture-Boussey between 1888 and 1896 have been described above, 
but there remains a group of some twenty instruments (including several whose 
makers are identified) which are thought to be of late nineteenth-century origin. The 
instruments are scattered in various collections but several are held in La Cité de la 
Musique in Paris, many of these being ‘anonymous’.
Gétreau is of the opinion that the ‘anonymous’ instruments in La Cité de la Musique 
are connected with the recorder reviva l .Three  of these (A2, A6, A7) are of an 
unusually plain outline similar to an alto by Colas (fll857-pl883, recorder N5), an 
alto by F.Noblet (fl cl 820, N46) and further anonymous altos in Brussels (A34) and 
in the Steams Collection (A35). This pattern is not seen elsewhere. The ‘cellist, 
organologist and early music pioneer Auguste Tolbecque (see below) is known to 
have made a copy of an Hotteterre tenor, the instmment now being preserved in Paris 
(N56).
In a recent publication on the recorder in the twentieth century, Cécile Robert has 
drawn attention to a recorder by Lot, illustrated on p57 of her book.^^  ^ She believes 
this instrument to have been made by Louis Lot in 1873. Although it is possible that
Gétreau, F. personal electronic communication 09.01.04  
Robert, C. Xxème siècle et flû te à bec; sa  redécouverte en France 
Bourg-la-Reine: Zurfluh 1998 p79
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recorders were being made in France at this period, the present author has 
demonstrated that this recorder is by the mid-twentieth century maker Lucien Lot 
(recorder D8).
The catalogue of the firm Jérôme Thibouville-Lamy of 1878 lists a series of flûtes à 
bec, priced by the dozen:
1630 Flûtes tierces, buis, unies à bee, la douzaine 18Fr.
1631 Flûtes tierces, buis, garnies corne à bec la douzaine 24Fr.
(third flutes, box, simple or decorated with horn à bec the dozen 18/24Fr.)
Large flutes with a similar description are also offered, as are Articles Jouets 
d ’Enfants, Flûtes à bec en métal Ail these instruments are remarkably cheap, a 5- 
keyed flûte, for example, being priced at 27Fr. and a Boehm flute at 200Fr?°^
The firm of Jérôme Thibouville-Lamy was a large company producing many types of 
musical instruments, flourishing in Paris from before 1867 to after 1950. The low 
price of these flûtes douces à bec suggests that they may have been intended for 
school or amateur use but there is no other evidence to support this speculation. None 
of the instruments appear to have survived.
At present there is no indication of the use to which these nineteenth-century 
recorders were put, but their very existence implies an early revival of the recorder in 
France: the similarity in shape of the five anonymous recorders to those of Colas and 
F Noblet is unlikely to be a coincidence. Overall, there are a high proportion of altos 
and tenors in the collections with (surprisingly) the latter predominating.
In summary, there were two distinct schools of recorder making in late nineteenth- 
century France -  the first purely for display in glass cases, the second for a more 
musical function.
Catalogue o f  the firm  Jérôme Thibouville-Lamy 
Paris: 1878 p i03
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MISCELLANEA
The Belgian musician and author François-Joseph Fétis established a series of 
historical concerts using historical instruments in Paris in 1832. His work is discussed 
in more detail in Chapter XIII.
Auguste Tolbecque (1830-1919) was trained as a ‘cellist but subsequently played the 
viola da gamba: it is reputed that it was at the hands of Tolbecque that the young 
Arnold Dolmetsch first heard the sound of the gamba in 1878,^ *  ^and the two men 
communicated by letter later in life. Tolbecque eventually moved to the town of 
Niort, studied instrument-making with Victor Rambeaux^' ’ and both restored and 
made copies of old instruments including an Hotteterre tenor (N56) now in the Paris 
collection.
Jean-Yves Rauline has recently highlighted the existence of many amateur music 
societies in France in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.^^^ Whilst he 
gives no direct evidence for the use of recorders, the presence of these societies 
indicates an enthusiasm amongst amateurs for playing wind instruments. As Hunt has 
observed, “there are many amateurs who would be able to play the recorder but would 
never get a note out of a flute”.^ ^^  It is possible that recorders were made in late 
nineteenth-century France to cater for this market, but no evidence for this hypothesis 
has yet been discovered.
Apart from a handful of instruments made early in the nineteenth century, the recorder 
appears to have been little known in France in the 1880s: this is bom out by the 
catalogue and dictionary citations given above. There was, however, a considerable 
interest in the revival of early choral music in France, but the revival of early 
instmmental performance was only sporadic. Diémer’s Société des Instruments 
Anciens was probably the first regular professional early music ensemble in Europe.
Campbell, M. Dolmetsch: the man and his w ork\i\3A  
N ew  Grove II s.v. Tolbecque (Barnard, E.)
Rauline, J-Y. ‘Nineteenth century French amateur music societies and changes in instrument 
construction: their evolution caught between passivity and progress’
Galpin Society Journal LVII 2004 pp236-245  
Hunt, E.H. The recorder and its music p i 25
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France appears to have led the world in the production of recorders and their 
preservation in museums, whereas in England activity in the field of the recorder 
revival was concentrated in the hands of a few researchers who made very few 
recorders.
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CHAPTER XII
THE RECORDER REVIVAL IN GERMANY
There is a sense in which the recorder did not have to be revived in Germany, for its 
continued existence in Berchtesgaden is unique in the history of the instrument: 
Berchtesgaden, however, is essentially unconnected with the early music revival. In 
terms of that revival the recorder did undergo an early renaissance in Germany in the 
hands of the Bogenhauser Kiinstlerkapelle and a large part of the present chapter will 
be devoted to that ensemble’s activity. It has been shown above (Chapter IX) that a 
Bach revival progressed throughout the nineteenth century in Germany, but also that 
performance on ‘early’ instruments was a later development: clarinets were 
substituted for oboi d’amore in early reconstructions of the Passions, and 
Mendelssohn played the continue for his seminal 1829 performance of the St. Matthew 
Passion on the piano. The recorder was essentially forgotten in mainstream musical 
practice, von Gunterhausen observing in 1855 that the instrument was seldom 
heard: '^"  ^Moeck, writing in 1978, noted that the recorder was not used in serious 
music although he commented on the Berchtesgaden tradition but does not write of its 
continuous existence into the twentieth and even twenty-first centuries.^^^
As in other European countries, instrument collections began to be assembled during 
the latter part of the nineteenth century. The Dutch ‘cellist Paul de Wit (1852-1925) 
set up a collection in Leipzig in 1886, and subsequently attempted to sell the 
collection to the Leipzig authorities. He finally sold it in 1905 to a wealthy paper 
manufacturer in Cologne by the name of Wilhelm Heyer (1849-1913) who established 
the Heyer Museum of Musical History and also acquired the collection of Alessandro 
Kraus of Florence: both the de Wit and Kraus collections contained recorders. The 
Heyer collection eventually became the foundation of the Musical Instrument 
Museum of the University of Leipzig.^The Germanisches Nationalmuseum at 
Nuremberg was founded in 1852 and in 1905 Christian Doebereiner (a gambist who 
played his instrument with a ‘cello bow) founded Die Deutsche Vereinigung fur alte
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart: s.v. ‘Blockflôte’ (Harrass, M.H.) 
Moeck, H. ‘Zur “Nachgeschichte” und Renaissance der Blockflôte’ p l6  
Musikinstrumenten Museum der Universitât Leipzig 
http://www.uni-leipzig.d/~mim/history.html
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Musik: in subsequent years Doebereiner was one of the first to employ recorders in 
Bach’s second and fourth Brandenburg concerti and also in the Actus Tragicus 
(Cantata 106). A few recorders -  some with keys - were made in Germany in the 
nineteenth century (A25-27) and in the latter part of the nineteenth century, the 
Bogenhauser Kiinstlerkapelle (an amateur group based in Munich) began to perform 
in public on recorders.
THE BOGENHAUSER KÜNSTLERKAPELLE
The Bogenhauser Kiinstlerkapelle [the Bogenhauser artists’ band] was almost 
certainly the first recorder ensemble to be formed in the early days of the instrument’s 
rebirth. Kimbauer presents an extensive account of the ensemble’s activities in his 
paper Das war Pionierarbeit?^^
Bogenhauser is a district of Munich and the members of the ensemble were amateur 
musicians, most coming from an artistic background. The Nuremberg painter Konrad 
Weigund (1842-1897) came into possession of a number of early eighteenth-century 
woodwind instruments (possibly from a deceased person’s estate) and began to play 
them before moving to Munich. Together with Wilhelm Diill (1835-1887), Diill’s 
wife and son Heinrich, he formed what a contemporary described as ein lustiges 
Quartett [a cheerful quartet] playing recorders (including a bass, played by Weigund) 
with a guitar: this group existed in the 1880s and one Georg Pezold (1865-1943, 
subsequently a member of the ensemble) wrote to his parents in 1887 to say that he 
had heard the sound of recorders in Heinrich Diill’s garden in Bogenhauser.^*^ At 
Fastnachts [Shrove Tuesday] -  probably in the next year, 1888 - it is known that 
Weigund, Diill, and Pezold appeared in costume playing recorders, but the 
Kiinstlerkapelle as such appears to date from around the year 1890. Over the years 
the membership of the ensemble underwent some changes (which are not relevant to 
the history of the recorder) but the instrumental Tine-up’ changed little. The basic 
ensemble consisted of the unlikely combination of three recorders (mainly altos), a 
bass recorder, a guitar, a tromba marina and drums.
Kimbauer, M. ‘Das war Pionierarbeit’ pp37-67 
Kimbauer, M. ‘Das war Pionierarbeit’ p44
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In 1899 the Bogenhauser Kiinstlerkapelle took part in a chamber music evening in the 
Bayerisches Hof Hotel in Munich in which several string trio movements were 
performed together with a song cycle, a two-piano piece by Saint-Saëns and a piano 
trio by Haydn. The Bogenhausers’ programme gives a picture of the sort of repertoire 
favoured by the ensemble at the time:
Presidential March von Konig Friedrich Wilhelm III
Minuet Anon.
(4 recorders, guitar, tromba marina and drums)
Ave Maria Arcadelt
(4 recorders)
Rondo Mozart
(3 recorders)
Polonaise Pleyel
York’scher Reiter-Marsch
(4 recorders, guitar, tromba marina and drums)
In addition to the ‘serious’ repertoire, the Bogenhausers also played Alpine folk music 
and lustige Feldmusik [military music], acquiring an extensive library of parts 
arranged for their particular instrumental combination.
The Bayerisches Hof concert was under the direction of the notable Munich musician 
Heinrich Scherrer (1865-1937), an early champion of the Bogenhauser 
Künstlerkapelle and later one of its members. In 1902 he wrote of the group “Das 
war PionierarbeiF [that was pioneering work].^*  ^ The Bogenhausers continued to 
perform in Munich until their disbandment at the beginning of the Second World 
War: they had become an established (if perceived as quaint) part of the Munich 
musical scene, playing at many concerts and functions. By the beginning of the war 
Dull and Pezold were in their seventies; Pezold died in 1943, in the same year as the 
tromba marina player Harbelt. Sadly the house in Bogenhauser was bombed in 1944 
but fortunately most of the instruments had been taken to safety.
Kimbauer, M. ‘Das war Pionierarbeit’ p47
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Writing in ‘The American Recorder’ in 1982, Moeck recalled a description of the 
work of the Bogenhauser Kiinstlerkapelle’s last leader, Joseph Wagener?^** Wagener 
described the group as an amateur matter:
The gentlemen were great music lovers but each had another occupation.
Once during a festival we played for my colleagues at the Munich State Opera
Orchestra. They were astonished at the beautiful, full tone of the recorders:
for me, that was the most telling critique.
The Bogenhausers played on recorders dating from the early eighteenth century by 
such makers as the Denners, Oberlender and Bressan and these (together with other 
instruments owned by the group) are listed by K imbaue r .Many  of the instruments 
were detailed by Young in his 1982 paper ‘Some further instmments by the 
D e n n e r s Y o u n g  relates that he was invited to visit a hidden private collection in 
Bavaria and that the instruments he was shown had been in the possession of an old 
Nuremberg family and had been used for amateur playing amongst friends. These 
instruments had subsequently been taken to Munich and both the instmments and 
their players became the nucleus of the Bogenhauser Künstlerkapelle. Young 
described thirteen recorders, one of which was made in the very late eighteenth 
century by Lorenz Walch I in Berchtesgaden (E5). The instmments remain in a 
private collection in Bavaria.
One instmment belonging to the Bogenhausers is of especial significance in the story 
of the revival of the recorder. The Munich instmment maker Gottlieb Gerlach (1856- 
1909) attempted to copy an alto recorder by J.Denner from the ensemble’s collection, 
this copy almost certainly being the first ‘modem’ recorder to be made in Germany 
(N12). It is not of good quality, for, according to Kimbauer, the knowledge of how to 
voice and tune a recorder had been lost for some 100 years.^^  ^ Gerlach was 
apparently unaware of the continued tradition of recorder making in Berchtesgaden, 
only a hundred or so kilometres from Munich, but nevertheless the instmment is of
Moeck, H. ‘The twentieth century renaissance o f  the recorder in Germany’ 
The American Recorder XXIII 2 1982 pp61-68 
Kimbauer, M. ‘Das war Pionierarbeit’ pp64-67 
Young, P.T. ‘Some further instruments by the Denners’
Galpin Society Journal XXXV 1982 pp77-85 
Kimbauer, M. ‘Das war Pionierarbeit’ p63
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considerable historical importance in that it represents a desire once more to make 
recorders.
There is little doubt that the Bogenhauser Künstlerkapelle was the first regular 
recorder ensemble of the early music revival. It could be argued (from a twenty-first 
century standpoint) that much of the Bogenhausers’ practice was hardly an accurate 
realization of old music but, in the days of this pioneering ensemble, the concepts of 
authenticity and historically informed performance were only just beginning to 
emerge. Certainly in their early days the Bogenhausers stood in the very vanguard of 
their field and seldom can an amateur group have been of such significance in the 
revival of the recorder and early music. As Scherrer said in 1902,” Das war 
Pionierarbeit”.
In Germany -  as in other countries -  collectors began to acquire old musical 
instruments, although the process began rather later than in France. The Bach revival 
was essentially focussed in its earlier days on choral music, with the use of early 
instruments only occurring later. The three Langsfloten of German origin (recorders 
A25-27) in the Carl Claudius Collection in Copenhagen suggest further activity in the 
field of the recorder revival but the exact source of these instruments is not known. 
The Bogenhauser Künstlerkapelle was certainly amongst the first ensembles in the 
world to play the recorder in public performance in the nineteenth century.
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CHAPTER XIII 
THE RECORDER REVIVAL IN OTHER COUNTRIES
BELGIUM
The saga of the early music movement and revival of the recorder followed different 
strands in the three countries hitherto examined: Brussels, an old town in the young 
state of Belgium, followed yet another path, distinguished by its Conservatoire, by its 
museum and by a number of perceptive musicians and musicologists.
THE CONSERVATOIRE
The Conservatoire Royale de Musique grew out of the Royal School of Music, 
established in 1821. In 1833 François-Joseph Fétis was appointed Director, in the 
latter years of the century being succeeded by François-Auguste Gevaert: both men 
were interested in the revival of early music, Gevaert being the first to introduce the 
young Arnold Dolmetsch to ornamentation and early instruments. It was during 
Gevaerf s time of office that Dolmetsch first heard recorders (as related in Chapter X) 
and that students fi-om the Conservatoire visited London to play recorders at the 
International Inventions Exhibition of 1885. The culture of early music was further 
enhanced by the appointment of Victor-Charles Mahillon to the post of curator of the 
newly-created Musée Instrumentale du Conservatoire Royale de Musique, now the 
Musée des Instruments de Musique. The combination of directors and the enlarging 
collection of instruments provided a cultural environment in which early music and its 
instruments could be explored.
FRANÇOIS-JOSEPH FÉTIS
Although not playing a known part in the recorder revival, François-Joseph Fétis 
(1784-1871), composer, historian and writer, was a major figure in the early days of 
the early music movement. Bom at Mons in Belgium in 1784, he completed his 
studies in France where he remained until 1833. In 1832, he presented in Paris a 
series of Concerts Historiques, lengthy programmes with lectures and demonstrations
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on old instruments, these intruments reputedly being badly played. In 1833 he was 
appointed director of the Brussels Conservatoire and re-introduced his historical 
concerts in 1839. As a composer he failed to win lasting fame but his books on both 
the theory and history of music met with some success. Fétis’ philosophy ‘art does 
not progress, it merely changes’ underpinned much of the early music revival in 
France and Belgium and allowed music to be judged by standards other than those of 
his own day. He was of the opinion that immersion in the musical past was in part a 
reaction to the great romantic composers of his own generation.^ "^*
In his five-volume treatise Histoire Générale de Musique, Fétis gave a brief 
description of a number of duct flutes.^^  ^ He described the galoubet and French 
flageolet before giving a more detailed exposition of the flûte à huit trous (recorder) 
and making mention of the sixteenth-century authors Agricola, Virdung and Ganassi. 
Fétis then proceeded to indicate the compass of the discantus, tenor and bassus and 
observed that the complete consort consisted of four recorders. He commented on the 
flûtes à neuf trous, those recorders built with two alternative holes for the little finger 
of the lower hand. Fétis acquired an extensive collection of instruments which 
formed the basis of the collection in Brussels: he will be remembered essentially as a 
somewhat controversial theorist and historian with an interest in early music.
VICTOR-CHARLES MAHILLON
Mahillon was bom in Belgium in 1841 and became curator of the new Conservatoire 
museum in 1879. He amassed a large collection of instruments including several 
recorders and published an extensive catalogue, the style of which is copied to this 
day.^^ Mahillon -  hailed as the father of organology -  was the first to produce a 
system of classification for musical instmments, his system becoming the basis for 
Hombostel and Sach’s classification of 1914.^^^
N ew  Grove II: s.v. ‘Fétis’ (Ellis, K.)
Fétis, F-J Histoire Générale de Musique 
Paris: Libraire de Firmin, Didot, et Cie. 1876 Vol. V ppl78-174
Mahillon, V-C. Catalogue descriptif et analytique du Musée Instrumental du Conservatoire Royale 
de Musique de Bruxelles 
Ghent: Ad Hoste 1893-1922 (5 vols)
N ew  Grove II: s.v. ‘Mahillon’ (Waterhouse, W.)
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Mahillon was one of the first -  if not the first -  to make copies of historic recorders 
and other instruments in the late nineteenth century, these instruments being intended 
for both his own and for other collections: eight of his recorders were played by 
students from the Conservatoire at the 1885 London International Inventions 
Exhibition (see above. Chapter X). Mahillon also copied many other recorders, 
fourteen of which are known to the present author and are listed in the checklist: most 
of these instruments are of the renaissance pattern (like Galpin’s), although why he 
chose this pattern instead of the baroque type is not known. Mahillon died in 1924.
CESAR SNOECK
The Belgian attorney and amateur musician Cesar Snoeck (cl 825-1899) made a large 
collection of instruments, many of which were eventually distributed to museums in 
Brussels, St. Petersburg and Berlin. Some 360 of his instruments are now located in 
St.Petersburg, including thirty recorders, half of which are unsigned: there is no 
evidence to suggest that any of these recorders are of nineteenth-century origin.^^  ^ An 
illustration of Snoeck surrounded by various instruments was published in Die Woche 
in June 1902, recorders being clearly visible amongst the various stringed and wind 
instruments.^^^
In Belgium the significant features in the revival of the recorder lie in the 
Conservatoire, its museum, and in the activities of men like Fétis, Gevaert, and 
Mahillon, all enthusiasts for old music. The credit for making the first recorders of 
the revival lies with Mahillon, who not only pre-dated the English and German 
makers but also caused the sound of the instrument to be heard in public.
HOLLAND
In stark contrast to the current importance of Holland in the world of the recorder, the 
country was of little significance in the instrument’s early revival.
Jurisalu, H. ‘Die Leningrader Sammlung und ihre Flôteninstrumente’ 
Tibia 2 1980 pp 105-107
flutehistory.com:Jacques Martin Hotteterre “le Romain” 
http://www.flutehistory.com/Players/Jacques_Hotteterre/index.php3
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Early music societies flourished in Rotterdam, Haarlem and Utrecht from the 1840s 
but these focussed essentially on the large-scale choral works of Bach, Handel and the 
Dutch composer Sweelinck (1562-1621). Performances were also given of 
renaissance choral music, but little interest appears to have been taken in the revival 
of early instrumental music.^ *^*
As in England and France, exhibitions were mounted, the first to contain historic 
instruments being that at Delft in 1863: early collectors included J.C.Boers (Nijmegen 
and Delft) and D.F. Scheurleer (Amsterdam). Both of these collections are now 
housed in The Hague.^^*
Bouterse relates that a soprano recorder by Steenbergen (1676-1752, Amsterdam) was 
recovered from a shipwreck in the Netherlands in 1888.^^  ^ The foot-joint had been 
lost and replaced by a crude piece of wood with no real socket and no finger-hole. 
When the recorder was last used is open to speculation: it was certainly unplayable by 
1888.
THE NORDIC COUNTRIES
A paper published in Sweden by Enberg in 1992 notes that the recorder declined in 
the eighteenth century as a consequence of the ideals of the romantic period and that 
its revival was a manifestation of anti-romanticism. However, the recorder was of 
little importance in Sweden before the 1930s.^^^
A similar situation pertained in Denmark, with the first references to the recorder 
occurring around 1927.^ "^*
Klis,J. van der Oude muziek in Nederland, het verhaal van de pioneers, 1900-1975  
Utrecht: Stichting Organisatie Oude Muziek 1991 pp23-26 
Bouterse, J. personal electronic communication 08.05.03  
Bouterse, J. personal electronic communication 08.05.03  
Enberg, J. Blockflojten under 1900-talet [twentieth century]
Institutionen for Musikvetenskap i Goteborg 1992
234 Bergstrom, T. personal electronic communication 03.11.04
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SWITZERLAND
In Switzerland, there was little significant use of the recorder until the 1930s:^^  ^
Aeschmann’s method was published in Geneva in 1935.^^^
ITALY AND SPAIN
In these southern European countries, there is no evidence for the use of the recorder 
in the early days of its revival.
Kenyon de Pascual has indicated that two recorders were offered for sale in Madrid in 
1788 but she advised the present author that there is no evidence for the use of 
recorders in Spain before the 1930s.^^^
In Italy the flageolet was sometimes called for, particularly in dance music. At least 
one flute was converted into a ‘recorder’ in Modena: this instrument appears in the 
checklist as D2. The first recorder method was not published until 1939.^ ^^
Hadley, M. conversation with the present author 15.02.05 
Robert, C. Xxème siècle et flûte à bec, p42
237 Kenyon de Pascual, B. personal electronic communications 14.10.03, 18.05.04 
Meucci, R. personal communication 12.01.04
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CHAPTER XIV
SUMMARY -  THE RECORDER PLAYED AND DISPLAYED
The foregoing chapters have outlined the early history of the recorder revival across 
Europe in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and highlighted men and 
events of particular prominence: the progress and intent of the revival differed, 
however, from country to country.
References given in the text demonstrate that the recorder was poorly understood in 
the final quarter of the nineteenth century. Confusion raged over its terminology and 
dictionaries of music proclaimed it as an entirely obsolete instrument. A growing 
interest in antiquarianism -  and with it a growing interest in early music -  led to the 
rediscovery of old instruments (often called ‘ancient’ instruments) and eventually not 
only were old instruments collected, restored and played, but were also copied.
The ‘museum culture’ was a pan-European phenomenon with collections of 
instruments appearing in most countries from the middle of the century: in this 
respect, France led the field. Some of the collectors were professional musicians or 
organologists such as Clapisson and Mahillon, but others (typified by Snoeck) were 
enthusiastic amateurs, most acquiring instruments as museum pieces with little 
intention of restoring them to playing condition. No single collector made a feature of 
collecting recorders but the instruments appeared, albeit in small numbers, in many 
collections. Particular note must be made of the museum at La Couture-Boussey 
where instruments were copied not to be played but to illustrate the history of 
woodwind instrument making in the locality.
The great international exhibitions of the nineteenth century featured recorders at least 
in London (1885) and Paris (1889 and 1900). Instrument makers displayed their 
wares at these exhibitions but there is no evidence for the sale of newly-made 
recorders: those recorders on display were, in the main, historical instruments. 
Mahillon’s Kynseker copies (played in London in 1885) were not part of a ‘trade fair’ 
but used in one of the first public recorder performances of the revival. The later
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London exhibitions of 1890 and 1904 displayed both historic instruments and copies 
of renaissance recorders by Mahillon and Galpin.
A few early pioneers (notably Galpin and Mahillon, but also Gerlach and Tolbecque) 
made playable copies of old recorders but the large-scale introduction of recorders of 
modem manufacture did not begin until the 1920s and (particularly) the 1930s. A 
similar time scale may be observed in the revival of other historic instruments, 
especially the viols, lute and harpsichord.
Lecture-recitals and historical concerts became a feature of Parisian musical life 
during the first half of the nineteenth century but there is no evidence for the use of 
recorders in these performances. In contrast, across the border in Belgium, recorders 
were played (badly) in a lecture-demonstration at the Bmssels conservatoire, whilst in 
London lectures and demonstrations were given by Welch, Bridge and Finn, the first- 
named writing extensively about the recorder.
Most of the early performances on recorders were given as musical illustrations in the 
course of lectures but Mahillon’s recorders were played within a concert at the 1885 
London exhibition. Galpin’s quartet performed at parish functions. The Bogenhauser 
Kiinstlerkapelle differed, for the members were neither collectors nor researchers but 
amateur musicians who had acquired their instruments as a collection. The prime 
purpose of the ensemble was to meet and play together (in private or in public) and in 
this, they were leaders in the field. The widespread view of pioneering performances 
upon recorders was that they were quaint and of poor quality, this perception being 
largely attributable to the players’ lack of understanding of the instmment and its 
technique. The auditors often appeared to have little insight into the role and timbre 
of the instruments in their heyday - and no doubt had little expectation that a 
significant revival of this apparently primitive instrument would occur.
France, England, Germany and Belgium were the leading nations in the recorder 
revival. Although the pattern and focus of that revival took slightly different courses 
in different countries, an interest in collecting, restoring, making and playing historic 
instmments was common to all. The French displayed much ingenuity in collecting 
and exhibiting recorders as well as making ‘display copies’ for museums. As has
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been noted above, a small number of playable instruments were made in France late 
in the nineteenth century. In England, scholars attempted to study the role of the 
recorder in former times and illustrate their lectures with live performances on the 
instruments, an antiquarian approach tempered with an enthusiasm to hear the old 
instruments as well as to exhibit them. Overall, the academic focus differed on the 
two sides of the English Channel with the French possessing more of a museum 
culture whilst the English took a more studious approach to the instrument and in 
reviving instrumental music of the renaissance. In Belgium, the Conservatoire was 
the focus for collecting, making and playing old instruments, Mahillon’s work being 
of particular importance in the fields of both instrument making and classification. 
Germany -  which, with England, led the world in the Bach revival -  was of less 
significance in the renaissance of the recorder despite the notable exception of the 
isolated activities of the Bogenhauser Künstlerkapelle.
It is not possible to consider the recorder revival outwith the whole growing early 
music culture, the recorder being only one instrument amongst many to excite the 
interest of the early pioneers. The early music revival in itself cannot be considered in 
isolation from other historicist movements in the visual arts, architecture and 
literature. As in so many ‘revivalist’ movements, activity appears to have developed 
spontaneously and synchronously in several countries, the salient dates being 
illustrated in the table below. It would be reasonable to assert that if it were not for 
the revival of other early instruments by Dolmetsch and his contemporaries, the 
recorder may have lain buried by the dust of antiquity for many more years. The new 
age of the recorder was already beginning to dawn when Dolmetsch bought his first 
recorder on June 7 1905: few, if any, could have foretold the subsequent story of the 
little eight-holed flute whose ancestry can be traced back to the Middle Ages.
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OVERVIEW OF THE RECORDER REVIVAL
DATE ENGLAND FRANCE GERMANY OTHER
1872 S.Kensington 
exhibition
1873 Paul Walch 
dies
1879 Dolmetsch 
hears recs 
in Brussels
1885 International 
Inventions Ex
Mahillon’s 
recs in 
London
1886 Chester recs 
discovered
1887 Museum at 
La Couture 
founded
recs played 
in Düll’s 
Garden
1889 Exposition
Universelle
1890 Galpin uses 
recs in lecture
Royal Military 
Exhibition
Mahillon’s 
recs in 
London
1892 Chester recs 
played in 
Chester
1898 Welch's f . 
lecture
Société des 
Instruments 
Anciens 
(about this time)
Bogenhauser 
Künstlerkapelle 
(about this time)
1900 Exposition
Universelle
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1901 Bridge lectures 
on Chester recs
Soc. des Insts 
Ane. Casadesus
1902 Welch’s 2nd 
lecture
1904 Fishmongers’ Hall 
Ex/ Finn’s lecture
Galpin’s Paraffin 
Concert
1905 Galpin’ s Paraffin 
Concert
Vereinigung 
fur alte Musik
Dolmetsch buys 
Bressan recorder
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POSTSCRIPT
The phrase ‘revival of the recorder’ well describes the work of the early pioneers and 
suggests a restoration of the instrument to its traditional role in music of former times, 
whether that be the renaissance consort or the exuberant solo music of the baroque. 
The history of the recorder revival described in the preceding chapters would suggest 
that this was the intention of Dolmetsch and his contemporaries but music, like time, 
does not stand still. Throughout the twentieth century the recorder acquired new roles 
both as a phenomenally successful educational tool, an instrument upon which many 
amateurs could attain a modicum of skill, and as a vehicle for avant-garde composers.
Before the World War of 1914-1918 the recorder appears to have been little used but 
after the cessation of hostilities its introduction to contemporary musical life 
proceeded apace. It has already been noted that a consort of recorders played at the 
Haslemere Festival in 1926, and about this time Wilhelm Gurlitt and Werner 
Danckert were experimenting with the instrument in Germany. The German guitarist 
and instrument maker Peter Harlan visited Haslemere in 1926, taking home some of 
Dolmetsch’s instruments which he intended to copy but a series of misunderstandings 
caused him to devise the so-called ‘German fingering’ which somewhat isolated the 
German recorder players from the rest of the world who used ‘English fingering’. 
Harlan viewed the recorder as an uncomplicated folk instrument with a considerable 
social use, the instrument being employed by the Hitler youth as well as in domestic 
music-making {Hausmusik). In 1928 a six-holed ‘csakan’ was introduced for school 
use.
In Holland the recorder was introduced for domestic and educational music in the late 
1920s and appears to have spread across Europe in these roles during the late 1920s 
and 1930s, being seen as an inexpensive, simple and portable instrument. Treatises 
were published in France and Switzerland from around 1935, the first Italian tutor 
appearing in 1939: at least one recorder ensemble existed in Spain by the 1940s. 
Amateur societies -  guided by professional musicians — began to be formed, with the 
British Society of Recorder Players being founded in 1937 and The American 
Recorder Society in 1939.
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The soprano (English ‘descant’) recorder assumed an undue importance in the 
recorder revival, particularly in its educational role but also in its role as a consort 
instrument. The soprano recorder is indeed convenient for small hands and in that 
sense is a good introduction to practical music-making but the concept of the recorder 
consort as ‘ soprano/alto/tenor/bass’ lacks historical veracity and is essentially a 
product of the revival rather than representing a reflection of historical performance 
practice: indeed, the recorder consort in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 
(the ‘golden age’ of consort playing) comprised an alto, two tenors, and a bass 
(basset).
After the Second World War developments in technology led to the production of 
good-quality inexpensive plastic recorders which further enhanced the educational 
role of the instrument: players (notably Carl Dolmetsch) began to commission new 
works and the increasing trend towards historically informed performance gave rise to 
new generations of both recorder makers and of virtuoso recorder players.
A hundred years after its tentative rebirth, the recorder has not only regained its 
historic role in the performance of early music, but has progressed to fresh fields and 
pastures anew.
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CONCLUSION AND EPILOGUE
Each chapter of the dissertation contains its own conclusions, yet it is fitting to draw 
together the various hypotheses in order to present an overall picture of ‘The Recorder 
1800-1905’ and to highlight areas where further research would be appropriate. In the 
latter respect controversial material will be listed, together with a brief summary of 
the principal findings of the chapters relating to the decline of the instrument, its 
organology, music, iconography and the early years of its revival.
The debate (highlighted in the first chapter) concerning the question of whether ‘flûte 
douce’ is an alternative name for the csakan or whether it implies the recorder is far 
from resolved, there being substantial evidence for both arguments. Recorders were 
few and far between in early nineteenth-century Vienna and on this ground alone it 
would be reasonable to suggest that the term flûte douce implies the csakan, yet other 
circumstantial evidence cited in the chapter lends weight to the contrary argument. 
Further research is required in this area and such work would involve an examination 
of the instruments and repertoire utilized in domestic music making in Vienna, 
together with a linguistic study of the terms used for the instruments.
The decline of the recorder has been discussed in order to examine the changing role 
of the recorder as the eighteenth century gave way to the nineteenth. It has been 
observed that the recorder declined in use after the middle of the eighteenth century 
and that this decline may be attributed to the changes in musical culture as the small 
court bands of the late baroque gave way to the increasingly large symphony 
orchestras of the late-classical period. These developments are in turn related to the 
philosophical changes of the Enlightenment and, in music, to the emergence of sonata 
form. The recorder was hardly modified during this period of its history and its 
(already uncommon) place in the orchestra was totally superseded by the more 
powerful transverse flute, an instrument with considerable potential for technical 
development. Music had moved on, but the gentle recorder remained static. The 
instrument had all but disappeared by the end of the eighteenth century yet Carl 
Dolmetsch’s belief “that it lingered on here and there” is confirmed by an 
organological study of the recorder in the nineteenth century.
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The inventory of recorders forms the kernel of the hypothesis that the recorder 
continued in use throughout the nineteenth century for, without the instruments as 
proof, there would be no case to advance for the postulate. Sixty-nine recorders by 
identified craftsmen have been described, together with a further forty-five of 
uncertain parentage. Nine recorders built at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries serve to testify to the continued activity of recorder makers as the earlier 
century gave way to the later and the seventeen instruments of the ‘D’ series are 
included as ‘debatable’ in the checklist partly because information on some is very 
sketchy and partly because some give rise to organological or terminological 
controversy. It is unlikely that this inventory is complete, for inevitably there will be 
other instruments in small museums and private collections, but nevertheless it 
represents an overview of recorder making in the nineteenth century which has not 
hitherto been presented in the literature. Of the 123 recorders of the ‘N’, ‘A’ and ‘E’ 
series, it is noteworthy that virtually all originated from northern European countries. 
A higher than expected proportion of fifth and sixth flutes as opposed to altos may be 
explained by the particular culture of Bavaria and northern Austria, whereas in other 
important centres of recorder making (notably London, Paris and La Couture- 
Boussey) the medium-sized instruments (particularly altos) predominate.
Experiments were made during the nineteenth century to develop the baroque 
recorder, the most notable being the addition of key work to facilitate playing of the 
chromatic scale and alterations to the foot joint to enhance the power of the 
instrument’s lowest register. These experiments have proved to be ephemeral.
Towards the latter years of the century, makers began to copy old recorders, some of 
these (such as the instruments made for the museum at La Couture-Boussey) being 
made purely for display purposes, whilst others were made as fully functioning 
instruments. Note has been made of the lack of authenticity of makers’ marks on 
some of these reproductions (which may be helpful in determining whether an 
instrument is an historic recorder or a nineteenth-century copy) and of the matter of 
pitch marks (particularly on the Bavarian and Austrian recorders): neither of these 
features have previously been highlighted in the recorder literature and the latter has 
aided the identification of at least one recorder.
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It is demonstrated that the earliest attempts to revive the craft of recorder making date 
from the last quarter of the nineteenth century and took place in Belgium, England, 
France and Germany.
In brief summary, a tradition of recorder making persisted from the closing years of 
the eighteenth century to the opening years of the twentieth, the later years marking 
the beginning of the revival of the recorder. The small recorders from Berchtesgaden 
are of particular interest, for work by the present author has shown that recorders have 
been made in the town in unbroken tradition from the late sixteenth century to the 
present day. This unique phenomenon in the history of the instrument has not 
previously been related in the literature.
Further research may reveal the existence of further recorders from the period and 
detailed organological study (of bore dimensions and tone-hole position) of some of 
the recorders -  particularly the late nineteenth-century French instruments -  may shed 
more light on the original source(s) for these instruments of anonymous manufacture.
Little music composed specifically for the recorder dating from the nineteenth century 
has been identified. This, in itself, is hardly surprising for few recorders were being 
made and documented instances of their use were few and far between. From a stance 
outside the period, it is possible to speculate that those few recorders which were in 
playing condition would have been used to play surviving eighteenth-century 
repertoire, music written for other instruments, or folk music: occasional use of the 
instrument in church services has been described. The Bavarian instruments 
(especially the Berchtesgadener Fleitl) may have had a role in folk music but there is 
scope for further research in this matter, especially in Berchtesgaden, where a folk 
tradition using small recorders continues to the present day. The ‘Schultze/Prowo’ 
debate should be re-explored: a careful comparison of the surviving autograph 
manuscripts in the Landesbibliothek Schwerin with other works by Prowo (examining 
both graphology and harmony) may yield an answer to Koch’s and Lasocki’s 
postulate that Johann Christoph Schultze was, in fact, Pierre Prowo.
Iconographie and literary references provide circumstantial evidence of an awareness 
of the recorder on the part of artists and men of letters but give little useful
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information about its organology or revival. The works cited exhibit a widespread 
distribution across Europe and throughout the century: the recorder may have been 
rarely seen or heard but it was not entirely forgotten by artistic cognoscenti.
An interest in performing music of former times accelerated in pace across Europe 
through the course of the nineteenth century; choral and instrumental works of 
composers of the renaissance and baroque were sought out, edited and performed; 
late in the century, players began to take an interest in historical instruments. The 
major factor in the genesis of the early music movement appears to have been a 
reaction against the perceived excesses of late romanticism but this has to be coupled 
with a series of radical changes in society and viewed against a parallel rediscovery of 
Gothic architecture and of mediaeval and renaissance art. The pioneers of the early 
music revival were not (at least at first) unduly concerned with matters of authenticity 
and historically informed performance practice, such praxis eventually growing out of 
musicological study during the twentieth century. It is in the light of this new culture 
of the early music movement that the recorder revival is examined, for, as its decline 
was associated with substantial changes in musical culture, so would its revival be so 
determined.
The recorder revival appears to have begun spontaneously in a number of countries 
around the 1880s, yet different trends became apparent in various countries, although 
the practice of collecting and displaying historical musical instruments became a 
widespread phenomenon across Europe throughout the nineteenth century. In 
England, Arnold Dolmetsch had advanced the cause of early instrumental music but 
his contact with the recorder was minimal until the year 1905: his place in the early 
history of the recorder revival is thus considerably less significant than often assumed, 
although his later contribution -  together with the efforts of his family (notably his 
son Carl) -  was of paramount importance. It has been postulated in a recent thesis 
that Dolmetsch did perform on the recorder before 1905 but further study is required 
to determine how he learnt to play the instrument and to discover upon which 
instrument he played. Galpin made and played recorders in public long before 
Dolmetsch and other English scholars (notably J.C. Bridge and Christopher Welch) 
researched the instrument. In general, early attempts at performance on recorders 
were greeted with harsh criticism due partly to a lack of technique on the instrument
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on the part of its players, partly to the poor condition of the instruments and to a 
misconception of these problems on the part of the critics. In France, a ethos of 
instrument collecting became apparent and late in the century non-playable ‘external’ 
copies of old recorders were made to be displayed in museums as were a number of 
playable recorders. The present author has been unable to elucidate details regarding 
for whom the instruments were made or for which repertoire they were intended and 
herein lies scope for further research by a scholar fluent in the French language. In 
Germany the Bogenhauser Kiinstlerkapelle represented the earliest known recorder 
ensemble with a consistent membership, whilst in Brussels the work of the 
Conservatoire and its museum was of seminal importance in the revival of the 
instrument, with Mahillon’s copies of the Nuremberg Kynseker recorders being 
played and exhibited overseas.
It is now shown that the recorder revival had gained considerable momentum by 
1905, yet there appears to have been little widespread use of the instrument until after 
the First World War, when a growing interest in the instrument became apparent, 
particularly in England and Germany. By the 1930s the recorder was becoming 
established across Europe and America as an instrument for school children, amateurs 
and a growing corpus of professional players, a movement founded upon research by 
nineteenth-century pioneers and fuelled by the growing availability of both high 
quality and inexpensive instruments. The tide had turned: the recorder had been 
revived.
EPILOGUE
It has now been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that the recorder, far from 
becoming extinct, maintained a shadowy existence throughout the nineteenth century: 
eclipsed, certainly as far as orchestral and chamber music were concerned by its 
powerful cousin the transverse flute, yet far from buried in the mire of antiquity. The 
continued manufacture of recorders -  albeit in very small numbers -  testifies to an 
interest in, and awareness of, the instrument even though documented instances of its 
use are few and far between. In the form of the Berchtesgadener Fleitl the recorder 
enjoyed an Indian summer in Bavaria, this remarkable little instrument forming a 
bridge between the guild of wood-tumers of the baroque era and the present-day
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craftsman, for in this tiny area the recorder never became extinct. By the closing 
years of the nineteenth century the die had been cast for the recorder’s resurrection 
from the edge of obsolescence to its new flowering in the twentieth century. Almost 
certain death had been transfigured into new birth. The simplicity of the recorder 
would appeal -  as never before -  to children, their teachers and to amateurs of all 
ages, whilst its infuriating complexity would again fascinate the minds and fingers of 
more erudite musicians. The wheel -  as so often in the aeons of history -  would turn 
full circle.
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APPENDIX I 
ICONOGRAPHY
Details of the works of art cited in Chapter VIII, ‘Iconography’, are given below. The 
descriptions of the paintings are abbreviated from Lander’s website ‘Recorder 
Iconography’.
THE SHEPHERD PIPER 1881
Anderson, Sophie 1823 -  1903 
French-born Pre-Raphaelite painter
Oil on canvas 
Location: unknown
A young boy sits on a hillside playing a crudely made recorder.
THE REHEARSAL 
Baumgartner, Peter 1834- 1911
German genre painter whose works often represent literary scenes 
Location: Joseph Mensing Gallery, Hamm Rhynern (D)
A group of people stand around a table in a darkened room, play and listen to music. 
The instruments include violin, flute, horn, double bass and a small recorder played 
by a young boy.
LES AVEUGLES
Boilly, Louis-Léopold 1761 -  1845
French painter and print-maker known for his genre scenes and moralizing and 
amorous subjects
Lithograph by François de Delpech (1778 -  1825) after Boilly 
Location: Collection Prouté, Paris (F)
The lithograph is discussed in the main text.
Illustration V
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THE PIPING SHEPHERD
Fripp, Alfred Downing 1822 -  1895 
English watercolourist
Watercolour
Location: Victoria and Albert Museum, London (GB)
On a chalk cliff top before a lake a boy holds a small recorder as if to play it... there 
is no doubt about the recorder which is of baroque design.
THE POWER OF MUSIC
Good, Thomas Sword 1789 -  1872
Location: Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne (GB)
An old man dances, waving his cane in the air to the music of a woman playing the 
‘cello and a young man playing a recorder.
SHEPHERD BOY 1831
Linnell, John 1782- 1882
English painter who participated in the naturalist movement of the nineteenth century 
and later took an interest in landscape and portraiture.
Location: The Yale Centre for British Art, New Haven (USA)
A young shepherd wearing an embroidered smock typical of downland (e.g. Sussex) 
shepherds and a floppy hat, a staff resting on the crook of his left arm, plays a 
baroque-style recorder. His sheep graze behind him and his dog stands beside him. 
Two similar versions exist, one of which is a sketch.
Illustration IV
THE GRAND REVIEW OF TROOPS AT HATFIELD BY KING GEORGE III ON 
13*. JUNE 1800
Livesay, Richard 1753 -  1823
Location: Hatfield House, Hatfield (GB)
Against the background of Hatfield House cavalry and foot-soldiers parade... in the 
foreground right another family is shepherded out of the way by an officer on 
horseback. Amongst the latter family a young lad holds a baroque recorder of alto 
size.
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ST. CECILIA WITH MUSICAL ANGELS 
NADORP, Franz Johann Friedrich 1794 -1876 
Drawing on transparent paper
Location: Westfalisches Landesmuseum, Munster (D)
On a bench beneath the figure lie a lute, a violin and bow, and a tambourine, beneath 
which is a recorder. The window/labium and double holes for the little finger are clear 
but the recorder is largely hidden. The present author notes that double holes are 
unusual at this period: they appear on a few baroque recorders (notably by Bressan) 
but were essentially popularised by Carl Dolmetsch in the twentieth century.
THE VIOLINIST JEAN-JOSEPH BOTT AS A CHILD cl 836
Anonymous
Location: Schloss Wilhelmshohe Gemaldergalerie alte Meister, Kassel (D)
The violinist plays but a recorder lies in front of him on music for two violins by 
Spohr (1784-1859).
FAÇADE DECORATIONS c l842
Cassone, Francesco
Location: Teatro Vittorio Emanuele III, Noto, Sicily (I)
The decorations are on the façade of the theatre.
Two trophies show a total of ten recorders of which three have clear windows/labia 
and all ten have beaked mouthpieces. Two have baroque decorations at the beak. 
Those showing the foot have a markedly flared bell. Two other incomplete recorders 
are seen.
DECORATED PIANO CASE c l870 
Gamble, John 1837 -  1911
Location: Victoria and Albert Museum, London (GB)
Collection number 11-1913
The piano case is decorated with a painted design by Gamble depicting Apollo with 
his lyre and various instruments, some drawn from the museum’s collection. Of 
particular interest is a reproduction of a renaissance style bass recorder with fontanelle 
and key for the lowest note (collection number 303-1882). Other instruments include 
a colascione and a triangle, neither of which are in the museum’s collection.^^^
Yorke, J. personal electronic communication 03.11.04
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APPENDIX II 
MISCELLANEA
This appendix includes sundry items of information which are not of sufficient 
significance to be incorporated into the chapters but which nevertheless contribute 
(albeit in a small way) to the overall history of the recorder in the nineteenth century.
1 The catalogue of the firm of Kampff of Markneukirchen dating from 1835 
illustrates, amongst other flutes, a recorder of simple baroque shape.^ "^ ^
2 The composer Gaetano Donizetti (1797 -  1848) was a collector of 
. recorders.
3 Leopoldo Franciolini (1844 -  1920) was an Italian seller, copier, and forger of 
copies of historical musical instruments -  the so-called ‘Franciolini Fakes’.
He was visited by Arnold Dolmetsch in 1897-8 and tried for fraud in 1910.
His catalogues (published in Florence in 1895 [vol.3], 1897 [vol.4] and 1900 
[vol.5] contain several references to recorders. "^^^
Vol. 3 pl3 3-H 18 Flauto a becco di legno nero
3-15  Flauto a becco in legno bossolo (Francese) *
Vol.4 p54 4-N 27  Flauto a becco di legno granatiglia con cerchi
d ’avorio et 3 chiave d ’ottave (Isidore Lot)
Isidore Lot was a French woodwind instrument maker who worked at La Couture- 
Boussey cl 860 -  1886 but there is no evidence that he made recorders.
Vol.5 p64 5 -N26 identical with the above
No makers are specified: with the possible exception of 4-N27 these recorders may 
well b e ‘Franciolini Fakes’.
* bossolo is translated as ‘cartridge case’
A tenor recorder by Lamy was sold at Sotheby’s (New York) on the 8^*^ 
November 1995 (lot 147).^ "^  ^ The sale of this instrument is also documented 
in Lander’s database of recorders. No other details of the instrument are 
known, but its maker could be either Joseph Alfred Lamy (1850 -  1919), a 
maker of violin bows and of the soprano recorder N23 or Concord Lamy. A
Betz, M. Der Csakan undseine Musik illustration 22, p38 
Betz, M. Der Csakan und seine Musik p46 
Ripin, E.M. The instrument catalogues o f  Leopoldo Franciolini 
Hackensack, N.J.,Boonin, J. cl 974 (place o f  publication not given) 
Quinn, K. personal electronic communication 23.02.04
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tenor by this latter maker is preserved in F -  Paris and dated as of twentieth 
century origin. A further two twentieth century recorders in the same 
collection are ascribed simply to Lamy.
5 In the same sale, a recorder by Lot was offered: it is not loiown which member 
of the Lot dynasty its maker (see recorder D8).
6 Schmidt records that T.J.Weygand wrote in 1922 that his grandfather (of 
Germanstown, PA) who, eighty years earlier, made recorders of ivory and 
boxwood, melting down half-dollar coins for the keys.^ "^ "^  This would date his 
activities around the 1840s, but it is possible that the instruments were 
flageolets rather than true recorders (see D5, recorder/flageolet by Firth Pond 
cl 856-62).
7 An anonymous recorder, formerly in the Glen collection and illustrated in 
Hipkins Musical Instruments, Historic, Rare, and Unique (plate XXXVIII) has 
been mentioned in the checklist under recorder A2. The Glen collection was 
dispersed between Edinburgh and Glasgow: the instrument is not at present in 
Edinburgh but no replies were received to enquiries directed to the Glasgow 
collections.
244 Schmidt, L.J. ‘A practical and historical source book for the recorder’ p378
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